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Clippings.
Lu» v Fillmer, highly w'.!or*d. preaches the
gospel in Na>hviih

Farmer.

Auger undo lull men witty, but
[Lon! Bacon.

County farmers’ Association.

Waldo

Victoria prefers *• Madam"
“Your Mai"tv,” it is said.
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Cooking
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BELFAST, MAINE, THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 28, 1872.

Meats.
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The

tin- last moment the soup may lie allowed to reach the boiling point,. The hones
should be crushed or broken up into small
idee-.
and boiled, or rather simmered, for
\t

'>■•

one ol M
la.-'t July: kept,
o|. boiled potatoes through the winter.
on raw ones from then iii!
apple lime:
led s\\e 'I i!;, It s.
Has led Mi al HUOllt
a
k-. with hi- apple
He i- hit and
W'-tgli live hundred pound-. Is a < diesSmall !; I't'iis are generally apt to be

Bought,

-•

a

'-do
i.

should then In* gradually heated up, to a
temperature noLexceeding 150 deg. Fahrenheit, oral- deg. below the boiling point.

eat

anything
good h-ed and enougl

••

111

v

dr.

ealfi

ago

ear

pigsa

v

thoroughly to extract their nutritive ni'iUcr.
Soup contains
dm greater part of t he saline matter, with
tin creatine, creatinine, and kindred compound*, some ot the albumen and fat, and
an amount of gelatine that depends upon
the duration of the boiling process. Cold
extracts from one-sixth to one-fourth
of the weight «>i the solid constituents of
the meat : and this water extract contains
nearly all the savory, saline, and crystalline
ingredients. After long continued boiling,
meat becomes a hard mass, composed of
migh muscular fibres, the areolar tissue
connect ing: uumu, and parts of the nerves
and blood-\. ssels. This is dillicult to masticate, more dillicult to digest, and so devoid of flavor that it is impossible to tell
from what animal it came.
As Liebig remarks even a dog will reject it.
For invalids. beef soup is by far the best.
That
made from mutton is less digestible, and is
seldom five from fat. The remarkable restorative. properties of soup are due to the
presence of a large quantity of highly nitrogenous principles.
Very strong beef tea
may almost be classed with such st imulants
as
and
lea.
brandy
Creatine, creatinine,
and other similar substances in meat bear
a
cl.ise resemblance to the theine of tea
and coilee, and the theobromine of cocoa.
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experience wild: large and
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oiifoe

difference
si tains of tin* biood are
ii:11. are called ( -h esters,
vast

a

diesli rs.
Neaie\
Cd.e.Mer.s prove woli with
They vv:h eat any idling lit to be eaten,
-mal; boned hogs, having a good deal of
at and little bom*.
Ham n. 1’ ookFmjuirod concernin* Vorkshire breed.
g
•it. Ferguson replied tied, from observe
he was very favorably impressed with
mi
Some -i. rk ol tlii- breed from the
\V
XV. t’benery, Belmont, Mass.,
t)**en nrouglit into his vicinity,
lie
"oi ler.- them muirest the (diesfer ot any
reed. liny art thick, rounded, heavy
mined hogs, wmte atni tine bristled.
Mr. Atwood thinks they resemble the
Suffolk most ot any lie knows.
Mr Hamli n.
Tin York-hirc tills his eye.
He ha- a pair d pigs eight weeks old which
o Ml
weigh hity pounds each. They are
11g, round. thick meat* d, small boned, with
tew bristles: >km ims a peeuiiarly
•mv
not (

oe

11

"■
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at
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an
(1 row vv*dl on raw j»ota
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Secretary. .1. W Lang.
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••-. !« iiL .Jewett.
Said Ik wanted 11 ji
ii
Ir i- vrrv impori'uliy discuis-ed
■:u»;
shall
pursu*' mixed tunning or
:< vote our nu.K to spe* rilt.ji-sV
Which rati
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.1.; best.?
Mr. 11i-!t■1' i:
1 iiiiik U'k iuust sl:.i I
oineUV li;ivr run tin' old machine
'Uin 11 w.
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amiry long enough-

too

long
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iart.

pn\ N ‘.viiat we an* :il!»-r.
W*
iuii.si com. iu«- our wits to
introduce
ill it—.
It i- loi
to have
mr good
d stock brought anus!- us.
When we
H'l'id stork we must make it
sp<a ialiy
t bn
t » k'
p it
sheep an* not what they
light, to he. Ha tri-al to introduce good
hood, but his neighbor's scrub -dork ruliIh* bcng at large soon overpowers it
\ **v
that good farming payhut poor
(
does
not.
'are and skill are
inning
•.
Pieters New Vork
ssarv t > success.
es to native
has tried them side by side
and taken equal ear*- of h uh. That stock
and that specialty which a man thinks i<
»e.-it and loves the best, i- tile best tbisUell
11:i11
He will laki eare of it. ami here is
his set ret of sine.W e must sell no
ut'l. pav.

11hI
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<

more

Daniel done-;.

Brooks

How

shall

we

Stews and ha lies are often very savory,
but seldom agree with weak stomachs.
They are far better when made from fresh
meat than from that, which has been already
cooked. The repeated cooking of any k*nd
of fo*»i! detracts materially from its nntri
“It
As some one has said
live quality.
is better
to reheat our good cold beef
and mutton in our stomachs than in our

us.

Has trie ! picket! lloeks
('lias. H. Nealey.
natives.
They wen* paying but are not
satistact.orv.
1-trying Oxl'rnl Downs
mlly
and is .satisfied with them, P»eliev< s in pure
bloods, not ii. sei ubs.
Mr. Atwood. Does for those that; sell
best
the Speed horst-s He hist a- good tor
h udd raise horses
vork as otle*i‘s
W<
d will sejj, that are good for work and
business.
I red
Uwood, W’intt rport. We should
It is an
breed something i,hat will sell.
asy matter to --Ii a good horse for a good
If is absurd or go into breeding
price

oj

frying-pans

a

Saul the trotting at
Hussev. Hrooks.
The
hi
Statt Fair attracted thousands
uiie
stock and products and implements
In raising one ia-i horse
only hundreds.
we gfi
thousands that ire only ordinary.
safe
A common hor-e will e
as last, as is
«.
our roads in the shape Me y are imw in.
Mi
A :vy recommends the Jersey and
A1 rshirt* lor milk breeds for us t<> keep, and
Iieveil grades were olten as good as fullh i»ods for milk
President .h-wett furnishes milk for Belfast city, and his experience is against DurPrefers
ham
and Devons as milkers.
Natives.
Has uev-T tried .Jerseys.
Devi Rich.
Had a native cow that, gave
ut.y to forty-five pounds of milk per day.
Prefers llei etords mr oxen and beef bu not
or milkers.
li. Nealey.
l iiti11 w«* have injured our
lock by introducing otln-r breeds than
Don't believe wo
Natives," have* wo i>.>'
want 1») tall hack to scrub stock again; aro
to
ar enough
it now. Thought well of
tin* Dutch .stock.
1, Hussey has lound natives” superior
>«•
‘Durhams" tor milk.
Believes in leering niir native cows and brer ling for im-

or

stewing-pots.”
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Salted meat iv less nutritious than fresh,
because much of its saline matte r is disIt is well known
solved out by the brine.
that scurvy is often produced by tin* con
t inued use of salt meats without fresh vegetables some have asserted that meat may
become poisonous by being cured in brine
that has been used again and again; but
however that may be. the flavor of meat
Kept in old brine can hardly be as good as
ii the liquid weru* ireshly made.
[Journal

whole, or as a larger part,
b anners should t ake charge of our lairs and
v hide jockeys and nuisances.
as

omer

some.

iDo where th
Mr. Hamhn.
pun*
hlot»d, any blood you prcfei, and bu\ it at
my price, then take can* "1 it.; bosd it
pure and from the best : fetal well, Believes
Meiinoes would he found profitable with

•rotters

m

cooking meat, especially for persons
whose digestive powers arc not, vigorous,
as it
almost invariably develops a very acrid substance known as acroleine, and sundry fatty acids that are m arly as unwhole-

sheep?

<nil*

Hour.-.,

i»i

hay.

hupp >ve

i"

PliESlCKYlNl* I’HE N t' I itl.M I :\T.
If We
wish to cook meat in such a way as to preserve the
maximum of nutriment in the
most digestible form, we should place it. iu
large pieces in boiling water, and keep it
there lbr live minutes. The high temperature coagulates the albumen at the surface*
of the meat, stops up its pores, and thus
prevents the juices from escaping. After
this boiliug for five minutes, add cold water to reduce the heat to about 150 deg. F.,
and keep it at that temperature until the
meat is Mifticieutly cooked.
It. will then be
found to be tender, juicy, savory and nutritious. Salted meat intended to be eaten
cold, should be allowed to cool iu the water
i11 which it has been boiled.
In roasting meat, as in boiling it, the
first, object, should be to < uiguiute tin* albumen at tie- surface, in order to prevent the
Tile meat should
escape oj the juices.
first lie placed do** to the fire, kept l.lieiv
for ten or fifteen minutes and then withdrawn to a greater distance from the beat,
if cooked in the oven ol a stove or range,
tin- oven should be very hot when the meat
is h si, pul into it; kept at the same heat
lor a short Lime, then cooled down partially (by opening the door or checking the
fire
and the roasting should then he allowed to go on very slowly,
that tlw infer puts may be thoroughly done.
The
loss of weight, (mostly water and bit is
nearly one-third more in roast ing thmi in
Boast. meat has the richer flavor,
boiling.
because ccrtaiu aromat ic principles are deThe ocveloped by this mode of <-ooking
casional
dredging” of flour over the sur
face of tin meat helps to stop up tin* pores
and check the escape of the fat.
Roasted
meat is not so well suited to invalids and
dyspeptics as boiled meats, siuce if i:. :ipt
to contain acrid substances formed out of
in* highly heated fat.
Broiling is a species
of roasting, but it. ordinarily produces a
somewhat more digestible food for the dys
peptic. Frying is the worst, possible mode

>
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dhomistry.
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He

Couldn’t

Drink

Wine.

Thai was a noble youth who, on brine
upend to lake wine at the table of a. famous statesman, in Washington, had the
lie was a. .mop
young man, just beginning the struggle
ot life,
lie brought letters to the great
statesman, who kindly invited him home
to dinner.
“Not take a glass of winesaid the
great statesman in wonderment and surmoral courage to refuse,

*•

prise.

|

Not one simple glass ol wine p” eelined
tin statesman’s lieautitul and fascinating
wile, as she arose, glass in hand, and,
with a grne.fi that would have charmed an
anchorite, endeavored to press il upon

him.
"No,” said the heroic youth resolutely,

gently repelling the proffered glass.
What a picture ol moral grandeur was
A poor, friendless youth refusing
that.
wine at the table of a wealthy and famous

statesman,

even

though prolf-red

tlie tair bands ol a beautiful lady.
provement.
•No,” said the noble young man, and
.fust what was done in England years
breed he disdains. bis voice trembled a little and his cheeks
.go to produce tin
Hushed. “I never drink wine, hut—( here
KKI'OKI KK. J
What are “natives” j lie. straightened himself up and his words
Mr Kiteliie, Moiirot
a
"loss of several
Natives grew tinner) il you’ve got a little good
.;r
breeds?
are obeli good milkers
Prefers Ilerefords old rye whisky ! don’t mind trying a
I *»1 bed
snilter!”
Mr. Ritchie, Wiuterport.
We aren ol all
situated that milk can be sold, so vvi- I
A room with a picture
Pictures.
must take that breed which has other good
u room
without pictures differ
(ualities. The Dutch is a good milk breed. in it, ami
W. b Ferguson said lie had never found liearh as much as a room with or without
a
good Durham milker, and the Devons windows. Nothing, we tliink, is more
Wants good milkers melancholy, particularly to a person who
were not satisfactory.
as milk pays anywhere.
has to pass much time in his room, than
Thanks are due to those farmers and blank walls; for pictures arc loopholes
citizens of Monroe who cheerfully rendered I of
escape to the mind, leading it to other
every aid possible to make the meeting scenes and other
spheres. It is such an
pleasant, and profitable, and for their hos- inexpressible relief to a person engaged
pitality, which are hereby returned.
in

by

j

writing

with any trade is worth a
thousand without one. A return to the.
old plan of apprenticing hoys to trades is
tiring advocated. The hosts of young
men in every large cit\ wiio apply for employment and fail to gel it, lor the reason
that they cannot
truthfully affirm that thev
are educated or
especially lilted lor any
particular business, constitute a potent
argument in favor of reform. Under the
One mail

apprentice system we should have fewer
ignorant meehanies and incompetent business men.

A trade is half

a

man’s fortune.

or

even

reading,

on

looking

up, to find his soul escaping, as it were,
through a frame of an exquisite picture
to other beautiful and
perhaps idylic
scenes, where the fancy for a moment
revels, refreshed and delighted.
Is it
Winter in your world ? Perhaps it is
Summer in the picture.
What a charming momentary change and contrast! And
consolers of loneliness;
are sweet flatteries to f lu; soul; they
windows to the imprisoned .thought;
thus

are

they

arc

books; they

are

history and

they
are

they

sermons

which we can read without the trouble of
turning over the leaves.

NUMBER

Youreosev enb is in the corner yet;
1 "it anil watch it,.just as day is dead.
You cannot press again, my vanished pet.
Its pillow with vour drowsy golden head.

lockers .if the midshipmen’s berth of II.
At
S. Planet. where we had been enjoying an afternoon siesta, and in obedience
to the pipe went on the quarter deck to
('aptain I lentlonp. who gave us our orders.
“Now. Mr. Forrester and you Mr. Murray.
von are both aware that for some
dav we have been watching the mouth of
the (’migo, in hopes of intercepting a
vi
-el which is believed to be lying concealed s.une miles up the river, in readiwith a lull cargo of slaves.
ness to start
There can lie little doubt that a watch is
kept upon our proceedings, therefore I
This evening
im an to set a trap lor her.

shall quit

we

some I

ing

our

cruising ground and sail

wenty miles to the southward, leavBut as
coast apparently clear.

the

it is dark you shall shove off in
the two boats, taking four days’provis
sinus, and conceal yourselves close in
shore. 1 shall lie very much disappointed if the -laver does not dropdown the
soon

as

liver comfortably into your hands.”
Then the captain added, turning to me:
“They may show tight, and you are
rather young lor this sort of yvork, Murray. but you have been with me for two
years now. and I know you will do your

duty.”

I colored with pleasure when the captain spoke like this hut having no words
ready. Forrester, the irrepressible, answered for me.
I would rather have him with me than
Didn't he save my life on
any one. Sir.
hoard the (dolorida when the Spaniard
was ending me down ? to say nothing ot
liis shooting the hippopotamus at Bada■

gry.”

went to work now. got the boats
hovered, anil kept them on the offside of
the ship, out of sight of any watches on
shore. In an hour we were ready. Then
there was a parting cup of tea in the
berth; we east oil' from the Planet, and
\\

pulled slowly with muffled

oars

towards

the land, the tall white sails of our floating home, slowly vanishing in the gloom
As the boats shoved off the men began to
jump up in the rigging to give us a cheer ;
but we heard the captain hurriedly call
them down, and say: “Do yon want to
spoil it all. men P”
Yes." said Forrester to me, quietly,
“and it will be time enough to cheer when
■

get back.”
The gigs were six-oared boats, so that
we numbered fourteen ill all.twelve bluej tekeis and two officers, Forrester and
mvself
Kvqr\ man bad his musket and
we

i:e

and in addition there were two
and two pistols in
i<-ii boat
One of the pistols 1 gave to
Moore, the quartermaster, who was my
stroke oar. and kept the other for my own

eu

s,

long hoarding-pikes

wnj of provisions we had salt
pork ready boiled, biscuit, cocoa, tea, a
keg of rum and water in barrieoes—or
small four-gallon casks. The surgeon had
also presented it- with a large jar of
quinine and wine, telling us to take a
wineglassfnl each man in the early morning, as a safeguard from fever. A small
portable tore was placed in the boat, with
charcoal for tied, that we might enjoy the
luxury of hot tea without fear of the
smoke betraying our position.
In fact, as
I overheard Moore saving,
It was a
regular jollv picnic, with the chance, too,
of a light.
One hour's pulling brought us to Shark’s
I’oiul. at the southern entrance to the
Congo, which is here deep and broad
enough (dr line-ol-battleships. We thought
to have lounil some place on this side of
the river suitable for our purpose; but the
current was so strong—running about
live knots an hour -that titter struggling
against it some time, gaining a few yards
one
minute only to be swept back the
next, we gave it up for a bad job, and
steered for the northern or right bank of
tin- river, which we soon gained.
We could just make out that, we were
close to tin inlet, called in memory of
deeds of hlood once done there, Pirates’
Creek, ami into this creek we cautiously
'cored. A dark and horrid place it was.
\s the trees meeting overhead gradually
shut. out. all view of the sky, 1 felt as if we
..titering a v ault, and the cold, damp
air and miasma trom the mangrove hushes
made me shiver.
Forrester, not liking the idea of pushing the hows of the boats among these
mangroves where snakes and reptiles
make night horrid,” anchored
might
itilth the boats in the middle of the creek;
and the oars being laid in the two gigs
swung to the current, lovingly, side by
side.
In the

21.

1 prefer an erroneous honest
orthodox knave. [Leighton.

comfortable ns we could mid covered him of my life. At one time about five, o’eioek I crest of this lower It'll,
tailing away suffiup with ;i blanket coat, I was able to take in the morning, I fancied my patient was j ciently to give the water free course.
in the position of affairs.
really gone; 1 could find no pulse what- !
Openings are made at intervals in ;lie
1 telt rather
proud of my first command, ever. But be swallowed some brandy lower hank of the ititeli through which
on
looking round, and observing what a and got bettor again, and afterwards the water runs, spreading over the ground
fine prize she was. There was a long seemed not to sink so low. I remenibci ed below. This has been in
operation ten
brass gun amidships, and whv it was not tile saying, “It’s darkest
just before the years, and Mr. Greeley thinks the producfired as we came alongside—our attack dawn.”
tion of the two acres which it waters has
And Uh> blessed dawn herselt came in
being evidi ntly expected—it was difficult
been doubled. The cost of the dam and
to say.
However, there was little time anothei' hall’ hour, and with her camp the water-course was about SS9U—double what
lor reflection or
enjoyment of the sweets Planet. I got up scarcely able to Maud it ought to have been, he says although
of command : it was necessary to act at on
my cramped legs, and saw with de- he engineered it himself.
once.
The vessel was certainly so far light her sails about a mile off. We hoisted
While we were following the line of the
won; but what was won had lo be kept. the English ensign at the masthead to ditch across this little
pasture, he disI Im (piestion was “Would the beaten show that we were in
possession. Then covered that the watei was all running
crew, when they discovered our weakwe watched I wo boats lowered from the
out a few rids from the dam. the ditch
ness, remain quiet, without
attempting a cruiser’s side, in one of which we made being perfectly dry for more than threerescue?'’ 1 called our men together to out Captain Dentloup with Dr. Gilbert fourths its
length. The result of this
ascertain how m my were fit for action, our surgeon.
They sprang onboard, partial irrigation was a belt ol thrifty
and found that seven,beside- inysel!, were
shook my hand heartily, looked round
smart weed running
nearly across the
all right ; Fum-ster and live others being
“But where is Forrester ?”
pasture. This discovery worried Mr.Greedisabled.
1
Well, eight British sailors
look them to tho spot where lie lay,
quite
ley considerably and with some other
oughl to lie sufficient to keep a slaver’s pale as death, with bandages soaked in neglected things on the farm furnished
crew in
order. Pirates and cut-throats blood. Gilbert’s face was vorv grave as the main subject of conversation at the
though they were, there could not be more he inspected the wound and asked what dinner table.
than twenty left, for several were lying on lmd been given him.
I told him and was
“Stuart,” he said, to his foreman, "I
the decks dead or wounded.
rewarded by his saying:
want you to take the men and some hoes
Moore no\v proved himselt an invaluable
“You could not have done belter ; noth- and li\ that ditch after dinner. Garrctsoe
tirsl beulenant.
ing else would have kept him up during says that barn grass in the upper orchard
"bejr voni pardon, sir,” lie called out tie! small hours. But You need not look ought to lie mowed or it will smother the
boni the brim, “won’t you anchor, and so frightened, he will do well enough,
Vou musl hitch on to the mowseeding
gat.ion disclosed the hand ol a young | lieel we shall have nothing else to do hut now, please God I"
ing machine and mow it. flint orchard
Before this discovery then- seem.. Hie rulliaus ?”
“Yes,” said Captain Dentloup, and live wants trimming, too; the limbs h: ug clear
negro child
had bctui soiat talk of eating the more
A ea|)ila! suggestion,
down to the ground.
Vou musl slick up
looking over to wear the epaulettes he has won
delicate port'',ns of the shark, but now in the side 1 Imind tlint in the ten or lilleen
We lifted the wi unded into t e boat as a little, everything looks shiftless am!
it
was
to
allowed
lloal
minutes
which had elapsed since we liegan carefully as possible, Dr. Gilbert going neglected; this running for president and
away with
disgust
the tide.
the attack. the current and the land-wind
with us to the Planet. I saw Forrester running a (arm at the same time i.-, not
At length the long, hot afternoon hours together lud earned Ihe schooner, with made snug and comfortable in a lied made .just tile tiling.”
\VY ventured to suggest that hi could
passed away. Night came on suddenly, our two heats, lowing alongside, well up for that purpose in the captain’s cabin,
as it ever does in the
tropics, and we be- clear ol tin mouth oh the river outside and then having time, to realize the tael not make much headway with a m iwing
The next thing was to see that I was a dead heat, stumbled to my machine under the tre.es. and ther was
gan to prepare lor 1 lit* coming light, or Shark’s I’oin*.
surprise without a light—Uu-iv was no il the anchor was clear, all ready lor hammock, and was fast asleep almost hardly room to dtive between then.; that
hoes were not just the tools to fix Ins ditch
knowing which ot the two it would turn letting go. Iran forward glanced over before my head touched the pillow.
out.
The weather suited our purpose, j the hows; ye-, there it was with Idack
with ; that ii he would furnish a couple of
There were no clouds in the sky, and al- | eongo mud clinging to il, just in the same
show■ Is we would try our hand with him
Mr. Greeley's Farm.
at ditching; that although he
though a mist was creeping over the wa- | slate as when hove up an hour or 1 wo ago.
might beat
ter. yet a young moon gave sullicienl li ght ! I gave the order; and in another tiv*
So much lias been said both in praise its at hopping we thought wo could hold
to enable us to see anything coming down minutes we were ipiietly at anchor, sails and in
disparagement of Mr. Gredev’s our own with him in a ditch.
the river. We got the boat's’ anchors up. clewed up, and Moore at liberty to leave
”1 lon't brag much on chopping,” said
tunning, that we think the following apand pulled to the entrance of tIn* creek, the helm and join me.
I do it more for exercise and recrefair statement by the editor of he.
parently
So lar so good.
Kill, the pressing dan- the Rochester, N. Y., American Rural ation than anything else, out 1 will take
where, keeping still under the shadow ot
the trees, we rested on our oars.
We were longing to Home will he read with interest.
ger yet remained.
Mr
your oiler on the ditch.”
Two hoars wen1 spent without anything release the unhappy slaves below, hut Garretsee has visited and described over
A soon as he had linished his dinner he
happening to relieve the tedium ol out could do nothing while the defeated crew, thirty New York farms, and these descrip- shoved hack from the lalde, and told Stuwatch, when Forrester’s “Hush!” silenced out-numbering us three to one, were un- tions have, no doubt added much to the art to look up a couple of shovels and
the whispering of the boats’crews. \\ ■> secured. The young moon was last sinklarretsce
popularity ot his paper. This irticb is Ink. them up on the hill.
listened. Yes. There was the inmisl lik- ing below tlie horizon: it was not yet headed “Farmers at home. No. do.” and and I will go across and niei von there.”
A
few
oi
more
.here
far-oil'sound
voices.
were
six
or
able
seven hours
Alter considerable delay, caused probably
midnight ;
was published in October.
minutes, and we heard the creaking of ol darkness still to lie got through, nor MR. GREELEY'S 1;l'! 1.1 >IN<.<--HIS KXCERI- bv the shovels not being in any particular
Then the dim out- could the. •etiirn of the Planet be hoped
masts and cordage.
place, they arrived. The work was soon
MENTS IN IRRIGATION—GENERAL MAMlines of sails were visible through (he for before next morning at the earliest.
oorie, amt the svmei -cut .dong tie way it
IIY
AGEMKNT ANO
WHAT HE MAKES
should go.
■•There.” laid Mr. (Ireeiev.
mist, over a low neck of land two him
I had .'one* aft when busy in anchoring
FARMING.
■‘I don’t sleep any too well any way, but
dred yards up the river. And at last, the
but now having carefully reptize.
l
were
all
The
on
the
inn
buildings
I shall sleep better now that job is done.”
rounding the point. a large schooner came loaded my pistol, hurried again to the
erected by Mr. Greeley. The first, ealled
in view, shadowy and ghost-like in the hows, Moure and our six men
fussing by a patch of Canada thistles lie
following.
the “Old Homestead," stands on tin* side said: ••Providence
dim light.
\\
were only
undoubtedly created
Two men,
just in time
of the hill east ot, and some‘jou feet high- Canada thistles for some
“Never mind your muskets men.” said musket in hand, had
good purpose,
made their
already
Forrester, as lie saw them lingering and i wav on leek, and the small hatchway er than the reclaimed marsh which It but I 'ail to see what t is. They might
This
location
was chosen mainoverlooks.
"Have
their
arms.
cutlasses
lie
to
used
j forward was lull of others
reclaim the desert ol Sahara.
your
cocking
struggling to
on account of a line spring
If planted there their long roots would
ready, and the moment we touch her side, follow. The iiist two we seized and dis- ly or entirely
ot
and
some
of
a
little
south
it.
water,
jump on board. Murray, you will engage armed in a moment ; the rest jumped
bring to the sin lace mineral fertilizers and
feet lower in the steep side of a deep make
on the starboard side, and I on the port.”
productive soil of it.”
j down and began t lire through the hatch forty
down
I
his
A
dillicult
ravine.
steep
The shiver was nearly alnvast of us I
path
M AN VU1..M I'.N 1 AND fU< ‘I'l l s.
way.but seeing ournien with levelled mus- bank has until
the
only
been
way
had j kets, ceased
recently
now, the sound of voices onboard
tiring.
\VV
have
expressed our views freely
told
Mr.
the
ot reaching
(ireeley
spring.
ceased. Noiseless as a phantom ship, the !
Do you surrender?” I demanded in
and without reserve of the thirty different
us he had climbed that steep path with a
current bore her swiftly toward the sea.
the mongrel Spanish we had picked upon
tanners we have already written up, and
“Now men. are your ready i”’
pail of water many a dark and rainy have said of
'll not. we lire.”
the coast,
them more than we teel at
but it. was getting a little too much
“All ready, sir.”"
night,
Mingled sounds arose from the dark- like work as he grew older, and he had liberty to say of Mr. Greeley.
lie has
“Then give way.” he shouted,
and1 le s below ot loud
done much good work lor the country
disputing; curses, and caused a wooden staircase to be built
hurrah for the old Planet!”
even blows; but at last came a shout—
The house has not been occupied by tin* with his pen; more, probably, than any
The twelve oars ot the two boats drop- I “Si. Senor' Si.”
for a number ot years, the trees, living man. 1 >111 as a practical farmer we
ped into the water at the word. One good I
At which I or lered them fo come oil family
in a forest grove,
—for
it
stands
having do not consider him a sueeess. 11c seems
few minute- we were; deck one a) a
cheer, and in
time, bringing their arms
lack the executive ability necessary
to
“An easy victory this,” i
grown so as to completely overshadow
alongside.
with them.
to direct and manage his workmen.
Hithe house, making it dump and unh**:ilih\
thought, as the how-oar struck His boatI knelt ilnwn, ami as each man m turn
This was the cause, he said, of his wife's good nature makes him an ea-y pr**\ for
hook in the main chains, and belli on
appeared abwe tin- hatchway, kept my contracting a bronchial disease, “which is l.a/.v. designing men. One good working
without opposition.
Much was 1 mispistol pointed al his head, while Moore ! sure to earrry her otl’. There's no help tore nan with a laborer under him should
On jumping up, sword in hand,
taken.
took aw a v his arms and handed him over
He say he do e\ el'\ ! hiilg to be done oil the few acres
Sin- lias got t«» go."
for her.
oil the schooner’s gunwale, Moore and my
lo mu1 fellows, who now began to take it. |1
tried to persuade her fo Id him eu» a\va\ unde! cultivation, and do i! well, mueh
boat’s crew following, we found all pi oipiile a- a joke, and binding their prisoners some ot the trees, and lei the am in. lull heller than the lime or (our eon-tmtly
gress barred by a hoarding netting, which,
hand and loot, laid them in regular lines
she could not bear to see. them cut down; | emplo \ ed.
triced up to the yard arms, interposed lie
eioi! ;■ tin- deck, patting each on the back
0*11
leaders \wuld laugh heartilv t
so lie built a new house at the entrance to
White struggling
tween us and the deck
as lie was linislied.
It was a long job,
"ee
awe 11id
three stout men loading
! the farm near the depot, where the family I
with this unexpected obstacle, a cheer twenty-font in all we
counted, which,! now live. The houses are both \ er\ or- hay »i. a.i o\ o ! *\ i! hout any rack t ie
rose from the slaver’s decks, and t lie scene
with live killed or wounded, and the cap- !
-\i(h rope.'., and hauling it with
dinary ones,—not. as good as those oeeii- ing i!
was lit up by I lie dashes ot' a do/eai musktain, made up a crew ol thirty. Taking !
»ri!\ o! Western Ni a i .1 dow \oke of o\e11 up a long hill t » the
maj
by
pied
a'large
ets. The sudden glare disclosed the lornis a lantern
which. Moor-1 found below. I York farmers.
barn, tin* hay it d! eom]>letely spoiled bv
of our opponents, who. until then, had
the light ovci each scowling upe \
pasicd
old
posnre to im il)«l dew
the
homestead
Mr.
been concealed behind the bulwarks, and turned face, and
keeps
from every eye there for his Greeley use.
A
to the
nolils ot Mr Greele\Vs (arm*
Here he receives he;
showed Forrester and his men on tin
private
llashed back a glance o: malignam hatred.
u. reader to
He
Sing we lea'
judge
other side of the ship slushing away at the i Pirate and murderer seemed w ritten on ] friends; in it is his library, ami here he ivllis
-ays that “In- doe-, not complain.”
netting—which went ipiite round the ves- j every feature and when soon alferwards ! tires by himself whim he ha* writing to I income
retun
from the farm stand on
do.
The rooms are small, but comfortaset—with their cutlasses.
I wa nt into the cabin and discovered books
The library on the I the Internal lb venue book thus
ble and convenient.
The discharge did some e\ ii work ; two and charts
lying about with dill'erent ships’ ! second floor is well slocked ith valuable '■ I' 11r -1**1. sold
.sloo
of our poor fellows fell heavily into the names written on
them, our suspicions | hooks
For pr«nhifi -.il*
inn
on racks, and G just such !
and
two
men stood by
Moore
displayed
boat
Only
< o-i
lltal the schooner was a pirate as well as
prti.ln* in -aim*.sImm*
a
retreat as any hard workI
see no chance ol cutting
side.
could
quiet
j
shady,
iny
slaver, were confirmed, t rummaged
i ing student might covet.
our way through this horrid network lie
among the papers lo find the name of our
Cunning Billy Bangs.
Till STONE IIARN
fore the enemy would lie ready with anlull
she
owned
to
neither
name
or
prize,
other volley, which would about finish us. : nation. The chart showed she had cotue
Some considerable disianec from <-iii..-r 1
P.illV I' n»Lrs B n collector of had hills
Already the rattling of ramrods showed I lately from Havana, and the crew were I ol' the houses, :unl oil tin- slwll nl a liill in Philadelphia. Kveryhody know- Billy
1
they were reloading, so i called out
about half Spanish
half Brazilian.
Il 1 wlieni no oilier mail woiiM have tIn>11 »i'lit hen*, and he collects the worst kind ot
“Back into your boat, and living up i was
cult I" re licet that her career of j of putting sueli a building, stands the | I fills -1 fills that people u e willing to throw
plea
your muskets.”
crime was cut short.
great stone ham, alion! which m> nun li ! a,way, and which would he thrown away
They sprang down, leaving me alone,
I breathed freely now. \\re were se- j has lieen said. Ml Greeley tohl us In : f it, were not for Billy.
holding on by tin* rigging, ami gradually cure, and could begin to release the slaves, selecteil this location heeause lie ennsiderAs it is. they e'ive their had hills to Bil
outline a hob; through the netting.
who all Ibis time had been closely shut up eil it easier to ilraw hay up hill than ms I ly ht eolleet.
At this moment, happening to look forbelow, frightened enough at the noise mire. Thu liaru is tU\ho leel, anil four
Billy Ban es wears a very hi11 hat a
ward, I made out the figure of a man who
going on over their heads, but ignorant stories high. The wall i-> maile ol cine ; family relie. On the top he has painted
had stealthily crept over the side, and, that the
struggle was one in which heir crete, water lime, sanil anil slimes ol all in llamitur letters :
axe in hand, was in iho verx act of lifting
interests were deeply involved.
sizes, mixed am! shoveieil into a hox.
otf
the
of
head
the boatit in order to ent
i > \ > Kiu.s < “< >i i.i:< -1 iii
which is raised anil refilled as the work
WIiimi
\vi'
tlic
hatches
mo ,*aw
opium*I
hook. if he succeeded, and the boat,
advances. The wall for lie- lirsl, or h.ixetin1
wretches
1111 Idled
poor
together, inent storv is
with its crew, were east adritl, we wore
Thus arrayed, with everybody looking
twenty inches thick, tie
j
mined. I drew out mv pistol, yet un- manacled two mill two, without any sort | second sixteen, and the others twelve :it his li.it. In*
goes ;iml knocks at the Mentof
arrangement.
lnnl
Apparently they
The white
used, tired, and -missed!
or's oilier
stands aroiiml his Moor, ami
inches. The building is hel I from spread
* loon hiirri
d on hoanl at tlm ii.ovs of the
t i11it hy iron rods running across. The makes the premis» look generally ridiesplinters Hew from a spot close by the fel- Planet I>i•
i111; oil' Imr cruising station, anil
low’s head. I could see the faint glimmer
is us d for a manure cellar; tin
ciilotts till the (U ki
L'licn Hilly
i* tiM
down
thrown
until
tlm schooner basement
anyhow
of light on the axe as he .started. Then
lor slock, anil the others lor takes til'ly |>er cent. ol il ami gives tinshould lie sahdy at sea
Tlm wonder was second tloor
the weapon was raised again, but ere il
hay and grain. There is a himney in one rest |o his **rli< ut."
could descend, a boarding-pike thrown that none were already sulfoeateil. There end with an
Yesterday Hilly llanos ivn- arrested.
apparatus lor steaming food.
were two hundred men and hoys, and
hurled
and
Moore,
past
javelin-wise by
A small one-horse threshing machine and He went am! stood uroimM Dr William
women-—some
witn
balies.
It
twenty
in
the
wretch’s
side.
buried itself
poor
one ol the doors w ith a
II. Hiown's oilice on election May.
lie
I v lieautiful to see how tenderly power, stood on
With a shriek which lor the time silenced was real
machine and other impiemenis, eaiicM three or lour times. always showmowing
our sailors treated these women as they
all other sounds, lie loosened his hold,
halt buried in loose oats, over whieh the ing his high hat to |»:i-si‘rs by.
Hy and
clutched vainly at the vessel’s side as he knocked oil'their irons and lifted them on In 11s were
al random.
We saw by Dr. Drown got mad, anM lie went ami
running
disk.
fell, and was swallowed up in the depths
kicked him clear
slock in the stalls, as had been kiekeM Mr. IVi ies out
The men among these slaves— o longer no line
of the muddy waters.
and everything looked loose across t he st reel.
represented,
thank
(foil!—seemed
The cry and appalling fate of this miser- slaves, though, now,
Dr. Drown teslilicM that Hilly Hangs
and shiftless about the premise-.
able being lor the moment unnerved his almost stupefied; lint the women observhad damaged his good name —that he got
IKUHiATIUN.
comrades. There was a pause. Ilel'ore ing their late captors lying captive and
all the neighbors to laughing at him, and
understood at a glanee what had
(ti e of Mr. Greeley’s hobbies, about that he was constantly doing this to good
they could recover themselves to give a hound,
and began a queer sort of song
happened,
men
the
three
were
is
second volley,
which lie has written much,
again and war-danee of
irrigation, citizens ol Philadelphia who tailed to pay
over them.
lie thinks there are half a million home- all their little bills.
by my side and firing right in their laces, This they diversifiedtriumph
with
an
oeeasional
Forrester’s party also blazing away at. the
steads in the United Stales which have
The
The result was Hilly's ar.piittal.
out)' on the head, and were proceeding to
same time. The group on tin; deck seemed
natural facilities lor irrigation at least Court said they had no right to regulate
of
acts
greater
violence—magnanimity
to waver—only a shot or two was reto his, anil many of then lar great- Hilly Hang's ha's, and that he eoiild wear
towards a (alien enemy not being a virtue equal
turned.
er; that nearly every farm on either slope
hat fill covered with letters,
a “plug”
of
I
tribes—had
not
it
savage
thought,
And now at length by cutting and tearol the Alleghanies throughout a district id with a town clock on il, il lie wanted to.
to
a
to
time
tlmir
little
amuseput
stop
at least a thousand miles long, hy three
So Hilly is now the !<*rror of everybody
ing I had made a tolerable hole through
We Inrccd our ments, rather to tlm regret of my own
the boarding netting.
hundred wide, might he at least partially in Philadelphia who don't pay.
men. who were enjoying the fun.
way through and leaped on the quarterinigated by means of a dam costing from
We could do nothing more now than at- twenty-live to ,a hundred dollars; so might
deck just as a cheer from the opposite side
1 lie St. Douis Democrat prints this
told us our friends had done the same. tend to the wounded and wait patiently— half tlie farms in New Knglaiul and New
: “There is :t covered
As my feet touched the deck 1 saw facing or impatiently—for the morning, which we York.
He thinks there are those now loo Ll 11 i 111 I lilll" Sion
at I’eoria. live hundred lect above
bridge
it
the
would
with
dear
old
will
see
the
watered
me a tall fellow with his musket clubbed,
who
hoped
bring
prairies
living
high-water mark. A drover recently attin; butt-end lifted up and about to fall to Planet ; so after plaeing sentries over the hy means ol artesian wells.
to drive a thousand sheep across
1
side
down
the
ot
sat
Had
Forreshe
first
it thus fallen, my career prisoners
lie said when
by
bought land in temjited
iny head.
it.
When about half way over the bell
Mruck by the faintness ot his voice 1853, he I
in Her Majesty’s navy had been then and Icr.
ally purposed to provide for wether noticed an
open window, and rethere ended, and this story hail never been its he answered my inquiries, 1 called lor watering his nearly level acres at will.
his destiny, made a strike for
told. But I had time to jump on one side, light, ami was alarmed at the pale, pinchHe accordingly constructed two dams cognizing
When lie reached
and the grave.
and the weapon grazed my shoulder harm- ed look which had crept over his features. across his upland stream with that view, glory
he at once appreciated his
less. Before it could be raised again >tiy Suspecting something wrong 1 examined hut they were so badly planned that the the sunlight
and. with a leg stretched
sword was through the man’s arm. I>is- the wound, found it was bleeding, and Hoods of the next spring carried them oil. critical situation,
lie had oyidently lost a considerable One of them whieh we saw was rebuilt of toward each cardinal point of the compass,
that,
1
if.
looked
round.
engaging
Ma-a!' and deWith difficulty I man- massive granite and a good job, although he, uttered a plaintive.
Our opponents were crying “Miseri- | quantity ol blood.
The next sheep and
to his late.
eorile” throwing down their arms and aged to replace the bandages. Then he submitted to a miscalculation whieh scended
the next followed, imitating the gesture
running forward to conceal themselves. recollecting there was a bottle of brandy provided for taking the water out of the and the remark of the
leader. For hours
One figure only was to be seen, standing on the cabin table. I had it brought up pond by means of a syphon over a bank
The erewhile placid
it rained
by the tiller—evidently the captain. For- and poured a small quantity down his which rose fifteen or twenty feel above stream wassheep.
incarnadine with the life blood
rester, giving me a warm grasp by the throat, which fetched some color bank the water’s surface.
of the moribund mutton, and not until the
into his white cheeks and lips.
Air ot course worked into the pipe alter
hand, walked aft, saying—
Sailors pick up a smattering of all sorts a day or two, and prevented the working briel tail of the last sheep as it disap“You surrender, Senor
the window waved adieu
The answer was a pistol shot.
My of knowledge at sea, and I had seen our of the syphon. “Had I taken it from the peared through world did
the movement
to this wicked
poor friend stopped short, staggered, and doctor, when his patients seemed dying bottom ot the pond, through my dam,” cease.”
would have fallen ; but 1 e'anght him in from sheer weakness alter yellow fever, he said, “it would have run always (or so
time and laid him gently down on the keep them up with small doses, ol brandy. long as there was water covering its inlet
(Joi! never forgets any of His creatures.
deck, supporting his head in my arms. After the same fashion 1 now dealt with in the pond ;) but bad engineering Hung
Moore, a tine stalwart six-loot Devonshire Forrester; placing my lingers on his pulse, me, and T liave»not the heart (or the It don’t matter liow tar a man woi ders in
and as soon as it appeared to be dying means) to revise and cm red its errors.” sin and shame, he never rail •reach a point
man, ran aft and with one blow of his list
knocked the slave captain down.
away under the touch, putting the glass His next attempt was on a smaller scale, where the love ol God will not surround
and works, we should judge, ipiita sue- him, and where omnipotence will not he
“What shall I do with him, sir. Shall to his lips.
I loved this man dearly.
Ills manners cesstully.
Toward the north end of the exerted to save. The world may despise
I pitch him overboard ?”
“No, no,” I replied. “Lash his hands were sometimes rough—mates (they are farm the hillside is broken by a terrace our weakness and contemn our wickedand feet securely, and leave him there. called sub-lieutenants now-a-days) were which gives three or four acres of toler- ness, and refuse forgiveness for our errors ;
Then take the helm and look after the apt to be soured alter waiting six or seven ably level upland above which the hill friends may desert in misfortune, and deschooner for her sails are all aback.”
years lor their lieutenant’s commission— again rises. At the foot of this rise, live ny us in disgrace; our very parents or
Forrester* now claimed my first care. but he ruled the riotous spirits in the mid- or six springs break out from the rocks children may say, “We know not the
The coxswain of bis boat, who—like all shipmen’s berth with wise authority, and and unite to form a pretty stream or run- man;” hut though we violate every law
He had been nel which finds its way to the swamp be- of God, and bury ourselves in the very
his boat’s crew—was devoted to him, would allow no bullying.
North of the gully cut by this hell, there is one without change or variami together we searched for the wound, an elder brother to me the two years we low.
which i much feared would be mortal. had been messmates, and helped me out little stream is about three acres of side ableness, whose laws arc infinite and perTo our relief we found the pistol ball bad of many a scrape. And now the poor hill too steep for cultivation and still petual, and whose very life Hows down
struck only the upper part of the leg, but fellow was about to die, I thought, just, partially wooded, which is permanent into everything that exists. This is the
still the blood was welling out profusely. when this successful attack and his wound pasture. A small dam was made across one consolation when all else fails.
With a handkerchief twisted tight ly round must have given him promotion ! It did this runnel whore it enters the lower acthe limb, we managed at length to stop seem hard.
clivity. A light ditch, little more than an
Why is a hen a poor economist;' Bacause for
1 think that was the very longest night ordinary
the bleeding. Then having made him as
plough furrow runs along the every grain she gives a peek.

“Now then, my lads, you may make
yourselves eimitorlalile; we shall see nothing in the slaver to-night.”
This order was obeyed better than might
have been expected under the circumThe little stove being lighted, a
cup ol iiiif tea followed by the evening
ration nl rum, made the dry biscuit, go
down without much difficulty.
Then
blanket trucks having been put on over

stances.

serges, the

men

lighted their pipes, and

stretched their legs out,

or

rather tried to,

good

stretch was out of the question.
We talked on til! midnight, our men
having dropped oil'to sleep some time beThen 1 made a pillow ol one of the
lore.
water-kegs, and wrapping myself well up
in a blanket-coat, contrived, after some
for

a

skirmishing with the musquitoes—who
having discovered our position were thirsting lor English blood—to get some hours’

uneasy rest.
I suppose it would be difficult to iind a
more unhealthy place in which to spend
the night in an open boat, than Pirates’
We awoke at daylight, cold,
Creek.
cramped and shivering, our clothes satuSuch a collection of
rated with damp.
yellow faces! We blessed the doctor for
bis forethought as we each took a glass of
his quinine wine.
Cocoa and biscuit for
breakfast afterwards made us lit for any-

thing.

Unluckily we had nothing whatever to
do. The expected prize would not come
down while daylight lasted, and we dared
not betray the fact of our presence by
leaving Hie creek and rowing openly on
the l iver. We must while away the hours
as well as we could ; but a long, long day
il seemed. There were some books in the
boats; Moore, too, had brought a fishing
line, with which L was speedily at work,
and to my delight pulled up several line
tish to eke out, our scanty dinner.
After about an hour’s successful sport, 1
felt a tremendous tug at the line, which
It
was a strong one for deep sea dishing.
deepened into a steady pull, more than my
arms could hear.
‘•Here's either a tug conger or a shark:1
1 exclaimed, leaning half out of the boat
to prevent, the line being carried right out
of my hands.
The words were scarce out

man

no

to

dinner,

t;> tin hio>i

Idle Grecian ladies counted their age from
their marriage, not their birth.
Railroads have three gauges—t broad gauge,
narrow gauge, and a mortgage.

a

It
toper and a ijuart of whisk\ were
gether, which would be drunk first?

N*tt to-

If thou savest that the lion i> m a>s, go and
put a halter on him. [Arab lTo\erb.
I Ik* |>< oivst educatu n that teaches selt-eoiilrol
is better than the best that neglects it.

What ancient n^trmnent ot war does a petulant lover most resemble? [A cross-bow.
This is the rock of ages, -aid lie* fatin' r, after
two hours, and the baby still awal.r.

forking

Gladvone’s wife devotes some hours every
to visiting and improving tin* condition of

day

tic* poor.

We should judge men l*\ their treatment of
others railn-r than their treatment ot ns. { \\
T. Clark.
Then why
Anna ldiekilison wants peaee.
don’t *he —-hut what’s the use ot arguing with
?

a woman

a dress ?” say* a popular writer.
great deal and sometime* a pre-

What’* in

’*

Sometime-:

a

cious little.
Worn
earth

a

lie lo

t

.11 ought
paradise

to
for

do all she
man.

i!

a*

e

make till*
all her fault

to

in

was

ihe other.

young lady ot Los Angeles, Cd.. owns
0.000 aeres of laud and 1,000 head ol atlie, and
A

unengaged.

is still

Why is a eandle-maker
hopeless of men?—Herat isc
are brought to light.

the worst and mo
all 1 *L w irked wm

Tin* earth is the lord’s.“Lot* PKt;o |.*r
it
were adjoining ins. riplioii$250.*' Tii.
--

amp-meeting groiiml*.
‘‘Hugging set to nni'ii is tin* term applied
!»>■ a While Sulphn Springs correspondent to

the

a

>,

iitiv

«

a

“Herman” which lasted two hours.

Then I' »gy i- Hie visible hori/on that hounds
the outlook of llu* popular mind, and, a- nidi,
recedes as tin* popular mind advance-.
'flu praise of un u i- not a it -I .»f <>ur prai-ewotthuuss, n »r is their eeu.-ure; hut a her
should set iis upon testing oitr-e.
[Whanb
What is the difference bctw
a « rtl-hetl hat
.i *ntand the intoxicated son of we.ill hy
One is
cylinder stove uni the other i- an oeii

tight.
A Peoria man put all his propcrtv into tin*
P. M.
hand- ot his hiving wife. Ke-ult. th
diet! atom in hi- stable, a deserted human
wreck.
better for a 111 ;11 to he ill ad\ a "rd "ja|e|
tlegraded god : lor m the t »ru.< r i-• tin*
is upward, in tin* latter it is downward.

It is
that a

path
[Alger.

Though the Apostles

e-

ablislud tin* imni tl.

it 'j-asa.iy happen- that hy
sight, Ananias slip' into
[ 1 Miiersoii.

-tram;.

»om<

...

editor’s

the

.hail.

When Lord Idskine was repr • telu d fu* pue
because it was tin* lowest kind of wit. In*
i: is Hu* found ttloll ol
III wit.
nmg.

answered, True, and therefore

•■

I he business
into odd places.

wedding

of

a
reporler often bring* linn
hi a report <»t a New Oi l* :n»s
re ail that the bride wm* »ilk-. m-

was

hroidered -toekiugs.

Happy is the country that lias no history, atin* selnml-boy -aid on being tlogged the third
time tor not knowing who w a- II nr\
the
Sixth’s wife. [Punch.
flic only way to settle him (i. e. Old d ie
al w ..vs stops to lunch)—Mamnia :
Nurse,
it Mr. l« orger is still here in a <pi u ler of in
in
babv
1”
hour, bring
win.

Mr-. Fair once said, ns -dir -hook out hrr
golden eurl- before tl»** mirror, that the\ would
n< \
ham* siieh a ul •rimi- woman i- !i
wa-.
and .-hr \v;i- right about it.
;

Speaking will til all in:inkiiid i- thr \\or-t
kind of del motion, for it take- tu aV III i. putaol tin- few good lorn ill till- v\ Mi ld to 111 ikmg til alike.
[Wyeherley.

lion

j

hi Ncnthur-tWr- tern paper notes ilia!
K aima-there u. tour nirn ..
woman.'
Nrtv Lnirland kirlories thin
•<{(«-11 t■»;
mi'll to out* Hundred wmiini.
A

•n.

In

A Mulligan maiden matiaard
drown h
•'(•ll l>\ holding lirr lira I Ulidri' u il. til
;.I
only -i\ lll'dirs drop; A Ill'll 1111 vV \\ || H

»

<

M i'ia1*

or

The feast of imagination—Having
but reading a cookery-book.

of my mouth when I was fairly dragged
overboard and pulled down to a considerable depth. At last 1 let go, and rising
swam to the boat.
I did not mind the
ducking,hut the water was horribly muddy
and black.
Forrester helped me in,
You cannot reach plum]) arms to get my Kiss,
Or dart about, with rosy, naked feet,
laughing at the tish having nearly caught
me instead of my catching the tisli.
Ibtbbling soft syllables of that and this,
A tiny night-gowned fairy, blithe and sweet.
Meanwhile Moore had dexterionsly
Or.ec and for all you have lain down to rest.
stopped the pait of the line which was
Not to rise up because of birds or beams.—
still inboard from running quite out. and
Onre for all. with white flowers on your breast,
now with another man was steadily haulTo "lumber coldly and to dream no dreams.
ing in.
“If it’s a shark he will lie smashing 1 lie
Empty the home where, frolicsome and fair.
a
Your precious presence made so bright part; boat with his tail.” I said ; and directed a
clothes,
little
crib,
vour
your
your
Empty
man to stand by in readiness with a boardchair.
ing-spike. In another ten minutes a young
But emptiest ot all vour mother's heart!
shark, five feet long, came to the top,
[ Atlantic Monthly.
struggling furiously and lashing tile water
all over us. A clever thrust with the pike
liis doing any mischief, and
prevented
in
Creek.
Pirate
Our Night-Attack
then the men despatched the creature with
From Good Words for the Young.
their cutlasses, the Idaek wa rn- being red
“Away there! lirsl ami second gigs. dened with his blood.
Sailors always look upon sharks as mer(figs’ crews to muster on deck with their
arms," brawled out the boatswain’s mate ciless enemies, to whom is to be shown no
after the usual preparatory twitter of his mercy. Not to he wandered at, perhaps,
under the circumstances of their lives.
silver eaIi.
The lirsl gig was in charge of Forres- After one has been killed, then* is always j
ter. the mate, and the second in mine, so great curiosity to know what lie lias got i
j
yci'v
reluctantly. I got up from the hard inside him. Ill this instance the invosti ;

Empty.

I'iii. \V \sTiNt; ok Mi' uimi:nt.
Cookery
in ;wii its branches is both a .science and an
:ir*
;i
Frenchman would perhaps rank it
There can be no
anmng tile line arts.
>ub’ that much valuable nutriment is vvast"I- owing to the imperfect, and irrational
methods of preparing it, which prevail in
In fact, the processes
many households.
to which food is subjected are often
preeiseh such as a chemist might adopt, if his
t<>
were
rid
of
its
object
get
really valuable,
constituents. and retain only what is worthier
tor purposes of nutrition; or such as
malicious demon might devise in or'h'l ’•» tantalize his victims with the
empty
semblance of nourishment while he was destroying them by slow starvation. Vegetable food, as a rule, suffers less in this re
riMCt than animal, and we therefore reict our attention in the present familiar
to some suggestions with
regard to
the cooking of meats.
flu* most economical way o, using meat,
is to c«»ok it
hi hot. water, and serve it up
in its own gravy.
If it is boiled for preparing soup, the water should not b too
•piickly raised to the boiling point, since
this lend- t,o coagulate the albuminous portions aim to prevent tlie juices I torn passim: into the water.
The meat should be
chopped or cut as line as possible, and
for
some
time
in
cold water, which
steeped

■

■

them

Sixty-five new colors have been introduced
in ilress materials this fall.

-.t Mi" ro Village, Oct. ;Mst, ITcsi■IdVfi! in tin cnair.
The topic of
-'• -u
\va> announced for discussion, 0.
\
Monroe, opened the discussion.
.irii»i on i.s biv, d>. but prefers the
I!
lienFor it. j iirposes •«; gci.t-ral
.c
jo bret»| o: neat cattle arc su’iis opinio:;.
\V:
They arc good
k( 'lUlii k,.Ud Oo< I beet Ilia lit l.-.
rs Chester sw it
They fatuu early
e
-mad buried a in I good, hearty feeders.
siie«p. prefers Oxcnd H-un-, ot which
Mas
•"•!>.
flock of puv.
rrhoy are
d million .-ins
and good wool pro-

M«

-:

k« <•;•>

poor.

-hallow brain -dir

|

mu-1

hav

had

l.a-l Wrrk a eoloie I u nn m ,i_f d nni< * -on
dird in 15i'ooklyn a a I ua- ln.r: d
\nioir. :!,
w a- h< r hu-balid <
mournoi
r. .1,141 I nur ! \
Vrii, who dual tour day- alt. 1 !i. r 0! -1 11.

>pportunil\ has hair in front, In-hind .-djr 1
UI; it \ oil >ri/r hrr hv the lurrlo, K, v»»u in ••
111 Id hrr, out l! sllH'rrrd toi^r.apr. Hot .lilplP
I himself ran randi h»T airaiu.
I’r mi I hr Latin.

|

I

<

1

*a

■

A woman attarkrd a Im 114lai. thrrw him dow n
'tail*' and broke his neck.
Shr lamird -hr had
j 140111* too far, though, and explainrd thill -hr
I bought it wa- hrr Imshaiid roming hom<
tij.-v

1

again

tolid imshaiid boasted to a tin lid
I
im
old woman « amr m-ar -ailing nn hoiuw.
‘I >id -hr, kill; what did -hr va\
night
’"'hr -aid.
W'll.oid Bri-waX, rulin' to >||p-

A
thr
la-l

•'

P'
\

lany

young

h

N«wv \ ork

in

rntlv paid

n

dress niai «
I hi-, ua
look "| hrl' inirlld. d -ilirr h. hrait|o||
iil'i d
thr drrjM 'I
uiMel.
among In-

y-o" i"'
worn

ha.-

\

.1

1

dugh

triends.

11 1 * •. y. 11 >oinio 1
w d
lip and -i\
arrounf Ol Vouisrlf. \\ hr
i.,
yo|| l.( "i
f r 1 r Mi" girls, fall
vi
i‘l)nl
ver knov
inr to do mi \\ In n 1 w i' 1 ho\ H"
11. I 1
x

III

•.

“A

mother did
I'lriirh

A

—

-aid that >h

woman

mw»

o\r|

1

any tiling. “You lo\rd your rhildivn"' -inhit].*.
gested a friend. “When 1111 \ w.
trplird. •And you love dialilolM'
\V lr 11
luw air largo.”
'i

on

drprud

may

upon

i;

n

I

_'

"n!-. ui

ihr most 14'eiit!<• m tuI\ dung 111
world.
It will alone ymllci/'-. if
n m\rd
ran* ; and l know noth ini' rl>.
tint will,
| S. r. ( oh ridur.
r-srnrr,

n

lh<
vv 11!.

Hit* dry goods business :• -up; ».-• ! o, !,.
\i |.* a-i
v\,
u,• m.
very liveiv iusi now.
formed ; our new reporter, \v|j«>
|
uu|M
ed a grea' ileal ot
bustle*’ around tin dr\
stores la>t sve.-k.
“It there i- my body md< r Hi
heaven that I lias* in utte
\ r.
Mrs. I ’art i ng I on, it i- the slander*
Inn e.iiH rihloi■, ein III itlll:
like
upon hom -t folks.”
**

mi-br
n,
*■

i<

l; i

N

*.|
|\

11 >. m

11

liouifl

A little girl was puzzling, as !in
girls wili
pu .zle o\ r things too Ifor tin u. md she
si
made uj lu r mind that after all it
not

tiling

niee a
to be
not go any svhere !

omnipresent,

f«u

n.»d emild

He that svants good sense j* unhappy in has
ing learning, for lie lias, thereby. otPs mor.
svas s of exposing hi line! I ; and lie that ha- -ellknows that learning
at her the art of using

Marian

i-

Kmers, of 1

aged eighty-six.

not

kn<nvle<!,*e. but

it.

[Steele.
lamlramel;,

Miehigan.

svas married the other dav to
John A. Hin-tt r, of Vail litiren County. aged
Ii id been married before
Neither
eighty-seven.
and they had knosvn each other for torly year-.

!

A young Georgia lady, whose parents -hut
tier up to keep her ass as from an obnoxious
lover, jumped fiom a -e« «»nd story windosv into the arms of her betrothed, who earned In
oil and married her in the teeth ot her enraged
papa.

Givim.

a lady asvav at a wedding is
-imply
The old proverb say*, “Where there’- a
will there’s a svay.” Consequently, ns all the
world knows that every lads has a will <>| her
«>svn, giving her ‘‘away*’ seems quite superfluous.

lane.

We twain have met like ships upon the sea.
Who hold a brief eonverse, so short, so ssveet,—
little hour, and then a svas they speed
lonely paths through mi-L and eloud and

One
On

foam,

To meet

|

no

more.

Peter—Mornin', "quin-! You I.«» up early !
I
Squire—Hood morning, Peter; I'm
lx* up ami out early to gel. an appetite lor niv
breakfast. Hut what brings you out? Well,!
b»» trying to get a breakfast for niv appetite.
A San Francisco preacher « xpresses the unqualified belief that it Judas Iscariot had lived
in that city lie would never have handed him
self, but would have stood a couple of trials,
disbursed his thirty pieces of silver in a judicious manner and been a free man to-day.
(Jail Hamilton recently made an excursion
down the St. Lawrence and up the Saguenay■.
She did not enjoy it, but says, philosophically
Nevertheless, I am glad I went to the Saguenay
Something is accomplish when you have to ml
one place in the world that you imver want t.•
go to

again.

who runs a ranch in I'angor, Hutto
('utility, ( alilornia, wiites to a Sail Francisco
that
she
Has raised a crop ut coin measpaper,
uring sixteen feet in height with two and three
ears to a stalk, without any help hut her hois.*
and her hands. She did not plow at all. she
is a valuable agricultures.*—or plantor»i»s or
farmeress.
.V

woman

The widows of those who were employed as
mcehanies or workmen under the (Jovernnieiit
in
trom whose wages a portion was
withdrawn because ol the reduction of hours.
can obtain the amount withheld on making atlidavif before a Justice of the Peace, supported
by the evidence of two witnesses who have personal knowledge of the facts.

Written for the Journal.

Letter from Connecticut.

Salmon Breeding on the Penobscot.

rpriM* of great importance to all who
«'ti. h or
: -vilinon,
appears to he established
11''
*ure footing at
Bueksport. Last summer,
ai
.him* and July, a large number of salmon
w<>
bought alive from tin fishermen, and;
placed iii (iivat Pond, about a mile from Bueksvillage. Here they were allowed to remain until the spawning season, when they
An

<

"' in

nl«

aught ami their eggs taken and placed in
This operation is now comd and a million and a halt of eggs now lie
<

!i■ 111• 11111troughs.

p1*

n

1 n

the

troughs developing

into

salmon.

The readers of the Journal wiil doubtless be
in a brief account of the a Hair from
its original conception to its successful execution.
f or several years the Commissioners of Fishe: je*. of this State have been
trying, with the
"•mall means placed at their disposal by the
Leg Mat lire, to do something practical in the
interested

work of
nt the

restocking the exhausted salmon rivers
State, but owing to the difficulty of ob-

taining young salmon or
salmon^pawu, their
progress has been necessarily slow. It is well
known that if salmon be reared lrom infancy to
or two wars of age in
any river and then
allowed to go to sea. they will when grown return to the same river to
lay their eggs. To
"t"< k :i liver with salmon, therefore, it is only
necessary to put into it a sufficient number of
or

-**

return

young tNh ami awai’ their growth and
from the sea. Bui whence could the

he obtained!' Several importations of them
been made from New Brunswick. The
«’onimis>ioner «>f Fisheries once bargained for
tw‘iiiy thousand salmon eggs from the Miralin- hi river, at Eloper thousand, but owing to
isualties.—wliieh were so common with these
■nterpi ises as to he the rule,—onlv eight hundr<’ 1 were reecved.
< Mi another occasion he
■•yes

h

i\e

'•••ngln eight thousand eggs at the Canadian
>enimi nt‘s
Kstahlhhmcnt near Newcastle,
n tlie l*ro\ inee of Ontario, at the rate of #40.
‘id, per thousand, paving for what may have
i: tic product of a single tish, $302.—and he
:'i.>ugin them ai! home in his trunk. At this
■»

progress toward the restocking of our rivers
ill* iliiion would be slow.

ii-‘

Iii

1>71, Mr, Atkins, then commissioner of
isle i>. undertook, with the corporations of
M

ami Connecticut, the experiment
•taming salmon eggs from tlie Penobscot,
by • -"mining salmon caught in the summer, in
:>
h wall r. where they could bo taken out and
-hiis

:-

of their spawn at the proper time.
ing to ignorance of tin* wants of the salmon,
unavoidable b» caii>< the experiment was s0
no\i-l. tin* most ol the iish bought were lost,

deprived
1

b11'

enough were saved to vield in November
7".oon good eggs.
’•'his result was encouraging, and the same
; a; ies united in a
repetition of the experiment
n
larger >-a!e at Tiueksport this year, with
the United States Commissioner of
i :-h* i>>■. who contributes about half the funds
an i will control a
proportional amount of the
*id of

it
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CONNECTICUT POETS

observed

for whom have been written the most regretful
and praiseful in memoriams were Fitz Green

PUBLISHED
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rightfully placed with these, makes up the trio
of sweet hards.
We refer to the gifted Henry
Howard Brownell who died at East Hartford
on the last day of last month.
This Slam can-

ripe they
uid

are

loose in

by

color.

When

the abdomen ol the iish
external

application
pressure, sometimes as freely as shot from a
pouch, and sometimes with more difficulty, as
if voluntarily retained by the fish.
They are
run

out.

receive 1 in

the

of

tin pans, and before any
v al<-r touches them a
male Iish is taken in
haiid a,-id his mill pressed into the same dish.
I ley an now whisked around overt-lie bottom
"i tin pan until the milt lias touched
every egg.
common

when water is poured over them, and after
>taiming half an hour, more or less, they are
carried to the hatching house and poured into
the hatching tray
1 In* hatching house is a plain wooden build'-fYe.'ilN feet Ion" and lwenty-eight wide,
lb'1 ii)o»t ol tin* opaeo on its floor is occupied
i-\ fifteen wooden
troughs, each sixty lent long,
“Me loot \\ 'de and >ix inches
deep. Water from
tin brook U led into these troughs, and runs
In oiigh them in a constant gentle stream.
In
tie

1I

Administrators. Executors and Guardians
desiring their advertisements published in the
Journal will please so state to the Court.

His first volume he
very tender age.
published in 1847 under title of “Poems by H.
H. Brownell/* These poems showed to an up-

SUBSCRIBERS desiring to have the address of
papers changed, must state the Post Office to which
the paper has been sent as well as to which it is
to go.

a

preeiative tew I hat the young man possessed
tlie divine fire of genius.
His next book was
written under contraet, and made a fortune for
the publisher: it was “The People’s Book of
History." In 1852 lie wrote for the same pubs ol
lisher “The Pionr
America,” and in 1855
he laid before his admirers

as*S. M. Pettengill & Co., « State St., Boston
ami 37 Park Kow, New York, are our authorized
Agents lor procuring subscriptions and forwarding

advertisements.
4s§*S. K. N iles, No. 6 Treinont Street, Boston.
-fafOKo. P. Rowell & Co., 40 Park Row, New
York, will receive advertisements for this paper, at
the lowest rates. Their orders will receive prompt

little book of poems
But we will not follow
a

entitle*^‘Epiiemeron."
in detail his literary earner, for it

was

not

attention.
aa* Horace Dodd, 121 Washington St.,
is an authorized Agent tor the Journal.

until

I860 when Ticknor & Fields collected and published his “War Lyrics" that Henry II.
Brownell’s literary fame was assured. Nothing
more soul-stirring than these same lyric- which

Subscribers

wire-clotls bottoms, and wooden frames,
and on ther-e trays lay tin eggs. Already those
earliest. Ir

2sth to Nov. 5th, have
ad\ a need so Jar in development that it has been
ascertained that in all except a few small lots
le vied to experiments, -K t>-4 per cent, are
tak.

u

nn

Oct.

mid. and. accidents aside, will in due course
time become «aimon.
Probably a like ratio
ol leeimd eggs will prevail through the whole,
and such success in that part of the work is remarkable.
It is supposed that the eggs will be in condil

shipment as early as February, and
tin n the greater part will he packed up in moss
md -fiit awa\. The eggs belonging to the State
tion

>1

for

Maine will he devoted to the

Androscoggin,

Penobscot, and Saint Croix Ilivers, and those
destined for the two latter rivers will In* hatehd out where thev lie at Bucksport.
To appreciate the magnitude of the re■

"nit of tlie season’s work it is necessary to
compare it with other achievements of t lie same
kind. All the salmon eggs brought into the
United States, or handled in the country, since
first efforts at salmon-breeding, do not probably
amount, in
quarter

now

the aggregate, to more than one
in tlie troughs at Bucksport. The

per thousand, notwithstanding the large
outlay for buildings and apparatus, which are
good for many years’ service, is less than one
illird the lowest price at which salmon eggs
have ever been offered for sale in this country.
The old salmon were not killed, nor, indeed,
injured, by the operation of taking their spawn*
They are all to be marked before they are al-

cost

lowed to go to sea, in such a manner that if
caught again they will be recognized.
Several doubtful points in their history, may, it
is hoped, be thus cleared up.
We wish, for instance, to know how often thev breed, and what
is their rate of growth. About two hundred

In sending money, state THE POST OFFICE
to which the paper is sent.«£*

Stand strong ami calm as Fate! not a breath of
scorn or hate—
Of taunt for the base, or of menace for the

It

an

inspiring

metal tag, stamped with a number,—from 1 upward. The length, weight and sex of each
tisli is recon led, and if any salmon with a tag
on is caught
hereafter, reference to the record
will show what his condition was when let go.
The co-operation of fishermen is desired in this
matter, and it is intended-to offer a suitable refor any of these marked salmon hereafter
caught. A part of them will be marked by attaching the tag to one of the fins.
The establishment is easily accessible from
ward

Bucksport village, and visitors are admitted
every day, Sundays excepted.
Hancock,
Insurance Companies Suspended.
The Bangor Whig is indebted to Hon. A.
W. Paine, State Insurance Commissioner,
lor the following list,
comprising all the
insurance companies of other states
authorized to do business in Maine, which
are known to have suspended, or which
will probably tail to pay their losses in
lull, together with the sums which they
may probably be able to pay :
Hay state,
Worcester, Mass.,
Boston,
Exchange,
■*
Howard,
Manufacturers,
North American,
Worcester.
People’s,
Providence, R. I„
Kunitahle,
International,

New York

75 per cent.
40
“
25
!H>

perhaps a necessary accompanithe large immigration from
Europe that something ot the contentions

The track of the Somerset railroad is
laid nearly half-way to Norridgewock.

now

of

ring.

which have existed in the old countries
should be transplanted with the populations.
If unavoidable it is hoped that it

Thes« ingenious lines were read by the admiral
with much emotion, and he sought the acequaintancf of the poet, and induced him to join his
start*. In the “Bay Fight** Brownell was a hero

transitory, and that as the people
mingle and tint bloods assimilate, old
tends and real or fancied causes of dislike

i and

may be

disappear. There should remain
nothing of the German and French hosmil

chronicler: one verse ol his poem oft hat
name was jotted down in the heat of the engagement. After the sound and smoke of war
had passed away our poet accompanied the
a

gallant Farragut

on

tility which

his European tour.

INK IMIOI'S.

Mr. David Clark, of flic liberal committee, before election made the feline remark that if

lVnnsylvania didn't give forty thousand majority for Greeley, he would eat a dead eat.
Now they do say that over titty dead eats have
been sent him, some with directions how to
cook. A large eat-nmount.
The same Mr. (’lark asserted that Governor
Jewell, in the spring of 1*;>«», refused to contribute toward the expenses of the campaign.
Gov. Jewell repli*d that he was net in the
Mr. Clark
country at the time mentioned.
answered in a public speech that if Gov. Jewell
would prove that lie was abroad in March, 1-dn,
he would giv* $1000 (one thousand dollars) to
charitable institution, prov ided the Goverwould give a similar amount if he failed to
show that he was not in the country at the time.
Gov. Jewell accepted the challenge and ha*
proved lately before Mr. Clark and a selected
some
nor

to Mr. ('lark’s satisfaction, that
abroad at the time mentioned. Mr. C.
has given liis check for the 81000.
The horse disease still lmgers here, and there

he

was

Therefore the bovine
many fatal eases.
wail i< yet heard in our streets, together with
the blows and goadings of the bovine winder.
Copies of the late number of Woodhull and
Clallm's Weekly, which flings so mm
mud at
are

high personages, sell here to lovers of gossip
for from fifty cents to one dollar each.
Our great Hartford insurance companies have
passed through the Boston lires like Shadrach,
Mesheek and Abednego.
Two or three days after election the Boys in
Blue had a last parade and with their fine hand
gave serenades to Hawley,
Congressman-elect
and to Gov. Jewell. It was whispered that our

wealthy Governor

tender the “Boys”,
who have worked hard in the campaign, a collation; but instead,he made them a lovely little
speech and bid them good-night! Warm words
but cold comfort.
Doctors are peripatetic now that their horses
was

to

just

purpose of changing the popular idea
with respect to the character of the sway
which the English have borne in Ireland

Rubinstein the great pianist recently gave a
concert here.
Ilis music is too severely classical to he appreciated by many not deeply versed
in musical lore.
W.

Nominations

Governor. The
following nominations were made by
Governor Perham on the 21st insl:
State. To Solemnize Marriages: S.
Goodenough, Bangor; Edward P. Sanford,
Jefferson; Chas. C. Foot, Lubee; A. H.
Sweetser, Rockland.
Aroostook County. Joseph B. Hutch-1
inson, Houlton ; Justice of the Peace.
Hancock County
George A. Dyer,
Ellsworth; Justice of the Peace. Win.
P. Preble, Cranberry Isle; Commissioner
of Wrecks.
Kennebec County.
Henry Dowst,
Vienna; Trial Justice. Geo. IL Mooers,
Vienna; Fernando C. Fellow, Mt. Vernon ;
Wesley Bradley, do; True French, do;
Justices of the Peace.
Knox County. John E. Hawes,
Ajiplelon, Trial Justice.
Lincoln County. Hiram Bliss, Washington; Charles Weeks, Wiseasset; Justices of the Pea«e.
Penobscot County.
La W. Davis,
Stetson; Justice of the Peace. John FI.
Godfrey, Bangor; Notary Public.
Waldo County.
Wilson Worthing,
Palermo; J. B. Mureh, Belfast; James
Huxford, Brooks; Justices of the Peace.
Eilward H. Chase, North Searsport: F'ish
Warden.
Washington County. GranvIlleChase,
Baring; FI. K. Smart, Penobscot; Justices
of the Peace.
by the

A New Fairfield man who failed to get a
thirty-cent pineapple for a quarter ol a dollar,
wanted to know “whether we are breathing
the pure air of freedom or being strangled with
the fetid breath of a hellish despotism?” The
storekeeper said those were the only pineapples
he had.

sit around alter dinner,

who

can

:

Ah ! there are no such bovs and

girls

now,

bv some incontinent dray horse, or little
dim Smith’s last petty larceny, or that new
over

style of hat has been ordered for the police,

ed!

tic of the occasion than all. the real oldstyle pumpkin pie. Thai pastry compound is the very essence of the. occasion.
What says Whittier when he sings nl
on-

postmaster is a soldier as well as an executive
ollieer, and be has found it hard work to keep
from saying some tilings not pleasant for bis

Dav, when from Fast and

from West.
From North and from south, route the pilgrim
and guest:
When tlte gray-haired New Fnglaiider sees
round his hoard
'I'lie old broken links of alleetion restored;
When the rare wearied man seeks his mother

fellow-citizens to bear in his admirable report,
bin a man with the instinct ot command born
in him has little sympathy with a civilian unaccustomed to k-ad in an emergency, however
much that civilian may wish to do his duty.
And so after all nobody feels inclined to take
iij> tin4 cudgels, and public opinion wi.l smile
and cast its vote for Mr. Gaston all the same,

more.

And the worn matron smiles where the girl
smiled before;
What moistens the lip and wdiat brightens the
eve.

What rails hark the past, like the rirh Tumpkin
Pie?

To

not without having lirst tried to have every
other available man into bis vacant chair. 1!
is astonishing how rapidly a great city will
settle itself after an upheaving of its foundations,
and get into' running gear when its machinery

and all, whether the gatherers
around the old hearth-stone, or tint wanone

1

I

Hot

If

Passion

ever

there

and

was

amount ot wholesome

tor, it

is

Cold
:l

time

when
was

The passion I

now.

into admirers of

ir

blood

anti shoot.
Stokes shot
Fisk because the latter got the advantage
in business transactions, being the smarter man of the two.
King shot O'Neil

deadly pistol

Mr.

kindred

rondo s appearance here is in the

v

role of an English advocate before the bar
of American public opinion, rather than
that of an impartial and dispassionate hisWith any semblance of respect
intelligence it could not
well be anything else ; for the intelligent
people ol the United States who care to
torian.

for American

know

anything

quite

well

as

else from

By

as

across

about history, know it
Mr. Froude or anybody

the waters.

somewhat remarkable coincidence

a

Mr. Froude

opened

mysteriously

at Dorchester,

his course of lectures

motive.

probably foi

Ami

last

some

week

the

Westfield ruffian shot Miss Hates ai d Mr.
Saokett. because they went to an evening
lecture without his consent.
What is the meaning of this sudden
letting loose of devilish passions—this
increase of red-handed murder ?
Is it not to lie traced to that sillv sentimentality, that mistaken humanity, which
holds that men should not suffer the penenormous

of their crimes?

alty

One

example

of a

wealthy and fashionable rnlliai I ike Stokes,
who
on

can

a

kill his

stairway,

by lying in ambush
then successfully dclv

man

and

in New York at the very time that Father

justice,

Tom Burke, the Irish Dominican and a
representative Irish champion, was so-

other ruffian'with murder in his heart,
who thirsts for somebody’s blood. The
times are out of joint in these matters and

journing there; and when the first was
delivered, and the object of the whole was
uncovered. Father Burke promptly and
publicly

took issue with the

and

torian

announced

English

his

purpose

histo

him. < hi Tuesday evening of last
week Father Burke gave the tirst of his
series of responses, and on Thursday
answer

his second in the Academy of
Music before crowded houses. Considering the briefness of the time in which he

evening

prepared himself, Father Burke’s efforts may be considered of an impromptu

will
not

gives encouragement

to even-

not be set

only

the

right until it comes to lie
theory but the fact fhat wil-

ful and deliberate murder shall be follow-

Mr.

Froude

may be said to be an
Father Burke is an Irish,

get along some how.
That most inherent of desires, to put oft’the evil
hour and be happy whatever comes, has done
more toward clearing up the wrecks outwardly, than the herculean labors of the city workTo be

to

the streets are disgustingly
dirty, owing to the press of work elsewhere,
and immensely uncomfortable from the sutloeating crowds that line our side-walks, but the
general aspect is more cheerful and encouragmen.

sure

ing. In spite of flie tire and a tight money
market the shops are swarming with purchasers, and as yet only dealers in very expensive
goods seem to sutler from a want of patronage.
'Plie constant strain on the sympathetic
for the past week or two has fairly worn
people out, and I for one could not help approving a maternal rebuke 1 overheard in
nerves

Winter street. Saturday. A very small boy
urging his female parent to take him down
to the ruins, and candor compels me to add he
was exceedingly obstreperous in his endeavors
to n t a bearing.
At last, just as f was going
was

him in my haste to proceed, the
step
irate mother gave her offspring an awful twitch,

to

over

and voice to

threat already on my tongue,
“If you smv fire to me again. I’ll spank you!
There. I’m sick of it!” A blessed swirl 01 the
a

crowd carried this smart mother and child out
of my sight, and 1 can only trust he never
broached that inllammat<>i y subject again. The
relic business lias superseded chestnuts and
boot lacings or other small wares once peddled
in the streets, ami the quantity of melted crockery and scraggy iron that has been thrust down
the public throat must give in time
taste for souvenirs.

a

huge dis-

seen by the daily papers the important revision of streets, and how much
clearer the vva>s of future generations will be.
ou

nave

The Street Connnis>ioners have used the greatest despatch in perfecting this plan, working almost night, and day to arrive at the best advantage for the. city's good and individual prosperi-

•lass contracts to till in the burnt district, then4
seems a very encouraging prospect for Boston's
et not a brick can be touchfuture recovery.
ed under two months! Meanwhile the losers
•

Candidates for State ofiiees begin to be
talked ol.
There are four candidates for
President of the Senate Chaplin of Cum-

The wail of
It is said th.it Senator Sumner lost about §10,- I
000 by tin; laic* lire.
yard.

bis conscientious but unlucky mistress. Jay.

The ehape! of the Maine Central Institute at
Pittsfield was dedicated on Friday, with
appropriate services.

;
;

j
;

i
1

|

Mon.lays, I wasli, in tlip evening I attend the
Auburn Musical rehearsals; Tuesdays I iron,
Tuesday evenings 1 go to prayer'meeting;
Wednesdays there is a eommlttee meeting and
weighty matters to lie attended to; Thursdays
I do my sewing for the week.
Thursday evening 1 go to a Praise meeting; Friday I sweep
and dust and in the afternoon go to a prayer
meeting: Friday evening i generally devote to
another eommittee meeting; Saturday t hake
beans for Sunday, Saturday evening tiitten, and
Sunday School lesson; Stnuiav the la st ..I the
wardrobe comes out. and there are two sermons
to hear. Sunday School to attend, three meals
to eat and a prayer
meeting to attend in the

evening.
And this lady wants to know what situ
will do when she gets all her
rigids. Undoubtedly attemf caucuses,make speeches,
ami try to get to Congress.
Boston Coliseum building has
been sold lor ifTt),.i()l) to lion.
Theophilus
The

Cushing,

of

Winlerport,

who will take it

down and dispose ol the three million and
a half feet of lumber which il contains.

Colley Cibber informs the world that
aspiring youth that tired the Ephesian

“The

Outlives in fame the pious sou! that reared it."
And so, now that the crush and vocaliz-

ing

and

the

man

fiddling

of the occasion are over,

who levels the Coliseum bids lair
remembered than the musical souls that built it. Financially it was
to be

longer

lailure, down cast lias remorselessly
seized upon Us remains at t good bargain,
and Cushing goes up to a high niche in
the temple of fame.
a

—A terrible accident

Western

Extension

happened

Railroad

the

on

New

in

Brunswick, a portion of the European and
North American, on Saturday. A gravel
and freight train ran into each other, as
they rounded a curve, by which both
smashed, and the engineer
and fireman ol' the freight train killed.

engines

were

—Knooukaoing.
A Washington despatch says that the President recently
remarked, in

private conversation with

a

shipbuilder that

lie would in his forth
annual message ia commend that
Congress take action with a view to re-

coming

store the commerce ot the

condition it

was

country

to the

before the late civil

The weather-wise predict a mild December.
But the muskrats havuT vet been heard from
Mr. Jewett ha- just received four tons ot fir..feed from New York, a- nutriment for hi- dan
stock.
About six inches of -now
Horded gritty

That’s a hard question, but we venture
the suggestion that it was trying to get
the city in the jaws ot destruction.
—Portland complains ol its gas. Belfast is more than satisfied. There is no
place that we visit that produces illumiot

so

excellent

quality

as

we

find at home.
The question, “Does modesty require lIn* legs
of :i piano to be Pantalef It'dis being discussed
by a Belfast debatin'!- society. | Bangor C ommercial.
A mistake.

If

proposed, hut the
Bangor it bad already

was

chair •stall'd that in

been discussed, and decided that two <>!
flic legs should wear pantalettes and two
of them pantaloons.
--Scoundrels are trying to throw the
Maine Central trains from the track, war
Farmingdalc. Obstructions were placed
upon the track on Monday and Thursday,
which came near throwing oil' the trains.

Hanging

is too

good

for the scoundrel.

—A paper in Tennessee keeps this
nouncement at its head—

sleighing
street

ment.

It

who

an-

w

a new

it

••

a

pnrge--

p

i<

improvcnn nts in
brightening

:/eiiei:t!

stock of goods.

I hey are bothered-n much by loafers :,i the
shoe factory that "No Admittance" has been
posted lip on the loors of some of flu* room-.

has got baek the ideldieal pistol
with wiiieli she killed
Mr. < riltenden. ami
ever \ body in s ilt i' rmuisro is \vm\d*-riti.g wlios«>

The

next.

new

ship in M.-t. t\vr\\

the

M

called
an established tact
their barns have an
another to haul lum-

■

Near.

She

Saturday, high wait

d

:u

b

to

be launched

will

urring al

...

\.M

11

The symmetri' d smelt mav now be aught
in our harbor.
The sport isn’t much, but the\
look handsome on the tabic, with '•craps ot

The ollieers of the l*Trio Railroad have caused
the arrest, of Jav Hoiild for wrongfully appropriating s!t,(>i)0.in)0 belonging to tin* stockholders.
Ife was released alter giving bail.

pork.
Jerry Whitten opened his popular rouise t
dancing Tuesday evening under very fayorabb
circumstances. Forty-live e,,upies were in at-

A private letter
tin* snow there mi

from Sirott.es, Minn., says
the 14th inst., was four feet
deep, the trains ail snowed ill, and that Indians,
wolves, d'vr and minks were plenty and

tendance.
>fessrs.

hungry*

D. Fair, the vile woman who murdered Mr. Crittenden ot San Franeiseo, sought to
leetun* to a Sail Franeiseo audience recently,
hut the righteous indignation of the people prevented her from leaving her hotel.
Laura

Blake and

missioiiers.

were

amiumg the

B'dfast

iti

t’orser. Railroad
tie i-iiy

oin-

lm-sday,

on

\

Branch jn paratory to then

auuial report.
A eommittei d
jfy g
amine.1 the ••muck, and lie
it
villUOt be dej.1 !i Jed oil a>
supply for lin-s.

Mr. F. S, Page. Fadcrn express agent and
trader at Kendall's Mills, died oil Friday, very
suddenly, ile was found in his store alone with
a
shock of paralysis. IF* was unconscious at
the lim
and remained so till his death.

lias

nment

...

mpres-ion
-iiiip

of

.•

ev

tha*

i-

at-a

y\

Mrs. Richards and Mi-- -huuhvvortli
iii
tention to their now slock and styles of dressmaking. They have an excellent reputation
for serving their customers faudiluby.

Col. Blood, a: present the hushand of Woodhull, was airain anested yesterday on a civil
brought b\ Mr. Challis, and in default <>(
$:>()00 bail was fudged iu Ludlow street jail, lie
had inst given hail in another suit when arrested.

sun.

\ noisy thick >f wild gee-. flying low and
hound south, passed over the eitv arl> on Mon
day. 1 Miring the nig!)', others followed, the
members being engaged in animated onveisa

Otlicer Walker of

Bangor, discovered and
possession Thursday of about $200 witrth
of goods, supposed to have been stolen at the
Boston lire. A sailor was otlering them for
took

sale,
tion.

<
pt .1
that day.

an

Geo. Wells ha- bought tin' bie -tone loiintain
that broke down flic steamboat slip, ami ah’.
present it to < apt. Cha-. Sanford.

Ml-. Fait

>

honor of

in

btirictl

a

with

Up,

awarded Mrs. Putnam Sr>000 damot her luishand. who was killa Tih avenue ear. Tin*
uit was
mipanv.

Il serins to have become
that tanners who smoke in
engagement at on time or
ber or to put iip barns.

rail for shipPitt-tield ,,l

a-

sonic

W. V. Bean is makim
Ids store in tin- wav of

for the loss
ed bv Fo-ter on

come

far

as

i-

Sunday,

on

Sumner Woosier and his wife ot Hancock,
propose to h \ e :i diamond wedding on the :20th
of December. when the\ will have been married just To \ ears.

turn will

coming from

Ail vessels in port had their Hags half-masted

The Boston Trnnseript estimates that the insiii anee eompanies. a- :i wlioie, v. ill
pay seven*y'-three per cent, on the losses b\ the late tire.

e

tbe

said that dogs make excellent glue
enterprising young man -tart •
it\ '•
glue factory in thi

The murder sensation at Mechanic Fall* has

against the

It* d int

m«

freely brought in by

arc

some

Won't

exploded—it having been shown (hat the tad
HI we 11 who disappeared, has run aw i\ to sea.

«

and soon

Skowhegan.

Hugene Brown, a young man belonging in
Koxerofl, who has been missing for
week,
lound drowned in a brook in th it town.

Miry ha

Saturday,

on

mud.

Potatoes

<• ise*. of Small Pox in Boston.
the average number of deaths.

was

A

win-

a

The epizoot i-. fading out, ami it- surviving
victims will soon feel like horse laughs again.

hundred and tills

ages

up irom the poultry

C. 'I'. J. Coombs, formerlv of Lhicoinville,
died at Plucerville, Cal. afew weeks since.

Emulative of Stanley, an ambitious Danburian is fitting up an expedition to search for the
author of “Beautiful Snow,*’

i*

tin* window panes.

oil

goes

Legislators are getting on goo-1 clothes preparatory to the great assembling.

The first locomotive over the Boston and
Maine extension has reached Saco, and was received with a salute.

One in ten

woe

Fx, Gov. Crosby left on Saturday for
ter’s residence in Florida.

The Boston Herald proprietors have
given
§l.ooo each to the Citizens' and Firemen*’ Belief Fund.

tion.

Henry Wyman has just me.-ted a large two
story building on Krou. street, near the depot
21x10 feet.
The lower part to he occupied ii‘

otlicer Walker holds them for identifica-

A Calskiil man was so disappointed at his
prospective bride's delay that lie went to her
dress-maker, tucked the unlinished bridal dress
under his arm, and taking it to his intended
told her it was
now or iirver."
Sic* did not
nevi v."
say

the general grocery business. Tin- second story
for families.
lot

of turkeys were put upon the freight
I’nify s., sdoseiy pa. kc i tn.it -.-wral of
them .lied hefoi e ia-aideing Burnham. The agent
refused to toryvard ib"*n ontii the. wciu -B.-n
A

**

war.

—Who can explain why the yn at Boston lire
followed in the teeth of the wind. [Portland
State.

nating gas

ed by its legal punishment of certain and ty. N. T. Bradlee, the architect, has already
unavoidable execution.
It Stokes had over titty contracts for stores, and Cummings
and Sears, who built the superb Sears building
been promptly hung, instead of
being
lionized as he has been, there would that is a model of substance and beauty, are to
rebuild many elegant blocks, besides the store
have been prevented a prolific crop of
formerly occupied by Macullar, Williams A
murders that have sprung from that ex- Parker. When one knows
authentically of one
master builder alone, having two hundred first
ample ot halfled justice.

lias

nature.

steady determination

an

nailed

among desperate men is running high
and unchecked. The slightest pretext ol
an excuse is seized
upon to draw the

English policy in general, | doorway

in Ireland.

particularly

or

It was

conquest.

seemed utterly out of order. Bilious accounts
of the lire arc gradually bleaching under the

Lead.

hanging

Who

knows but they are the indirect
employed by crafty politicians who wish
to sow the seeds of discontent or a righteous
desire for purification amongst the unheeding
public, ami bring round another turn about of
our precious aldermen,that some one else
may
have a chance at the pic? But now we are in a
pleasing state of indecision, battling, so to speak,
between two tires—the one of a fortnight ago,
and the impossibility of making any honest
man banker after the
mayoralty. Mr. Gaston
i> a gentleman, a good lawyer, and in every
way a conscientious oltieer, and his faults, according l<> Gen. Burt’s showing, are centered
111 cm*. a coii»tihiuouul failing, tin's
positive
aversion to assume responsibility. Our decisive

children, uncles, aunts, nephews and
neices; the huge browned turkey in the
centre, Hanked by lesser fowl; the smoking plum pudding; and more characteris-

once

The news reached her by cable—and the
next dav her lover received by the same
abrupt
medium his dismissal. History is yet too young
total! us whetlierthe gentleman accepts,or liies
on the wings' of a screw steamer to the feet of

young miss of fourteen years in
this eily who Joes the cooking
excellently well
too, lor a family of five persons.
Isn't she the
Coming (In I?

masquerade hall this season?

a

-Lick Frost is at work

Si. Paul -( hoolinastcrs have become so
tyntuShe will be the going girl as soon as Imi- ncul that
they won't allow boys to carry bowie[
knives and revolvers any more.
tate comes, in the
i
of
the
man
who
shape
can
Key. W. A. Drew, the veteran ex-editor,
appreciate her. The Journal proknown in this State, was married in this
ceeds to give a smart woman’s account of widely
city hist week. [Lewiston Journal.
her week’s occupation, as follows—
It is estimated that there an* now about four

means

should be the family gathering about the
festive board—the grandparents, parents,

ly Whittier can ?—
on Thanksgiving

as

such innocent items are sure to have some mysterious bearing on the great questions involv-

We trust that to our readers generally
the day will come with all its time-honored observances in full array.
There

as

1

I- there to be

t alters.

—

Items, &e.

News of the County and City.
Monday was a brisk day fo; trade.

The European and North American Itailr ad
is mviiu
all its employes to become lecto-

My respect for the august body govl’lie Lewiston Journal is boasting ot
erning the city increases ten fold as the time of the smart
girls ami women it has over
its dissolution or regeneration draws near, and
there. It says—
I read with anxiety of Mrs. O’Brien being run
There is a

ferently,

and its associations,

ante-dates the memorable event—had

just beeonie engaged

fortune.

and no times like the old times. Probably
the young folks of now-a-adays think dif-

Local

K. Sawyer, E>q., late of the Eisworth
American, h i' gone to Florida for the winter.

land.

ly revolution at City Hall, there isn't much
doubt a handle will be made of this destruction
of halt Boston to turn the political wheel of

old folks will
drink tom and

or

Generalities.
N.

to a worthy though poor
young man and was on the eye of returning to
j Boston to be
married, when ln r fortune took to
itself wings anti left her penniless in a strange

fire will greatly affect the municipal elections’
the eve of agitation. As the most trivial
affairs are always brought lf> bear on that year-

jerry, and tell how lively things were on
Thanksgiving day when ihci/ were young.
j

dates

j

now on

look

something of because of domestic infelicity, in which
a task to be undertaken
by Froude or any he imagined that the latter interfered.
one else—that of converting Americans
Mr. Lane was
shot in his
since its

train at.

The Brooklyn Fagle says that the defalcation
reported to-day iu Wall streel F reported t » he

1 he part of a young man named Allen C.
Bii'h, a clerk or junior partner in flic House m
Co. The loss of the firm F
Kidder, Pearce
variously stated at $70,000, $7n,000 and sl-oo,000.
on

more room.

The

Frank B. Kimball, a carpenter by trade, age
!•">, a married man with a family.' commitF <1
siiieide with poison in Manchester, in the room
of a young woman, the door of which he forced
open, the woman taken refuge in another room.
IF* left a note indicating disappointed love as
the

convenience.
1

-11 y :i! IIIIOI•'! !'•> 11 IV
u:!\.‘!i
adies or r♦ fii<»• of any i.iml
into tin* street. M ii 'h al <
t•
In* will <*:tils*’ tin- law lo l.« -uI
ease I hat i" ,nv»u:;ht to hi* m.I i.

ar

v.

l-'ii

sonu*

linn* tlit

muils in Connecticut haw

Mr

iimiv

cause.

Charles T. Carlton of Dexter, not having the
of tin* Maine Law before his eves, has cm*
iih sinful head and brain, and invented a eider
mill that will grind and press 00 bushels of apple- per hour. Will not Bro. Nyc -«■<• that a
-perdv embargo is placed upon this iu-l:aim« :ii
of d •ath
M aine Standard.
F

track at Burnham station tee been

new

completed, so that the Belfast train -lands «m
the opposite side of the platform timi tie
through trains on the main track. It is a a re at

l
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ami mill-dam-.
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retie.i

1.

'i*fiu>

been loaded with obscene hooks alld prints (II!«>"« «l in outside pages -.1' pmi]>li|< tI'he mut- I tlmm.
ter wiis iiivi'-ligatt (I, :• n«! oiir Morris was deMr. Khen Kdward-. ma-on, ha- i> •nth
tected in this business at Stamford, which Inthe l»:i'i nn nt wal1 of (Ii*m -jr* W Iha<l been curry ini' on upon a huge scale. Him j pawnl
In turn prospects are not brilliant.
| ilr <ay < that hr worked "M i|i,- -tin, .v I,
apprentice, whi ti it w l.inll, tilt \ \ w- ...
The internal revenue receipts from Maine,for i> not often that a
man r< pail
hi- o\\ n u
tlie year ending on the thirtieth of June. 1X72,
after so lony; a time.
Were: from
sTT,7'»l ; tobacco. >'2b.sso :

<

*•

<■

;fi

[r

■

|,

oi

spirits,

1m er, m‘7.p.i-1 ; !>:mk< :••;,{ bankers. Sob,‘rjo; <m<,
s-'PJ.^JS; income, sbA,7.**7; miseellaiieoU'-. SI
bb7; penalties, s.MiT: making a gros> total ot
Sd<>:M-d; refunded, Sb'dd, leavimr a net total of
s;;oo.;.7s.
\

i-cntlenian stopping at the City Hotel, yes-

leal allie tl<>r■. m
Persons who iu-v. r <a\\
\\
have their euriosity partially 'ati-ti.-l (»\
ini' the skill of oil!1 ol th•.■ :11 in tl> -ti• h.
The om
upon tin trim* of <I*,, lla/elt me.
■

...

*■

ipiestioii

was

from I*'1 m nl

<.■11!

..

amt

nn

tsui

.1

arc not patient waiters, and nervous men can
terday, win) be Ionics in A iigu-ta, -aw he car- twelve feet from tip ••> ti:
berland, Foster ot Penobscot, Kennedy of
English,
FOlt PKKSIDKNT,
ried three valuable horses, one of them worth
have their choice between brain fevers or a pair
'• I \\ ifh
A hor-e attach. •{ t<•
aft I*
<;
iiok.ut;
ueelhy.
and
to New York la*t week for-ah and lo-t
of
s'Kio.
i hurehman. A son of Archdeacon Froude.
Oxford. Foi of overalls and a section of debris to be cleared
Lincoln,
Farrington
When the ja.ojde uf the Cuittid States
them all by the dropsy, The Gentleman's name
t.
i?reen hru<h, ma«le fast t,m•■ •'"W II M ii!*-.'■ '»;
Webb of up.
a graduate of Oxford, and a fellow of Speaker of the House, K. F.
come sufficiently eicilized t<> appreeiatr such
Was Savage, ami
probabh was his disposi- hist Friday, ami in turnintr tin* eon.nr
iw
tion when he learned of the loss of his horses.
Our professional beggar is about again : or to a man.
Exeter Hall, he studied theology with Watervdle, and W. It. Vinton of Cray.
sehool-lloll>r wa< earned I v the moment!.!
Portland Press.
-'The Portland Press of Saturday pre- [
High Church views of the ministry, and Mr. Caldwell will be again made State speak more reverentially., Fair Harvard is
through several siirpri-im.* -iimmei'ault-. ft,,
A
has
been
received
in
for
despatch
Portland,
men's
doors
at rich
alms, sented its readers with a hall-sheet
asking
was ordained Deacon in ls.1-1.
lie. how- Treasurer, without opposition. Mr. Stacy knocking
V.-I'i
sup- slating that Mr. Ayer, the principal of the eart, harness, ,v< Wen- at tie.| awa> ill
will he re-elected Secretary of Stale, and and sentimentalizing in mournful strains over plement, the first instance of the kind that academy at ( berrylield, who
suddenh di-- iletaehinents.
the l.i n<li
tin : \.•?.
ever. never entered upon clerical duty,
we have been
it-, loss bv the fire. It
a red from that
last
as

r-

--

so

so

but turned his attention to literature. Ceil. Murray as Adjutant-General, lieHe has now set out upon the mission of sides the present incumbent. Mr. Burleigh,
vindicating the wholesale oppression of Mr. Johnson of Orono and .Mr. luger.soll
ot Lincoln, will he candidates for the olone people through centuries of misrule
by another people. He has, unexpectedly liee of Land Agent. For the Attorney
to himself, in one of the

worthy of his
expected to find him.

met a loreman
he least

steel where

father Isurke conducted the discussion

with

a

marked

courtesy

and

tairness

throughout, and impressed his audiences
favorably both as a gentleman and scholar.
But he

times terribly severe. In
as he did, the pretense upon

was at

overthrowing,
which England’s right to conquer and hold
Ireland was founded, and attacking Mr.
Fronde’s tairness, his best arguments were
furnished by his adversary. All the au-

fication of English rule in Ireland. The
victory in this discussion was almost
universally conceded to be with the cham-

pion of Ireland.
Upon Mr. r rondo s changing the scene
of his lectures to Boston, his adversary
followed, and repeated his vindication of
his countrymen.
His Sunday evening
discourse at the Boston Theatre

was a

great success. Father Burke acts as though
he meant to stick to his adversary as long
as he seeks to exalt England at the expense of the green island, and we must
say that a more troublesome adversary
has seldom confronted a man of reputation in his chosen field. Mr. Froudc’s
mission will most signally fail. There
here too many Irishmen in whose
memory the bitter experience of English
oppression is fresh, and the American people as a whole have too recent and open
exhibition of the same spirit toward this
are

country, to lie led away by any apologist
for England, charm he new so wisely.
It is said the Franklin telegraph company will
ask the next Legislature to grant them a charter
to extend their lines through this State.
[Kennebec Journal.

It is hardly possible, after the
experience with the International.

recent

When

that company applied for a charter it was
argued by the owners of the old lines that
it was a stock jobbing operation that
would end in a sale at a profitable price
to the Western Union.

This was denied,
hut the present year witnessed the fulfillment of the prediction.
The Legislature
of Maine will hardly repeat that transparent

dodge.

four legal gentlemen of eminence will contend, Messrs, lteed
and
Streut ot Portland, and Stetson and Plaisted ot Bangor. The coming session prom

oppressed people Generalship

thorities by which he disproved the stateare ill; they have to walk
like
just
unprofes- ments of Mr. Froude were English, and,
sional mortals. Someone said *‘This is a case in
many instances, the very same men
of hippozootic against Hippocrates, and
Hippo- whom Mr. Froude had called to his
crates feel sore about it.”
aid on the other side of the question.
Bret Ilarte failed to meet his engagement to
These were used with terrible effect, and
lecture here lately; he was sure of a large audience.
The occasion was advertised as his debut swept awav the statements upon which
on the lectuie-platfonn.
Query—Was he fright- Mr. Froude based his arguments in justi-

ened?

the most

now

controversy of words only, and a clash of
alleged historical facts. Mr. Anthony
Froudc, the well known English historical
writer, and a man of ability in that direction, came to this country with the avowed

CASE

ance.

was

excitinc attention in
New York and Boston, as well as among
the literary men of the country. It is a
is

feeling

if at last in hopelessness he ended his own heavy
existence (and this is thought to be the fact, although the local papers have not mentioned it.)
there is no ope to rise up ami condemn Connecticut*.' true poet, Henry Howard Brownell.
ST 11AN< IF.

Boston, Nov. 25,1872.
li is said that Postmaster Burt’s report ot the

shown a year or two ago,
derer in other lands, we wish a happy
or the English and Irish hatred which
celebration of the day, and tender membroke out in bloodshed in the streets of
ories of Thanksgivings long gone into the
New' York.
silent past.
A controversy growing out of a kindred

For a year before he died Brownell sutiered
with a malignant tumor in the face. lie endured several painful surgical operations, but
tin y only prolonged bis awful sufferings. And

A

seeing
bewitching. The

All!

After the capture of New Orleans, Mr.
Brownell turned into verse the “General Order”
issued by Admiral Farragut before the battle.

•*

50
90
60
75

Rule in Ireland.

English

of

is

ment

Wrong.
1 he«* words have

History

The

fortunes must be sealed on that old
and famous Field,
Where the Bight- is set in battle with the
our

—

get themselves up fearfully in frills and
furbelows for the evening dance, mainly
for the purpose ol

lady travelling in Europe, and the heiress to
$20,000 a year, before tlie tire—everything now

of the Journal.

INK MUNICIPAL ELECTION—BUSINESS, &C.—
STREET INCIDENT—BOSTON AS IT WILL BEHARVARD COLLEGE AFTER FUNDS—RECENT FIRES—A WEDDING MELTED IN THE
(CONFLAGRATION.

as

Thanksgiving

st ron g—

ever

have already been marked by putting a rubber
band around the tail, and attaching to it, by
means of gold, silver or platinum wire, a small

are

1

begin—

Since

Boston,

requested to take notice oi the date
on the coion'd slips attached to the paper.
It is the
ot
form
only
receipt now used. For instance, 15
May 71. means that the subscription is paid to that
date. When a new payment is made, the date will
be immediately changed to correspond, and thus a
receipt in lull is sent with every paper. Subscribers
in arrears are requested to lorward the sums due.

he sung from time to time during the war,
were heard in those trying years.
IPs lines
entitled Annus Memorabilis—Congress 1SG0-01"

!roughs stand trays, like oblong sieves, of committee, and

<

"ii'se

PROPRIETOR.

Terms. In advance.$2.00ayear;
$2.50; at the expiration of the

claim the honor of his birth, for he was
horn in Providence, li. 1. Feb., 1820, but he
moved to East Hartford with his father’s family
not

has come to our positive knowledge which has
not crept into the columns of either of our Hty
newspaper--. A gentleman of excellent position
in this city last summer lost by death his wife
So
to whom he was most devotedly attached.
burial that he
b -r Hu
purpost* to the latter place, and hauled I fearful was ho of premature
it* tanks tilled with water to Great Pond. Some ! caused the body to lie in slate for an unusual
i'
lost by injuries received on the wav, but number of days with a bell-rope placed within
And when at la-t the mourner conit
U supposed that over 500 remain alive. Of the hands.
signed his wife to the grave, he caused a tube to
tin st‘, ijotween tint) and 400 have been
caught,
an opening in the
ifd the females, being a majority of the whole, be placed which ran from
casket to the top of the ground; through this
h tv** \ ioided the large number of 1.500,000
eggs.
ran a cord, one end of which was put in the
\u more are expected this y ear,since the
spawnhands of the deceased while to the outer end a
iny season is now past, and those salmon not
Thus the slightest
little bell was attached.
already caught have doubtless laid their eggs in
movement of the string would have been det in pond, which will therefore send out in due
tected. Three weeks afterward, not satisfied
season a large number ot'
young salmon into
with these precautions, and half frantic with
tin Penobscot.
an linkerHie greater part of the fish were caught at grief, the afflicted gentleman hired
and an assistant to remove the earth and
tin- outlet of tlie pond as they came out into the taker
found unaltered
brook in obedience to a natural instinct which uncover the remains: they were
and undisturbed. After what bethought would
ni i-rs them to seek a place for the
deposition ol
he a last look, the husband ordered them to till
then eggs iii moving water. They were then
Five weeks afterward the
Iriven into pens and soiled ova r. and as fast as the grave again.
undertaker received a call from the mourner,
convenient the eggs \\u re pressed out of the
ami he again secretly performed this task of
females, t- undated bv the application of milt
as il'this were not carrying
from tin- male iish, and placed in moving water resurrection! And
ot grief far enough, the gentlein
>he hatching house. The number of eggs the extravagance
man m about a month again hired the man ol
<» *tained
from each female is from 5,000 to l.‘i.coffins to uncover the deceased for a third time.
""" or more.
In size they are nearly a quarter
Strange to say the remains <>f the lady were
"i an inch in diameter, and their color is comeven then
but a very liitle altered in, appeara
beautiful
monly
pink, sometimes pale, and
salmon

AND
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Advertising Terms. For one square, (one
inch ot length in column,) $1.25 lor three weeks,
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-ibt amed.
Last .lime and Jiiiy six hundred salmon were
bought from the tishermen owning salmon
w- ii
-ir Bueksport. towed in boats
prepared
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Letter rrom Boston.

Correspondence

Thanksgiving in Maine. Its
principal amusements for the boys will be
eating geese and turkeys and shooting
each other in gunning expeditions. The
girls will dine with the old folks, and

—BY—

HallecU. whose “Marco IBozzaris” is to sehoolhov memory dear, and James Gates Percival,
whose “Prometheus’’ awakens pleasant echoes.
And now another has passed away whose name

at

Thanksgiving.
.By the combined orders of President
Grant and Gov. Perham, to-day will be

ises to he a comparatively rptiet one, the
railroad charter Irom Hath to Portland,
and the proposed new
county being the
only big fights thus far on the slate.
When we think the consistency of the Free
Press in leaving the demoerittie. party to support the government requires defense against
the criticisms of the Republican Journal, we
shall make it. Tint while the fact is fresh in the
minds of the public that from sheer “cussetlness” in disloyalty the Journal could not exist
in the loyal atmosphere which surrounded it,
hut suspended, and while we believe they cannot have forgotten certain other occurrences
affecting its editor which we forbear to rehearse,
the shafts which lie aims at the Free Press an
regarded as harmless. Utockland Free Press.

The Free Press will bear in mind that
the discussion was not begun by this
paper. If our Rockland friend is satisfied,
lie is perfectly at liberty to retire from the
Rut let it

be understood
accepted lay 11s in
the way of forbearance. If there be any
“cussedness” or “certain other occurrences” which the Free Press would like

controversy.
that nothing

is asked or

to rehearse, we

hope it will do so—askingthat it will state exactly what it
It
means, and not deal in insinuations.
will find that the record both of this
paper and its editor can and will be defended.

only

Mr. R. D. Williams, one of the proprietors of the Iluff House, at Winona, Minn.,
was killed at that place Oct. 30th,
by the
explosion of the gasoline works attached
to the

house, in wliieh he

the time of the

was

at work at

explosion.

Mr. Williams
lived for some time in Unity, in this
county, where lie built a store and house,
and afterwards kept the Williams House,
in Unity.
He was an active, public

spirited citizen, and much respected.
—The beauties of the much vaunted
western climate may be seen in the news
from Minnesota, where eight hundred
railroad laborers came near freezing and
starving in a sudden and furious snow
storm.
We still have the good old fashioned snow stormshore in Maine, but they
give fair notice of their coming, and are
very different from the wolfish affairs of
the prairies.
—A cargo of 5000

cabbage

heads

was

recently wrecked in Portland, and the
harbor needs only a few hogsheads of
vinegar to become a grand sauer-kraut
factory.

appears

laboring under a great mistake, and our Alma
Mater is anything but the rich fountain of pure
knowledge we fancied her. Nobody of sublias died within the memory of man withleaving a nice legacy to that famous college;
stall, it is ever pruning its leathers and stretching open its beak like a half starved robin askstance

out

dust now, when Boston is staggering under a financial blow, the mouth tlies
open still wider, with the supplemented threat
if money isn't forth coming at once, the pro-

ing for

more,

fessors and tutors salaries must be cut down.
As halt if not, more of these gentlemen an*
blessed with private fortunes, wouldn’t it be as
well to dock them in consideration of their
poorer brethren, ami not call on the few rich
ot Boston to vvitliold their gifts from the
suffering men in their own city, that they may
give to Ilai v anl? Kvidently opinions differ, or
men

an

of

Ostentatious sentiment lias take possession
millionaires, for in less than a week after

our

her appeal $77,325 has been raised, and no one
knows how much more can he squeezed out
before the personal interest is exhausted. What
a pretty sum that would be to hand over to the
Relief Fund, or the Chard on street Bureau?
The legislature got petitioned on Saturday for
the “burnt-out-of-work women.” The petition
goes on to say that “it rests with that honorable

body

to

give by legislation, loans

or

appropria-

tions. such direct substantial aid to the poorest
working women who have suffered by this fire,
that while they are helped through this crisis
they may be so helped that in any future
emergency of this kind they as well as their
or rather past employers shall have a
fund from which to sustain themselves,
and be capable of self help without resort to

present

reserve

charity,”

etc.

There is no eml to the tires, ami timid people
find life a burden. Hadn’t we done anything
worse, tliis misfortune to Rand & Avery’s
printing house would have been considered a
great card by the tire department. We take
things easier now, and each fresh disaster sinks
out of sight in the older one, causing little disturbance beyond the startled inquiry of “whose
turn next?’ A gentleman living in the vicinity
of the Coliseum tells us when the tire bells ring
now there is a general banging of doors through
his block, and the inmates rush into the street
to

see

if that musical tinder box is in flames.

Fortunately for the peace of mind of that neighborhood the sorry structure was sold on Saturday at auction, add will be removed at once.
It wak not a lively sale, the goods being rather
heavy and elephantine, but after a time the
home of the "World’s Peace Jubilee” was
knocked down for Jil0,f)00 to Mr. Theophilus
Cushing of Winterport, Me.
The tight over the OKI South waxes. It is a
great pity the tire didn’t destroy it rather than
should meet the fate of the Old Hancock
House, and so many of those famous colonial
it

swept away by cheap pretence
iconoclastic disregard of the past.
Nothing is sacred but money, r dare say I
shall live to see blocks of stores ou the. Common
and oyster saloons and billiard halls where the
buildings

now

and that

House now stands, and somebody’s great
grand children will, I am perfectly certain, buy
their daily allowance of molasses candy in the
State

Athenaeum.
Fashionable circles here are much excited
a receully snapped hetrothment. A young

over

we

—Can newspapers worn as hustles properly
be called hack numbers*' [Portland Argus.

Not unless they

are

full in tin* local de-

partment.
—Mr.

Damphool continues
velocipede in Portland.

to

ride

a

Wall street, New York, is excited over slock
transactions, in which prominent brokers have
been trying to cheat each other’s eye teeth out.
The sharpest kind of games have been put in

practice, and millions have changed hands. The
principal actors arc Gould and Drew, the well
known large stock operators. It is said that after they had agreed to “hull’* the market on
Erie, Gould “went hack” on the arrangements,
and sold through brokers his entire stock to
Drew, leaving to him the heavy load of carrying all the stock offered. Stock of the Northwestern came into the operation incidentally,
and through it Drew lost t wo and a half millions, it is said. As a sort of side-show to tin*
whole, Gould has been arrested on a charge of
embezzling over nine millions of Erie stock,
while President of the company.
is not yet.

The

man

who

Katahdin is

now

And the end

ot

A Memphis negro rescued from the river a
belonging to an Italian, and claimed salThe Italian refused to pav and drew a
pistol, whereupon the negro walked oif with
tlie goose and swore mi! a warrant for assault.
The Italian in turn got out a warrant for the
goose, but ’Squire F,limit made both parties pa\
costs, and kfrpt the goose himself.
goose
vage,

A brief London dispatch, to-day, announces
that the Park Samuel Lai rabee. ot this city, has
he n heaid from. Sic Was lost at sea and all
persons on hoard perished. The Samuel Lairabee was built bv Tn at A Co., at Winterpmt
in iStUi, we believe, and was owned b\ miuiii 1
Larrabee. Esq., of Hus city. She sailed from
Savannah on the bill of iu>t .lanu.iry. si,,, a
commanded by ( ipt. Win. Thomp-on. .»i Wi iBangor
terport, who had liis wife with him.
< ommereia'.
Oil Wednesdav, Warden Ric of the State
Prison sold at auction the interest of the State
in three granite quarries at St.(b*orge.
The
best, containing about sixty acres, was sold to
Ga: ret tjokely, who represented New York
parties, for * io*2n. it wa* really worth three
times that sum. The State bought it in ix*2!»for
SlOO. Another was sold to Patrick McNamara
lor Ss.*>, and a tlii.d, known as the Two
Brothers, was knocked oil' to Capt. John Bickford tor sir.. The State owned the granite only.

The

lvenduskeag,

A paragraph first contained in the Boston correspondence of the Belfast, Me.,
Republican Journal, and reproduced in
the Gazette, does unintentional injustice
to tbe employes of the Rost.
During the
great fire, all connected with the office,

publishers, compositors,reporters, editors,

clerks, bookkeepers, pressmen and engineers, were occupied in saving the material; and after the preservation of the
building were as prompt and ready for
their several tasks as if the calamity had
In justice to all, we desire
not occurred.
to prevent the misapprehension which the

correspondence designated might

create.

The compositors ot the Post—as line a
corps of printers as any newspaper in the
country can boast—contributed their services with all possible kindness and alacrity, and have enabled the paper to contend
successfully against the inexpressible annoyances arising from disarrangement of
types, forms and cases, damages by fire
and water, the confusion ot repairs and a
press of work unprecedented in newspaper experience. [Boston Rost.

<

Steamer t'ltv oj IP iinn-tnl will I. a’.: the
city for Portland on Mon<la\ morning w\t,
hein*r the iast trip if I In* reason. This tine hoal
has aeeoinmo.|:ilei| the piihii. e\.-e||eat)v well,
has heen an nni v<i >al t •> ..ft. wit h traveller'.
ami ih'in a
e.
W
h«t..
y fail
■

her

on

tin*

prosperous

route

m\'

spring, prepared

President's Message.
Xt:\v York, Nov. •>(>.

Washington special to the Herald
says that the President to-day will read
to the cabinet a complete draft of his message. lie has tins year, as he did last
year, listened to the advice of experienced politicians and changed its tenor so
far as it relates to the South. He gives
that section passing mention ; praises UnA

wisdom of the enforcement laws; alludes
to the management ol our foreign and
home policy ; to the disappearance of lawlessness in tin- South, as well as good behavior at the polls in the November election. and hopes for a continuance of this
condition ol affairs.
Although he has
no
special recommendation to make in
behalf ol the South, he desires that Congress shall do whatever it deems wisest
in the interest of the late rebel States, reiterating the previously expressed sentiment that he has no policy to enforce
against the wishes of the people.
The country is felicitated on the accomplishment under the treaty of Washington.
Cuba is lightly passed over. Tinease of l)r. Howard receives but brief
mention. Mexico does not ..ive a large
share of attention. Our relations with
different foreign nations are disposed of
The comin 1 In-! usual brief paragraphs.
ing Vienna exposition is commended.
The Philadelphia centennial is spoken of.

Heavy Gales.
London, Nov. 2G. Vessels are arriving from
sen and report that the gale continut s, but not
with tin1 -evenly of Saturday last. Several FugIi>h seaport towns were considerably damaged.
Ship Lot h Leven Flower, from Berdeansk,
Russia, lor Falmouth, was lost at sea with all
on hoard.
The ship Flectrie, from New Vork
for Hamburg, and Chance, from Pensacola for
Sunderland, were also lost at sea. The captains
and crews were rescued by the hark Iiolnestrand, from New York, ;iud landed at QueensTile ship Royal Adelaide, hence for
town.
Sydney, N. S. \V., was totally wrecked off Portland several passengers drowned.

tm

season.

Pities has a way .1 his own f-w kill ini' skunk
He atlaehe.s a Ion./ sh im' to hi
el r Ip in i
when he limls one aught lie to}-..•■>. tin* line mvi
his shoulder ami immediately -starts upon tin
for tin* wharf wh"re h
irown- t In-w. U
■

run

him the other l..\ with
_'•■!.eraM\
noticed that peop

saw

\\

itlient

om
<\

tow. ami

in

...it ol

hi-

Wav

being ?o111.

A young chilli oi C. M !;. id \v:i« litallv burn
e<l at Burnham on Friday
(’lie mother unit
a lew moments, when the lilll<
ir I lock- d
the door inside, and :d'trrw mis got its clothe*
1
"s- illle
on tin' at til'- stove.
lllell golllg bv Ir
it- screams, stove the door in and evtingiiMn

out

■

the tlallies, but the child vv as so
ed that it died the *-une night.

s,-

via

Iv

bm

i.

Aiir-old gentleman from the country, slig
d srussioii upon lmi»t
deaf, was listening to
remedies. One mail obsei v ed I hat lie had kepi
his horses free from tie
ii-nrdci by -.akin

their feed in eider.

lost from steamer
known to be K. A.

was

who was on his
way home from Massachusetts. His baggage and overcoat have been identified
by his Iriends. The Bangor Commercial
says—
He had for nearly a year been employed at his business, that of a machinist, in
Whitefield, Mass. Owing to ill health he
was on his way home for a short rest,
A
circumstance in connection with this case,
which it is difficult to explain, is this:
Just before leaving Boston, Monday afternoon, Mr. Smith enclosed a sum ol money
in a letter, and had it registered to his
sister in this city. He wrote that he did
not know how long lie might remain in
Boston, and thought lie would send the
money ahead, not knowing what might
happen to him. It is possible that he may
have premeditated suicide.

Smith,

week, has been
heard from as being on the road to Bangor.
It
wa- thought
at the time he had
committed
suicide. Subsequent developments will probably clear the matter.
village

appi

remember among Maine dailies.

Web," said he. l should
think it might be a go--l thing to s,,:,k then
feet in rider. Guess I’ll try it!” Oid
with a
horse's hoot in it, L some ihing new.
*•

The dropsical form ol the leu-, disorder, that
follows the throat trouble, lias oe. nm d in tin
city, and some animals jaw died. The leemake Uv drop'.'
and body -well tearfullv. ni
n
to
almost certain i v latai. F e
ujsod
by working the horse in weak condition. The

stage company have lost a nurse and have others
very -irk. Capt. Charles Baker has mm that

probably

cannot recover.

The Belfast Livery ( ompanv think thev hav e
lost a horse—not carried otf by the epi/ootu
but by a pedlar who hired it with a airiag.
about six weeks ago. II
represented him-elt
as a
peddler of silk, M. II. Bush l<v name,
Me was v M
hiahailing from Vermont.
weeks after he left, sun-e which nothing’
has been heard of him. The team let to him
..

two

was a

sorrel

maia

and

sunshade.

Friday afternoon, as two hoys were driv
ing along «’hureh street ,\v it It a horse and buggy
belonging to Mr. Beale, insuram e agent, the
animal took (right, sheered upon the sidewalk,
overturned the wagon, and dragged it along the
walk, to its own serious damage and the injui v
of the fences. Then he bolted into the street
jerked the buggy right side up, and distributed
On

the fragments along the Northporl road.
of the boys was severely bruised.

(Hie

Mr. Kimtok: Hus tin* gentleman that writes
tin* .short cake got out of shortening? KW tear
he has, 1 will send a receipt lor a eake that
does’nt need any shortening:
IIok Cakk. One nip of Indian meal, one
eup of sour milk, one teaspoon of soda, two
c\ K. s.
eggs and a little salt.
Liukkty, Nov. *2drd 1X7*2.

Undoubtedly the hoe-eake is good, and would
help out a breakfast nieily. Our short-cake
writer has still plenty of huttei and lard lor
making his contributions rich, but has latterly
spread his short-cake all over the table, instead
of providing a separate dish. Our lady correspondent will dud it all there.

-rr—

DqC'I'ok. About
n n.iv* ano,
I -i>011 «ailing liiniM-li I>i. c. ^miih appeared
im-r : m t-vi ra!
thi- city uii-l iProdm-e l
iTvtb atllirted with the mural^ie uisordei
ed S\.*!:i! iea. or disease (»f !h<‘ 5n
nerve oj
A \ ANI>HF.i>

••

Another Large Fire in Boston—Loss Above

$350,000.
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What hear

man, befriending boast,
But Centaur Liniment?

conflagration,

'flint knocks I’heumalism out of gear,
Bids gout good-by without a tear.

Why! Centaur Liniment;
tile cripple to walk, the lame to leap,
Heart- to thank, instead of eyes to weep,—
Only. Centaur Liniment.

Causes

subdued within
The general fire

original limits.

their
:iia! 111

urn

'Vital renders reptiles tooth and sting of bees.
Harmless as the bile of tieas,

were

the grano

illumination oi

ExecptmgCcnlaur Liniment:
Assuages the pangs of a broken breast,
Flows the lacteal fluid—gives nights of rest,

the

shooting dames, mused a great commoIij»-i*
tion in the city, and an immense crowd of
'!-••«! ;t dollar's worth in the .J >m : il and ha>
excited people speedily gathered front
''<ld 400,-000 shiu.Ldes-\t I- ed.-i k's
The military guard which
North < aj1
nlimr h:i\ he l>vi Isle every quarter.
h i- lH-eit kept up since the great lire were
A’ ‘'avail'
h. Vl»l»\ (iah from Boston.
el important service, forming a cordon
ham
I
\
.».*•.
k\:
aerothe streets, keeping back the crowd
new ihre« -irtasti-d
h.
neai ly tinished
and giving-the lireiuen ample room for
V.:
commanded by tie most efficient work.
i>u
Hand it Avery’s
of
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But Centaur Liniment.
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Wli-m the ear crushed old Tilden's arm,
Tw t- saved from amputation by this charm.
I'b'' Centaur Liniment;
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:-.other Boat’s Crow of the Missouri

v

Saved.

Sufferings

dablishnmnt. Nos. 1 to 11

of the
II

\ v

Survivors.
ana.

Noy.

T>.

Moiro Castle arrived to day
JS*■ \v York via Nassau the IStli inst,
1
M.r
mgs news of the salVty of another
of tinr ill-fated Missouri, ami
ie*
John Iraney. lir.-I assistant engineer,
-! North, assistant engineer. Charles
if -.air. oiler, Charles <
miwa). fireman,
-urvived almosi in< -redible sutiering,
*
at Nassau ami will leave f**r New
V
k on a return Irip ot tin■ Morro < -astlc.
I he following statement l'i om Mi
j’t apublished in the Nassau Times. He

mam-hip
ii

ay
lie

ship -topped frequently during the
>wing to the boilers. Tin* lire origi-

ip,
tit'il around 1 lie boilers,
Weal onee hern id ace hose from tin- donkev, lint
.1
lound it unavailing. ami the Captain
.aed me boats lownel
All was cote
At tiie attempt to tower the first
fusion
t thirty persons jumped into her. hut
•\:»g to mismanagement of tin- davits
in-end fell into the sea. the other i-emainAll < \<m-j»i Kra111; hanging in the air.
ut
and ight others. owing h
In* toiling
tin- -hip in the heavy -m..,. n-t ^o and
re washed into the sea.
Nine clung to
ii-' boat lill s.ime person on hoard the
We saw
-i.;j icl the davit- and tin bon
r bottom
up. with two men clinging
tin* keel; threw a line ami talked a
hilt to tln-m : wanted 1 hem ><■ eome and
o ii us; hut tiny euie'.deivd
heir position
< )ne oi <>nr
oetter than our- ai d r< ‘used
in n
joined tin* :w*» and one of tin two
warn over tons
bein'*; om- ol the sved
\\
met Mi <'ulmev
••-at mid asked him
id m it nwe being in a -inf in if e.iiidi< tllliH
•:-•!!. luii
i'e!n-'-d, saying he had
enough on hoard. \\ > odd him hi- boat
< ulmer threw uould iiohi moie
lot and we tried im-lfeetually to hail
m
our
lioat.
Culmei
-leered toward

on

Cornhill

And win i) Barnum's lion, Unde Ben.
Broke lii> leg in that dismal den,
He roared for Centaur Liniment.

and from 1:1 to lb on

Washington street,
was
completely destroyed. The linn employed some three hundred hands, about
fifty oi whom were girls. A large num-

\ow

ber ot power presses of different kinds
were in the
building, and a large amount
ol books and pamphlets, partly finished
which will lie a total loss. H ind & Vven
estimate their loss at -ej.Vi.ono, which is
eon r"d
by insurance, mostly in l'mslon
ollices. Abbott’s bindery was damaged
alien! sg.noO or st.OOo worth, and Adams
A [taker's hinderv about $3,000 worth,

the

iiu*

t

>

on.

I CI.KtX

t

!*

I >v«
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a.

n

N

an

W

bear il shouted from West, to Fast,
Bv -]"■ iking man and neighing beast,
“Pass on the Centaur Liniment !**
Thu

sale by all
Druggists m every village, parish and hamlet,
in Anierir;i.
\Ve warrant it to cure.
2ml7
( <>., f>;» Broadway, N. Y.
t. Ib Bos 10

000.
The building was owned
papei
the e. operative association known as
fifty Associates. All the above were insored, mostly in Boston ollices. The lire
caught in Hand A Avery’s press-room.
Among the periodicals destroyed was
the December number of Old and New.
which was nearly all read\ for delivery,
one '.timber of Littell’s Living Age. and
between 60,000 and To,000 copies of the
We'll Spring, which is published .semimonthly. The publishers ofthese periodicals had a large quantity of paper s ock
in tin establishment, which was lost, as
di
Messrs. ,1. H. Osgood it Co., Lee it
Shepherd, Sampson ,t Davenport, publisher
of the New Kngland Hegister.
Iverson, l’hinney. Blackman it Co., ol
New York, and the Tniversity publishing
company ol New York, whose, loss f- in
o\

1

passing vessel might pick

at

We

us

up.
of flu*

within a hall mile
.di>M>uri. About 7 oYioei, in the evening
:he steamer disappeared suddenly.
We
dun pul our boa.1 beloie the wind.
On the second nd third days we wore
dll be loro the wind, and su tiering terriOn the latter day wt -aw a vessel
We shouted,
-.me within a mih* ol u~
md hoisted clothing, but were unable If*
utract attention, and tie- vessel hoisted
•ail and steered away.
On the fourth day one ol our crew died,
tin! that night tu< ot'*er<. having become
Hie boat \vai/.y, juillp«'« 1 overboard
and we otu-elves
ways lull ol vv at el
were

earn**

.silting waist deep.
the tilth morning another

man died.
On
AY wciv still before the wind,
That (wa
ning was (‘aim. and we succeeded in baling the boat out with 1 wo hats. a. crazy
-.nan having thrown the bucket overboard,
from three, lib
preservers we made a
matl sail, spread it, and steered south,
but our exhaustion was so great that we
could do little
On the sixth and <cya n:h days our dt.ua-

unchanged.
On the eighth day we dghted land, and
ceded in holding at Powell's (’ay,
■a
Abaco, in the evening. We had eaten
md drank nothing sinee leaving the ship,
an

was

''

certiheate us to the
MisS SaW.V it's Salve. w e clip from
Volcr :
Kkwailp of Mk.uh, \YV are happy to lav
hel'uiv nr readers Hie following euro, elfeeted
l»y tin* u- of Mis- Sawyer’* Salve.
Mr. sila> lirvant. of Sherman, has been afflicted lor years with what the doctors pronounced a -i■ r«il'uious cancer, lie consulted the
mo<t skillful physicians in vain, and was finally
indue d i" trv Miss Sawyers Salve and now
alter usiiur ii;'* fourth box, he is entirely cured,
and enjoys period health.
tf50

billowing strong

■

■

j

SHIP

with their lives.

The Pilot olliee, completely destroyed at the great lire, now
sutlers destruetion a second time: nevertheless the paper will appear from another
new
Two
olliee as usual to-morrow.
stories ot the building were in liames
before the arrival of the lire department.
Reported

insanity

of

Horace

Greeley.

New

York,

Nov. ■>:>.

medical gentleman stated yesterday
Ilia: l)r. Brown ol the Bloomingdale
A

Asylum

was

applied

to

early

Iasi week to

I; A NT K E JR S

\V<‘ invite inquiries relating to investments, and
! >'vV tin prices of a few ol tin* most desirable
K*v.
Bonds

patient.
morning paper publishes to-day the

A

current in the. newspaper circles for
a week that Horace Greeley is in
-alie, and sa\s he i.s now an inmate oflhe
Asylum ot White Plains, The same pa
per makes public ail interview with Whitelaw iieid, managing editor ol the Tribune,
in which he says, in answer to <|iiesiions.
I ha I (i reel ey has been under medical treat
meat, and very likely might be e msidered l»\ sinne stark mad. bt0 he is simply
nervously prostrated. For a month prior
to the death ot his wile he did not
-deep
one liour a night, and since In a death has
been in the ..indition.
slow

nearly

in

answer

to the

question

:

true

tliai Grceles drew a knife on one <>! im
Inends H”
Reid is made to answer by interviewing. “I tell you that, he (Greeley)
lias done nothing which to those who know
him seems strange.
He is always an
eccentric man, ami at, best acts as il he was
queer, but now, nervously prostrated,
si rangers might think him crazy.
1 have
seen
him positively furious when lirst
prool has been brought him instead of revise.'1
Reid said Greeley, notwithstanding ilie loss of sleep and appetite, was in
general good health, and made a request
ol tin* reporter to say he was only nervously prostrated. There was no good in

iving

more;

Greeley has had enough to
quiet and

worry him, and what he needs is
MU.

OREELEi

NOT

IN

AN AsYl.i'M.

Kvening— In answer to inquiries at the
Tribune office this evening regarding the
condition <*f Mr. Greeley, the lblIowim_f
\v;i- obtained from the best authority
The.
reports o! Mr. Greeley's treat men t at
Rloomingdah- or any other asylum, or of
applii at ion for liis admission to any, are
preposterous. He is still sulfering from
nenmi.-oiiapse, the result of the loss of
nearlv all sleep almost continuously lor
one month
during his wife’s illness. This
dually affected the nerves of his stomach
and (or a few days it rejected food,where-

by the system was still more weakened.
Within a day or two there has been a
marked change for tin*, better, both in the
-deeping and eating, and his physicians
horrible are hopeful; Iml he is still a very sick man,

and laid down on the beach in a
udition. After a time ol rest on shore and lor the present his friends can m s!
>•
gathered strength io reach some de- show their regard by letting him alone.
led houses, and found a spring ol fresh
iter. W ( lay huddled together all night.
To the Ladies.
On the *Mh day we louud a few tomaOival
bargains in human hair all imported.
which we boiletl— having found
«»es,
Oh! swrhdtos dyed and made ovor. <'-omhimrs
matches and a pot in one of the houses.
s1 raiat n!i(*d and made up.
A Iso dres* <*ul.t ing
This produce*! a little strength and we
taught. Room Vo. 20, Ami-rit an llousr, Bolmunched a boat and fried to reach the fa-t.
main land, but tailing we returned l<>
Powell's Cay. sleeping there.
The next
Pills, Potions and Pungencies.
morning we made a final effort to reach
tlie main land, but were so exhausted that
Urn al Beatties and Cuy Belles.—
Country girls are not a whit behind fIn ir on twere hardly able to stand, and then
vc
r*i)»<*liI:m sisters in tin* natural «dements of lovelay down near the boat in a 'lying condi- liness, hut it must, he conceded that the
i‘y
we saw a small
tion.
afterwards
Shortly
hell(*s hest understand the art of preserving
■loop •Mining near the lo.md. We hoisl- and heightening their personal beauty, 'i lie
oars, and again
some clothes on tin
perlcet feature- lose half*their attraction
j most
utile's ih<*
oinplexion is properly eared for,
ay down on the beach. A son of William I
| an«l if the pretty girls of tin* rural districts
Curry was on board the sloop, ami saw wish to compete with
the
Kairstars” o! the
In- signal.
Immediately Curry came to fashionable world in refined attractions, they
rescue and took and landed us on
mi
must pay due attention to thi- important point.
liven Turtle Key, where we remained Tlu*\ ought to know, for the tact is notoriops.
Hagan's Magnolia Balm imparts to the
♦ ven
days, four days alter we reached that
Nassau.
The American consuls at (freon skin a dclieate, pearly appearance, unprodueeable hv any other
under tin* so a.
hurtle Key and Nassau tienled us kindly. No mallei how thepreparation
eiitieule may haw been
roughened hv exposure or discolored by tin*
"tin, tin* Balm will render it soft and pliable,
'/'here w:js a ^li<x-k)ii<£ attempt at a and removes
every blemish.
oouMe murder in Westfield. Mass., last.
Now.
John,
suppose there's a load of bay
A man named AlV\ cdneadav owning.
ii one side ol the river, and
the
iver's too
rt Smith
seven shuts at Charles
to
swim,
how
can the jackass g,-| to the
deep
**•
•virkelt ami Miss Jennie Bates while (hey hav
I give it up.”
that's
Well,
just
were
walking home, dangerously wound- wlia; the other jackass did.”

Log;ms|iort,<'rawtordsville & .Southwestern,8s
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JonlOssions of
\ a1

an

In-
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lil.ISll i;u as a warning and lor the benefit ol
"ling no n and others who sutler from Nervous
■».;il
Bo
.d Manhood, etc,,
supplying

IJiL
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THE

SELF-CURE.

MEANS OF

VV ri11• n !•) *ne who cured b rn-elf, after
undergoing
»*ani*dde! eii. .pi .ek. y. and sent tree on
receiving a
po'tp.id direcied enve.ope.
'•Idre,.- NATHANIEL MAYFAJK,
Brooklyn,
N.
—inn tysp
■

Sch

elumah, Patterson, Ir-mi Apal.ie iic.1.1 i,u
Philadelphia, before reported at be, mu,la in di -Jr.
remained Nov hi; had discharged deck load ioi

Cii«KtfMPriUHCAN BH CUBED.

Ini.
Prig Mauslini, from St Martin-: f.<• 1
at Hampton Hoad-, jut in with c.,p|am a, <t
w
sick
Ttie captain’s w ite died .01 lie- J, I'fhe schooner belor. reported
liorc oil Whit,
Head was the tropic bird, « apt Marrovv, hound to
St John. Nit. lrotu New Vork, in ballast, -dm went
ashore Tuesday night, f'th in-1 and was got ft ’~t
Sunday morning, but tilled am. capsized w lei e sin
Vessel- tr,»m Itocklaml w nt to her a
anchored.
instance Monday, let the ea wa- iooiou.Ji. *»11
luesday the Pnited Slates cutter .Met'ulloch ta-tenot to her mainmast and pull.-d hol.ii m.t.-t- out and
tore up her deck.
The vessel was righted and towed to 'llocklsiel, where she now remains full ol water.
Schooner Lillian M Warren from ltocklaud, with
lime, struck a rock in ilel! gate, New York it wlmr,
Saturday morning, and was got oil'leaking.
Lai n< hi;i*.
At Harrington, two lim ::-masted
sclirs of over i’»OU tons each, and built alter the -ame
model, the one on 14th and iiie other on t!i«■ lt'dh
inst, Iromlhe yard ol Hapt II W Uamsdel I. t he
are called the “Susan T Thurloiv," commanded !, ,•
coinCapt Henry Tahbult, and the “.La- M Kit
raamhal bv (’apt. Alphon/.o t 'ollin. l,.»th ot llarringa

SCilK.M'K S
i: i.MONIC SY IU l\
SCHI.M'K S
KA WI0K1) IONIC,
SrilK.Wk'^ MANUKAKK PILLS.
tlir only medicines 1 h;iJ will eure Pulmonary
U lit}) t ion.
11v: inn-.: mi- 1 iei111
llirtt. will .stop a cough will
"It*-i:
i<>ii lit* *!<■ tit of tli»* patit'iit. 11 locks up
Mi' liv*
slops the circulation of the blood, hemorrliug.- tollows, ml, 111 liict, clogging the action of
tin- wry organs that caused the cough.
I iv i' c"iu}ilaint and dyspepsia are the causes of
two-thirds ot the cases ol consumption.
Many are
now complaining with dull pain in the side, the
bo we I -omet imes costive and some-times too loose,
tongue oatc.i.pain in the shoulder-blade, feeling
sum time- wry restless,and at other times
drowsy ;
the Iood tha! is taken lies heavily oil the stomach,
accompanied with acidity and belching of wind.
These sympt mis usually originate from a disordered
condition ot t he stomach or a torpid liver. Persons
all’ected, it they take one or two heavy colds, and
it the rough in these cases he suddenly stopped, the
iung :iver ami stomach clog, and remain torpid and
inactive, uni before the patient is aware ot his situation, the lungs a?e a mass ol sores, and ulcerated,
ami death is ihe inevitable result.
Schenek- Pulmonic Syrup is an expectorant which
doe.- not contain any opium, nor anything calculated
to check
cough suddenly.
oiieu« !
Seaweed tonic dissolves the food,mixes
with the g ■*iriejuice ol the stomach, digests easily,
noiiri'-he
lie syst*mu, and creates a healthy circulation "1 tin- blood. vVhen the bowels are costive,
skin sallow, and the patient is ol a bilious habit,
Sclicm-k's Mandrake Pills are r quired.
These medicines are prepared by Ur. .1. ii.
SCMKNh'K .Sc SON, Noil beast corner of Sixth ami
Arch
in
Phil idelphia, Penn., and for side by
liKti. (
liOODWIN Mr CO., :t.x Hanover street.
Boston. and JOHN K. HUNKY, s College place]
New Vi k, Wholesale Agents.
for -.d" by Druggists generally.—ly.lsp
\iv
'" II
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BATCHELORS

HAIR

rrrrcteu'

■»nic e:

HERltlliti

hisTUK'T

■

attempted murder, Miss Bates having repeatedly relused the advances of .Smith,
At one time despairing of milder means,

her room and threatened to
This tact coming to outside
knowledge made the town too warm lor
him, and leaving his situation at the depot,
where he was employed as watchman, he
tell Westfield for about two mouths.
Recently lie returned taking a situation as
hrakeman upon the freight trains running

lie entered
shoot her.

West.

When the body and brain

-Frobably

he took forty rod whiskey.

well balanced,

ly preparation known which imparls this vitality directly, and consequently tin* power to
overcome disease.

It is said to look funny to see a young knly
with both hands in solt
dough and a misquil.o
on the end of her nose.

V K<;i:i im is a great panacea for our aged
fathers and mothers; for it gives them strength,
quiets their nerves, and gives them Nature's
sweet

sleep.

Have you masted Hopes‘r asked a young
lady ol :» librarian with a handkerchief ! it il
over his jaw.
“No, ma'am,’’ said he; “it’s
only a blasted toothache.”
CRY FOR PlTCHKR’S CASTORIA.
A substitute for Castor Oil. It assimilates ’In*
food, cures Wind Colic, and causes natural
sleep. It does not contain morphine, is pleasant to take, never gripes and never fails. The
best physic known.—2ml7
ClIILUHRN

—Richard Furlong has been before the
Portland police court lor drunkenness.

are

the stomach is capable of restoring the waste
Irom which the system is constantly
suffering;
but when the brain is large in proportion, the
stoma* h is incapable of sm plying it; in other
word- tin* expenditure is too large for the i
Here lies the cause of so much suffereome.
ing from diseases ot the Heart, Liver, Stomach
and Lungs, which is produced by taxing the
Nervous System too severely; and bellows'
Compound Syrup of Hypophosphibs is the on-

ot

IMMEDIATELY!
COAT, VKS !' AND l'ANI MAKI.KS
HERSF.Y & WOODWARD,

CUSTOM

131; 11 kkht.

:»4 .flaiii

Weekly for the Journal.

**

Iff**

May 15 187'-!.

Soap! Soap!
CRAMl’TON BRO’S. I.AUNDRY KOAI*. Re st in
market tor washing purposes.
RAKKBK’S LIOHTNINO SO A1’.
I’.c-t in the
world tor scouring anil polishing all metals,
cleaning paint, glass and marble as by magic.
KITCIfKN M IN Kit A L SOAR. Superior lor cleaning Kn'n es and Forks.
WORKMAN’S FA VO It 1
I he best Hard Soap
lor Mechanics, Kngiucers, Hoot and Shoe
Makers, Raintors and Printers. It nmovi
all impurities and render- the skin el. an, solt,
and smooth. A sure cure and preventive lor
chapped hands. Whoh sale and retail at

F. A F< NCFFTT'K,
No. HO Main S|. Bellasl

**

Miss Bates was struck
ing lioth parties.
m tin* face just below the eye, in (lie hack
■I tin-head, and in the hand, three wounds
eing indicted, which hied I rightfully,
iuough their sever'd ieid m»t heen determined :.t last advices. Mr. Saekett was
hot through the body near the heart and
almost immediately became insensible in
which state In lias continued ever since,
smith escaped, and has not yet been arrested. Jealousy was the cause of the

MoNliA * Nov. 25, 1872.
'inot.*- line fall butter at 31a34c per
butter 24a2rtc; medium do 18a20c:
12.tl5c; ehoice Western 2Sa30c; bakers1

summer

Wkdnksday,
20, 1872.
At market this week—2225 Cat.tlo;972K
Sheep and
Lai.ibs; 10900 Swim ; Western Cattle 134; Northern
('attie i*iid Milch Cows 200; Kastern Cattle 131.
Prices of Heel Cattle per hundred lbs. live weight
Kxtra quality, $825a$'.M)<); First quality, $7 50a8 00;
Second quality, $o2fta$7 25;Third quality, $5 00a0
00.
Hides—Hides 0 1 -2c; Tallow OaO l-2c per lb;
Country Tallow 5a5 l-2c; Country Hides 9c per lb;
Call Skins lOaISc per lb; Sheep Skins $1 OOal 25;
Lamb Skins $1 00a 1 25.
Working Oxen—We quote sales ol 1 pair, girth 0
I eel 0 niches tor *140; 1 pair, girth 0 feet 7 inches lor
teet s inches, for $ 165; l pair,
$100; 1 pair, girth
girth 7 feet tor $180.
Cattle—Prices were l-4al-2c per lb higher than
those ol last week, some of the best lots selling at
8 l-4a9c per lb.
Si ore Cattle—We quote Yearlings $10al5; twoyear olds $18a28 three year-olds $28a15 per head.
M iloli Cows— Extra $55.t90; ordinary $20a50; Store
Cows $15a5o per head, or much according to their
value for beef.
Sheep and Lambs—Western Lambs 6 l-2a7 l-2c
per ll>; Sheep from 5a7c per lb.
Swine—Store Pigs- Wholesale, 7c; retail 7 l-2a8c.
Fat Hogs
16700 at market ; prices, 5a5 l-2c per lb
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and instruction.”

Harper's

Black
ot

Co.

Pleasure,

and Brilliantines

Alpacea

make, Tycoon
Reps, Plaid and Stripe
the Lest

DRESS

PAll AND

GOODS.

India, Cashmere, Fancy

I
!

SEWING

MACHINES!

j
1

i- or sale on small monthly
‘■A'di installments. Agent
tor the ech hrated WillisIon
COMBI A
SEA
ISLAND
m
MACHINE COTTON
ml tin* Union M A( II IN L
1 he best Cotton and .silk lor
SILK.
Sowing Muchines. All kinds ol Sewing Machine attachments
and findings for all kinds of Sewing Machines and
the best quality ol' Sewing Machine OIL kept constantly on hand.

O. S. Xym
_

Stamping for Braiding and Embroidery
at

short notice.

t!2I

W'. K.. is^roiRisoisr
ovcrCAltl, Sc

MOKISON’S Hardware Stun',

Hot fast

M: t ine.

JUST RECEIVED
A

i,ai;«;k stock

oi

Confectionery,
Fruit, Nuts,
Figs, Raisins,
&c., &c.
Which I shall

F\ A..
No. 80

srll,

at Wholesale and

Uetail,

FOLLETT,
Main St., Belfast,

■
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OYSTERS SERVED IN EVERY STYLE!
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cu^toincr.s.
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I he host ot everything usually tarnished in a is
lint- will always !>•• ki ]»t on hand.
A Lrga and choice
supply ot FRUIT may always
be louud on hand.
KelliHl, Sept. ;t is; ?, tie

Complete Pictorial History of
“The best, cheap-

the Times”

est, and most successful Pam
tly Paper in the Union.”

Harper’s Weekly.
sri

I Ills ntATRD.

\ ixices

of the /Vf,«,

H’1'
// *- I lip oiil*-I and most powerful illu| *t'T 11 .lira! put dished in t hie count rv. Its edit<i1 i:11sart■ etc.I.ti Iy :n<I convincin'.',and
curry much
v.ei”i11.
n-t iilustr.tiion.soi current events arc lull
.•cl tivsli, aid are
our nest designers.
by
prepared
" nl‘ 1
ii» ulatin., in |fiii,olio, Hu
Weekly is read bv
i-i
li.il: :i in iion persons, and its influence as
mi
ol ..{.ini ■ii is -imply irtmend..us
The
ipin
I >'*/"// maintain|..isitiv« |.osition. ami expresses
th rided views on political and social
problem.-.
/ <>nisvil/e <urier Journal.
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WHKKKAS, My minor son, Lucius Chirk, :i l».»j
fifteen years ot age— oi medium size, haz«
*•>«■-,
auburn hair, with a sear over the leit eye—h is let'r
I’iiis is to notify ail j»*-i
my house without e.-iuse.
sons not to trust, hire or harbo; -aid minor
DUDLEY 1‘

^

Nov.

1873

:

year.. $4 00
III / efru '■■III/ ■>!' either tin M,\(. A/1NK, Wl.Kkiv,"/ Ha/, a i. ■•<!/h< supplied yratis for erery Club
> 1’ 1 v ! :-i
Hi i.- of $4 on o/h'h, in ion rt nut
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•>/', >>7
'.-/»/< s/'.»r
no, irif.hovt ex.'rn ropy.
to
II \Hi’KK’s Maha/ink, YViik
-rip‘ion<
i.y
li.\ / a i-:. to o«.e address for one year, $lu ()(»
tn\> of Harper's I'eriodicuis, one address for one
one
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be
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Boxes at
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50 cents
id,
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1'repur.',! n. Mls~
saw I I:
i nt ,,|, b> I, M
BOBBINS. Wholesale
luid Retail Druggist, Rockland, M.
A
rial lh.X sent
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•:t
ip!

D K.S lit ASM-.

lie eel,is, l,\ |. M. j; 1RRIN
||
|,| ,„.l. M..
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healers IN MLD1, I \l>.
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PKKSs

CELEBRATE U

FORTES !

PIANO

Heaver Brand

Mr. Stephen (drover is an mf Ik.i i.
i upent in
Wal-lo County, tor the-ale ot I’i -nn> I' m:.-- m mufactur*(1 hv us; and all instrument
muthi.ture purchased ot him are subji .-t t«» »!t•
imv pun
autre as if purchased direetH <*i u
('ll If K I.IC1 Nii x

E\ UH»t l it.

I

%

«*■!(

Apem irs for tlio sale o( tin (no ki:hin«. I’i.w-.
•vilI he 11iiiml in nearlv al! t h< I ir. »i; e
a ml t,.u nUllll ii i- ot eour-c do-imblc that I.f i.i |illivlia
should he mule through them, then !
m
|h n-i .1 ml trouble.
The prices printrdiiiourCimil.il u
o.
udi. d
whiof n
upon a.- our real ami lixed prim- n
discount can he made, whatever.

OTICE’

I hereby give notion to the itizens ofBelfast.
that 1 will be at the store >>1 Oakes Align r .Saturday
1*. M., lor the purpose ot
until
afternoons, from
receiving taxes.
<
r.h:.
I>AN 1101. 1.. I’l 1(11 10II, ( <»i
It fast, Sept. ‘.M», til '.
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to any oik u h<> m v coni* mplale pm eh i-ii,
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krf 1.. I u Ml
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will insure eventIm p a> -toted above, •.no f. lx.
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i. in
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them from all anxh
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re-pun-1
Order- can b. lilt with Mi
If. A. C\iIlM,
mu sir teacher, No. o: Hi.li Mir.
Kt It.i-t.
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Washington ’. Ihx'on
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WANTED—DOMESTIC YARN AND HOSE.

,» v

Sliort N<)l i(*e !

“A

MANi

N oil

TUT AFFlJrTt.■*.
If your Drmwigt is out r
Snlve, an.l n.yleot.
k", p siipi lisil, send s.
ntv-ilvo
hi as dir. :
bolovv, an,l ...
box by n-tiirn mail.

Grace de Venice,
Bombazines, Tannse,
AND

V >U

TO

Thibet s, Cretonnes,

(-

>

V..UH*

Arlington Poplins,

DRESS & CLOAK MAKING

t,

m

1 *• iiipi dSo 0lot >1G,

I.

Mrs. HUSSEY has charge ol lliis < li-j >:i
muni, :in.l has :t lull line oh lull sl\ I—,
which she is happy tu show hni

<;< >»>!><

Cashmeres,
JN

!

CALL & EX AMI ME OUR 'Jnnnpg
lMUxil-: informs his old Irit-nds and
In- has leased and lilted up the estah
door below l
\V. I’itcht r’
store
lie will h. glad to see them.

■

—

and

HATS, VKI.
VETS, RIBBONS ami FLOW
RES. which our milliner is

RESTAURANT
I'U'l.nn.T- (hat
li'hue id ne.\i

■

G.W. Burketts Co

M I L Id I X K R Y !

COOJ/LS. JJru-..->•

<•

Taldo

Linen, TurkeRed Damask
Foreign and Domestic (,hiiilol all grades, vV<\, &<*.

Mrs. EU'/.AliETU

n

Hruiiswii-U, April 4, 1Miss > NWVKH I l'i vfl\ 1 jour let li
last
•!•
tfl.i i \.»U *i;uiu.,linl«-.| i,. hi
uitf, tirl was
tkiU. y .ur ,-ahe. 1 think 1 an <io w. ii v i!, it in,t
it wi I
ijuite an aivuirnno.laiion i.. u,y iaish m
ns lu
inn‘l grt along witflout
He hut* trie i
—
n wyil-ii.L'
UI t lias never 1‘.•inui an
titlin' th >t
hesil<‘<l lim Vtf as that Salve ..i \eurs an.! ue haw
n..lh founti It t h- nil, nn.f >
>.
\\
recommend it (>>
hav. n.i.l it m t!,. tan':1,
tit. nr six \. a' s, an.l have us* ! it f.
,.v,
;u. !
an
.man/ ,t <.,, no
truly sag o> /.nr.
1 Use \i for a Wen < ba-k. -..A a art like
haim
Mr. ('uoinbrt has
y,.
on A,
t/iirti, in nr‘:. an.l mini.I
» u
a
t<>
urijg-i.
/mil mr found u <■■.< 'v ,,,
.s,,
j( k• |
it heal. .1. an.l lakes .,nt
the i.Mlaimnatioti. pi .•..|
tlesh atel swelling tail h
f. .|- le til all that !|.' at.
ask.
I an fee.iiniiie.j» f,,r a :/’■•!
many l.hii.tfthat \uii have not, f..r I use it fur everythin.’
I
.•oriHi.ier it invaluable m tfainuv
If n
at, put
this testimony tutfethei
in,l it -an he '. ,|
N

GOODS!

BLEACHED&BROWII COTTOK

Winter

rDODGS-nrs

M.
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■

(■< IIauin-.k’s .M
Uiazim;,
to on- aihlr ‘ss for one year

or.
our

V
•: g the least of tin
a ill
invaluable p>op.
f Miss SAWlKIt’s S VI.VF. ai. ils,
a. tiei:. I effects
the hair. Rubbed on the .-v.dp, in t\v.- or si\
differ nt parts, i! promotes be- growth f the hair,
u pro
J'l'eM nts it turning gray and n n.o.l -j.
dii* i*5? a new growth of hai
No lady should f
without tliir. invaluable ar'iele as an
;idi>pen-;d.ir
ismetie for ti.
I eradicates dandruff at I
toilet.
disease from tl.< head, and bb tehos and pm o|.
from the face.
■a

:

yea”.$4

one

I

Ratios.

1873.

w \ \ k, \V k k k
,py f either the M a
vo "■;/! be supptie I gratis b»r
envy Club
1 ,:s‘ i:11*.i'.i> at s4 oo rin'h, in one remit>i
opirs for $oo. n'ithont r.rtra copy.
(

Subscriptions
'i

K,

extensive treatment of tin; sick, for

own

Sores on Children
It never tails to cure Rheumatism if pit.pmlv
applied. Rub it on well with the hand tin■ <• ton
a day
In several cases it lias cured palsied lirnh
For HU. v it lias been discovered to be a sureiem
edy. Persons that have been afflicted for yea.
ha\ been relieved by a lew applications. For
ij„ /-is it works wonders, allaying the inti iinm.itioand euieang tlie patient. For Chaji/n'-t Ihtn-is
produce- a cure immediately. lot tlmso with SS'
/Vintat obtain this Siiiw and apply it freely and
tin y will li"d it invaluable.
It is good in vases ot
S- r, Tu't an! Tumor--.
C-tnr-rhave been cure.I
with it. Tlie best Salve ever ;nvent< I f.,r Stroll,
Breast and S,,,--- Xippfes. No wav injurious. b
sure to afford relief.
S’-or, or II'. a) lit,
Rub it
Oil the lids gently, ot.or twice a day.
i’urts deal
ness by putting in tin- ears on a piece of cotton.
F"i- Eelo-ts this is superior t
anything known.
For /Voipf’S thi- acts lik.- a charm. For
and S,a!ds, apply the Salv- at once ami it gives
immediate relief.
For Old Sons apply once a

Bazar.

A t>/.ices of /he Press.
I !;<
om.nr is t‘«litc*ii with :i contribution of tact
ilt mi that w*1 si hiom timl in
an
any journal; anil
i!i
nimia 1 i t st i f is
thcorguu of the great world of
1. -'lion.
Host,)/: Tr<ireli‘r.
/■<'}.n- commends itself 11» every member of
ieei'i iioitl
lb
it. the children by ilroil ami
pretty
nie young hi lies hy its
!l,r M
(ashion-plaies in
>1, I'n
varii ty. to the provident matron by its
pattern- !
! he ehiMron’- clothes, to paterfovii/b.!'* bv
-o ml
drsisras lor embroider'd
and
luxurious dressing-gowns
!hit tlie reading-matter
"'ib. /:■' ir is a a iloruil \
excellence.
Tin
of'great
|>:o>or ha.' \u ipjired a wide popularity tor the fireside
• in o nn nt i: aifords
V. ).
uiiiv Post.

STEPHEN GROVER

mi-.

WM. I i. SWAN A CO.

supplied ;,t any time,

I...

-«•

Annual Volumes of ll.t nrK.K’s W'kkki.y, in
cloth binding will be sent by express, Iree of
on each.
A Complete Art, comprisxpeuse, tor
nt on n-ceipt ol cash ai the
ing Si. fi en I Otumrs,
rale of ,f j W, per ’. ol., freiyht at .r pease
of parchas-
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pi inn
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year,
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Ollice,

FLANNELS Turk

Hakimcu'
be paid

i!

VVkickly i- JO cents a
ai the subscriber's post-

i'

1 W'J I

dress 11A itlMdi & KISOTII

KKS, New York.

known lari that IIicm- <401MIn 1ki\(
leelino I III prices fur I lie i;I>I lllolilh.
1 ii'l from oiir KUKSII SI
IT 1A
we life euahleil til v, 11 our
a
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s

Island Salt

I'
salt illl' l e. 1 a n<l p<. k
the hi west m 11 ke| price.

u hieh t lie v
l.l.m. I.
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NEW FALL & WINTER

STATE OF MAINE
To (ho .SheriHs of our respective
SS
either of their Deputies,
Ckektincj :
\I J L command you to attach the goods
or estate ot Kozilla Stewart, to the
7 V
•..line of one dollar; :u d summon the said
defendant i! she may be ton mi within your precinct,)
to appear before our Justices of our Supreme Judicial Court, m xt to !•.■ holden at. Belfast, within
ami for tin County of Waldo, on the ltd luesday of
October m\t. then and therein >ur said Court, to
answer unto John Stewart of JVlontville. in a plea ot
divorce in which the said John St * wart represents
that he was lawfully married to said Kozilla St. wart
at
1 oy, in Waldo County, on the I. th day of April,
A. 1)., is of ; t hat your libid laut -inee their ilitermar'tige has always hi fiaved himself as a faithful and
kind husband towards said Kozilla Stewart, but
that th" said Kozilla regardless of her marriage
covenant, was nr.tried t> one Joseph Clark ot
Manchester, N. IL, some years ago,and has him
and now is living with said Clark :s his wife;
wherefore he pra.s that he may be divorced frt m
the bonds of ma rimony between him and his said
wife.
JOHN NTLWAKT.
•‘lid have you then* t lis writ with vmr doings

therein.
1.
Witness, Jonathan
Dickerson, Esquire,
at Belfast, the tiro day o October in the
year ot our
Lord oil" thousand eight hundred and sevt
uty-two.
W. G. FKYE Clerk.

WALDO, SS.—Src.Ji

n.

Court,

Term, Is; *. \
Kozilla Stewart.

Oct.
John

Stewart, Libellant

vs.

And now if appearing to the Court, that Kozilla
Stewart, the Libellee has nut had notice of the pen
deucy el this libel.it is Ordered, that Notice thereof
be given, to tin* said ibellec, by causing ail attested
copy ot said writ and libel and of this order thereon,
t«> be published thro- weeks
-uecessively in the
Kepublieaii Journal, a newspaper printed at Belfast
ii
til; County of Waldo, the last publication to
be not less than fourteen day's before the next term
of this Couit to b« bo.deu at Belfast, within and
lor Hi" Comity ot Waldo, on the lirst Tuesday of
January, 1S7J, that she may then and there appear
and answer to said suit, if she shall see cause.
Atto.-t —W, (L LKYE CLERK.
A t rue copy of writ and order of Court thereon.
’1
*
A ttest
W < i. F K Y F., (! LKR K

WIMTjESR.

MILLINERY.
MRS.
week

pleased

MILLINERY?

or

& HOWE

done

Nov.

Kepository

11 rf?

her

>

Black Siiks, Lyon’s Poplins ot allColors.
Ottomans, Cretans, Colored Alpacea,

'iin'Jl is

—

rii i;

I’ 1 EU—Wi*

BRIGHTON CATTLE MARKET.

“A

WALDO
Count i<

At Bangor. tin- If.th
Maim;,
I lie undersigned
day t■ 1 N.ovemher, A. D. is;-i.
notice
ol
his
hereby gives
appoint men! •. A-si^mv,
ot Frederick it. Hunt, ot
aity, in tin- County ot
Waldo, am! State ot Maim-, within said District,
who lias been adjudg 'd a Hankruj»t, upon petition ot
bis creditors, by the District Court ot -aid Di-triet,
filed 5th June ltC'C.
:wji
II. I,. MITCIIKi.l., Assignee, Bangor, Me.

DYE.

It).
ffII EESE We quote line factory at 14 l-2al5c;
medium 13 1 .'a 14c; choice dairy 14al4 l-2c; common
do at 7al<»c per lb.
E(iS -We,iu.itC l ist,'i nat 35a36c per doz; 25a28c
lor limed egg).; Western at 28a,32c per do/..
HEA NTS —W'o.juote ,-hotce hand-picked pea beans
it £3
.choir, hand-picked mediums $.3; common do at $2 25a'-1 •‘•0; yellow eyca $3 25
per hush.
l‘<> f A TO !•>—Jackson Whites and Early Rose at
0i)a‘.»5c in r bush
Sweet Potatoes $4 50a5 00 per bbl.
( mi nis sell at $3a3 25 per bbl.
POULTRY— We quote prime Turkeys at 24a25c;
do chickens 20 i22c; common lots oi poultry at
!0al8c; li.-e.ie ItalSe; Ducks 18a22c per lb.
I lie market remains steady, with sales
APPLES
at tf2 75 per bbl lor N E Baldwins and $3a3 25 for
York state; $2 25 for common fruit.
II \Y -We juole choice Hay at $27a28 per ton;
common Hay at $2<)a24.
Straw $26a29 per ton.

.-OF

C5. Swo

W

-or-

DRESS GOODS!

YOUR,

C-O-A.-L-!

>

In I ho District Court ol the United /
States tor tin* I list riel ot Maim-, s In Bankruptcy.
hi the matter ot Kk1'.i>kkh'k II. Hi nt,
Bankrupt.

BOSTON PRODUCE MARKET.

common
.ial ic per

BUY

?«lci• -!

many pains

nearly twenty years, with great success.
The principal diseases for which this dve is
otnmended are. Chilblains. Rheumuti-> t.
>Scroful", old Vi </•>•, Suit Rheum. Si-rain-;. B>
Fecer Sorts, Felons. Pirn pits. Et >jsip. f<is. v.
Eyes, Barber's It,-It. I>ca/ntss Hail Rim/ tr-o
Corns, Hites of Insects, /.'■triors. loot hi i< fa
/-.
aehe, Sf>r-’ ,Y/>/aV.v, Hal,/ms
Stroll,u HrItch. Se thi II, ad, Teething. Chaj-Jn / /it
Scalds, Cuts, Bruise8, Ciot/p, ('ea,f;,d J.ij
ml

4\V-M

?f.

salvo

at

-■

FULL LINE OF

A

RICHARDS.

Mel fast, Nov.

choice Stock of (foods

a

a

no

remedy

A

a-dies, wound* atnl bruised to which :3esh is heir.
Is piore easily applied than many ot!n
remedinever producing a bad effect, but alw
iys rciie\ ing
however
seven*.
pain,
It is prepared by Jlists Satcycr, who has used it
in

In nil it.-departments, a* heretofore
under tin* superintendence of MRS.

largo lotol K\TUA SIIOKK II KICKING in
for *al«* at wlioh U** or ivtail by
::w. owl

WM. B. SWAN & CO.

.,

l>i

DRESS MAKING

\

A
fio\i

Iti-.i ws r, Wednesday,Nov, 27, 1H72.
8
$9 51 to 1:4 ; Round Hog,
7 to
Hour,
M lo
00 Clear S’t l’ork, $18 to 20
Corn Meal,
1.1) to 1.15 Mutton per lb.,
0 to
8
Rye M onl,
to to 1.00: Lamb per lb.,
11 to 12
live,
SO to 00 Turkey
17
10
20
Corn,
per lb.,
OOto 05 Chicken per lb., 15 to 17
liarley,
2.50 toll.0O Duck per lb.,
liraiis,
18 to 20
9o
Marrowfat Peas,
to l.oo Corse per lb.,
15 to o0
45 to 001 Hay per ton,
Oats,
$12 to 1;»
00 Lime.
75to
Potatoes,
$1.45 to 0.00
1 >rii .1 Apples,
to lo; Washed Wool,
50 to
00
50
00 Unwashed
to
Cooking, .lo,
:ihto 00
25 to :.‘HJ Pulled
50 to (10
Kutter,
is to
8 1-2 to 00
Cheese,
2U| Hides,
:i2 to 001 Calf Skins,
17 to 00
12
to 14 Sheep Skins,
75 to 1.50
laird,
S tO
111 Wood, hard, $t>.oo to 7.oo
licet,
Kalilwin.Ap’Is, 75 to l.oo! Wood, soft. $.400 toO.OO
s' Dry Pollock,
V. ai,
; to
5 to 00
s
7 to
Dry C<>
$s to 00
Straw,

lb; fine

opening

now

have

for FALL TRADE.

■

fin- -pi. ,i.l 1 Iliir Dye is the best in the worhl.
Ike nty True; and Perfect Dye.
Harmless, Reliable
Mid
utiant :tin-oiis ; no disappoint ment; no ridiculo
;iu; or nupieasaut <»dor. Remedies the ill effect-. ot bud 'lyes and washes. Produces ImmkiiiA II MV a superb Bl.ACIv <>i: Nati kai. Bkown, and
leaves the u.ur ci.i-.an, son anii iskautii'l l..
The genuine signed W. A. Hatch* lor. Sold by all
I Muggists.
(HAS. BATCHKLOU /‘roj>.} X. V.
ly l'.'sp
s*£iii %> r

Are

win

l

SALVE.

you
combining soothing and
nERE
healing properties, with
dangeron*
hand for f!i«ml

lent

lie

J A s* ui-.i), in Machias, Nov Hi, from tin van! of
J ohn Shaw, master build a :i copper
i. md, thia
masted schooner, of
ton*- u.mild
.corge d .fker.
Launched, at Last M.achius, ,\o\. iiron: the vard
of S. W. l'ope &
a
three n, i<te I schooner, :Y>o
tons named A iiitn, to b. comm amici L>v r.int. I
,|
A. Small, of Machiasport. Same da\, from tin
:r.f
ot.J. VI. W is\M 11 n. <to,, three masted schoom-; tvoeheko, dJu ton.-, under command of apt. J. hn das
t he lati i\ S. t*• n-.vort »i
per. of Mast Machias.
was master builder ol tie- l\.
The schooner ('ha-: Keuhen of Chatham, ha.- If, n
purchased hyCapt 0,1 <trail'am and others ! ‘.*. !.
p >rt, Me., ‘or ,7 1 jii'i.
Sell I', A. free! was sold at auction at Newbury
poll on Wednesday, by K I, (ireenleal, f-.'
•.on.
William H Swazey w
the purchaser. The
..1
was built at lielfast in i>0‘, ,,mi wa- H ions Imr

!
>. Bonds and other marketable securities allowed lii! 1 price in exchange,—tliiiUSi.

■

«

Ts

H. H. JOHNSON & CO

11.11. Forbes’ Shoe Store.

rooms over

.'oar.

SAILED.

DEALKES IN SECURITIES.

Extension,

%«pr.

Nov. 23. Sclirs ( amco, Stev :»s, Boston; Nevada
Giliis. Baltimore, Potatoes lor A M (inter,
2F N Berry, Pendleton, Yin
«: .1 linen;
IT
Willard,Thompson, Baltimore Potatoes lrom Fitch
er .N Gorham ; G W Kimball, Femlh ton, Bocklami
Hero, Foss, Salem.
27.
D K Arey.Byan, Boston; Sarah Buck. White,
Salem; Feainot, Kimball NVwtuip port ; to » !:
Ferguson, Ferguson, New \ ork : IL-h 11 M Coinion,
Condon, Washington ; Lucinda, iray, I'e.r l-laml,
S S Duy.MeFarlaiid Baltimore, I'otahms iron* Woods
Matthews Jk. Baker; Saxon. Ha?
\'
\v t nndon
lack Downing, Patter-on. Bocklami.

-■

is., C. it. \ M., Milwaukee
Midland Pacific, 7s

ni:i.i

QPEK1KG

AT

Would respectfully announce to their
and patrons that they have
just received a choice selection ot
WIN IKK MIKI.INKKY, which they
will be pleased to exhibit at their

friend*

Tup tivi volumes „i u a i;ri-:h\> Ha/.au, lor the
years lMi>, »>■', '.'o, '71, ’7J,
egantly bound in green
morocco clotli, will bt sent
express, freight prepaid. for $7 1.0 each.

dou, Bangor.

Boston.

Foil: !’I'.K < KNT. iNTKKKST allowed Oil deposit
accounts, object to check, drawn as on any city
hank. < >ut-ol-town depositors will have their remitand collections promptly acknowledged.
\V‘ dii a (ieiieral Ranking and Commission busiie
C'ltiatc Bonds, Slocks, Notes and other
Seen.cmakt collections throughout the United
Stateid Mu rope.
As

admit Horace Greeley into that institution

as a.

St.,

L/e

Sch 1. K Dres.-er, Keed. Baltimore C()ru
for Marshall.
~‘2. Martha WeekDutch, Boston in Whom-to
Blutl'; Good Intent, Bandlet, Bangor.
23
Margaret, ('rockett do.
21.
Herschal, Dewey, «!•.; .Jack Downing, Pattero
son, Stockton : Klibahetli, West,< lark I-lamr !
not, Kimball, Bangor. IVarl, llolimC u v. r" Harbor. Geo. B I-’erguson, F< rgu-:mi, I
-n
tb ; Ma!nbar, McCarty, Bangor; Senator, Condou, arver's
Harbor; North, Cape, Bobbins, Ba ngor: ei Flow
er, Dickey, do.
25.
Lucinda, Gray, Deer l-iund, David .N.elmls,
Wvman, Tenant’s Harbor: Saxon, Hatch, Bangor;
Abbv Gale, Byan. Boston; I Lieu M, c. mdou, i u-

!\ A. HAWLEY & CO.
Cor, State

and

X

Nov, 20.

:' H AL MOTK

Devonshire,

Dai'-,

ABB I VF.D.

BANK OF DEPOSIT.

I

the

N KYV s.

i»oiit or

Sihcr

No.

Obituary notices, beyond
>

Opening

Miss A. F,SOUTHf ORTH

■

.1 aines 10. S’.urg
i_ni
52 years.
li, Lincolnville, Nov. iMr-.
nib oi i'»i.
M. B. Gordon, aged
years.
in North Se.irsport Nov. 1th. M
A m
<ii Field,
aged S5 years.
In Morri.l. Oct. 2»‘.th, Louisa A., wile
Fred I
1>. vis, aged 37 year-, 5 months.
in KoekiamS, Nov. 13th, F.dwin, -on ol Aivah F.
I oldeu, aged l'J month
and 5 dav.-.
Nov.l-lth,
’iMiain Butler, aged on \ears, ; months ami 30 da•
In Thomaston, Nov. 17th (Hive W,.
he o( Fa
•» monthwin Walsh .-ged 32 \e .1
ami *1 d
In Cushing, Nov. idili, Mr, D.inml diner, ag- d '■
years. Nov. Kith, .Ur, .Josiuh Bobin-on, ag»at about
75 years.
In New York, Nov. 1st, (‘apt, William Crabtree,
formerly ol Hancock, aged 57 years and lo mouths.
In Franklin, Nov. 5th. Helen M
daughter ol
Alexander ami Matilda Martin., aged s months.
I11 Lamoine, Nov. Mis, M -. /oa Shepherd in the
eighty-second \e n- oi her age.

"!IIMti\.' ||
1 !m‘ I’atten

7

1 Kl >.

paid for.
In this city. .Nov. 22. (’apt.

or Appetite. lle:irlburn. Palpitation
IP : r!. >/./:ue--, s!eepl''-ssnes>, OonstiWind. .Menial and Physical Debility,
nd Mdandioly, are iniisui by a disarrangeid
To thoroughly
ment
tin dig‘-stive organs.
m-.-tcr ihe-i■ -vnipioin-. White's specialty
a mi Dyspepsia i- tie* only prompt, efficient,
ud
ill ri■ 111''1 i\.
11. (i. White, proprietor,
l'»7 W .-liiii-toii Street, Boston. Price $1 per
dull:’.
bottle,
:ti'

>

must be

Los
I ;li<-

■

U
had l >ni i»:u
A< nightfall we
<iii*‘d back towards I he si '•a.uier. Imping
Jin would proven bacon, and that

article i> loi

p• ?•

stablislmieiits damaged by lire
and wafer are those ol Thus, fund, II
Curnhill. printers; Solomon & Samuels.
Ill Washington street, clothing; ('. J.
Peters iV Sons. IS Washington street,
siereotypers: Adams A Baker, bookbindeis, and S. K. Abbolt, publisher.
The editors and compositors of the Boston Pilot, in the story above that in which
the lire began, were barely able to escape
!

remarkable

i

Autumn

AND

dover,

We

mgregationa! Publishing Society
se- .-s l.bOO,
Henry Hoyt, hook jiuliii-her.
'-10,000. and the Congregational news,

absolutely tire-proof.

ei

SAWYER’S

iY!!SS

Mil A, L. RICHARDS

LawCastine, Nov. 12th, Mr. Franklin
ol Bangor, and Miss I.ucy N., daughter of

VVm. H. YY itiierlee ol Castine.
In Lamoine, Mr. Geo. P, Mtev* ns ol N<u n AnMas* and Miss Frances A March ol K. I.amoiue.
In Cherrytield, No'. 10th, Mr. Orrin YV l’ripp ol
Ellsworth and Miss Susie E. Thump on ,,| ('Inno
field.
In Hancock, Nov. 18th, Mr. I. L. Craldnt and
Miss Mary 8. Rowe, both ol Hancock,
111 I.incoInvill* Nov
Mi Mil; d M
Frohoek
and Miss i-Cla L. I< r-'nch, both o: L.
In Wintt-rport, Nov. 1th, Mi. Walter < Grant'd
YV interport, ami Miss Eli/.a H. Ei’.ioi
Monroe.

ib, poor horse, lame and sore,
ippled knee limp- to our door,
And beg- for < entaur Liniment:

.is

i'ii

I n
rence

GRAND

GOODS!

lin.

And 1 In1 docile sin p on
thousand hills.
Hit io the million—the screw worm kills,
All saved by Centaur Liniment:)

<

school text-books.
Messi .-. Bill it Noreross, of Springfield,
Mass., had $ to.ooi) worth of book-plates
stored in the vaults of the building, which
were destroyed, hut the loss is covered by
insurance. Ledvard Bill also loses ss.ooo.
not insured.
The vaults are old and not

Liniment;

An l when chilblains sling or hoi steam scalds.
What is it soothes, for what can we call.

u

WINTER

In this city, Nov. 10th, by Rev. YV. L,
Brown, Mr.
Henry M. French and Miss Hattie A. Richards
both of Belfast,
In this city, Nov. 20th, by Rev \V. I..
Brown, Mr.
Frank YY
Swett ol Fast Knox,.ami Miss Kletia 1,
Doty of Montville.
In Belmont, Nov. 24,
by Samuel Fletcher,
Moses S. Tower of Boston, and Alma YV, Patterson
ot Belmont.
By the same,.James M. Burgin of
Northport, and Carrie E. Jackson
this citv.
In Liberty, Nov. ?l, Mr. Joel J. Walker, Jr., of
Richmond, Ky., and Miss Am i,' C. Hum, daughter
of YV. II. Hunt of Liberty.
In Boston, Nov 22, Mr. Rowland II
Macy, of New
York city, and Miss Emma Billings, of Lincolnville,
In Montville, Oct. 2sth, bv F. s. Walls,
Es.j,,
Mr. /. T. Cooper and Miss’Orah L>. Turner, both
of M.
In Rockland, Nov. 17th, Mr. Joseph YV. Whittier
ami Miss Elizabeth E. Annis, both ol Rockland.
In V inalhdvcn, Nov. 1.‘>th, Mr. Edmund B. Roberts of Viualliaven,ami Miss Lena Packard of North
Haven.
Nov. 20th, Mr. John Lprd and Miss Abbi-R. Meriilhew, b<>tIi oi \ inalhatffti. Nov. 17th, Mr.
Goo. Wheeler and Miss France* Haskell, both ol
South Thomaston.
In Hope, Nov. lf.th, Mr. Freeman Wellman and
Miss Helen E. Mitchell, both of H.
In Warren, Nov. 15th. Mr. Isaac \
Howland of
Warren, and Miss Lvdia A. Hart of st. George
In Tiiomaston, No\. 14th. Mr, Dexter Tyler and
Mi**3 Abbie 8. Overlock, both of YValdoboro.
In Brooklin, Nov. 4th, Mr. John 1*. Morse and
Miss Almira Y Carter, both of Bluehill.
In Sedgwick, Nov. 9th. Mr. Simoon t ;'ter:iml
Miss Margie S, Hooper, both of Sedgwick.
In Franklin, Nov. 9th. Mr Darius A. Tracy of
Gouldsboro, and Miss Hannah L. I racv of Frank

Wliat is it cures our many pains,
Ami limbers up severest strains,
But Centaur Liniment?—

and across .Stall1 street.
In response to
the genera! lire alarm, the lireinen were
speedily on the spot, and the steamers got
promptly at work, and in thirty minutes
the flames, which had threatened another
.it

vr uiHi p,n.

Confounding

Shortly before 7 o'clock, Wednesday
evening, flames burst iron) the upper windows and roof of Kauri & Avon's cxtenvo printing house at No. fl Cornhili, uear
the loot of Washington street, Boston.
The flames shot up furiously to a great
Is ./■ .and a strong northerly wind earned
siiowei s of burning cinders over the buildings on the easterly side ol Washington

-■ri

from West to East,

we now

E.

R.

JOHNSON will return next,

vith the winter .styles which she will be
to show her customers. Felt Hats in Drab

'atji. i'\> 1» on?

<

GRAND OPENING

WOOLEN
♦

Call For a

FOREIGN & DOMESTIC

Two

S

new

p|\

1.
<

KID!

ers

are now

at

.,i

1 l .i*K 11 A M'S

In

thing
goods.

that

on

I'.iiv

..i

ii

B. F.
No. 1 ■;

BELFAST.
tf-'O

Now
as

i will pay the highest market pricefor nil kinds ol
FA KM PRODUCE. I'olatoes, Crossed Huy, Apples,
Beans, &c„ &c., delivered at Lane’s Wharf, in
this city.
K. A. CaLDERWOOD.

Belfast, Nov. 1872.—ttl¥

■>

a

<

onr

nice

i t

>

«•-

\V:iltT|*rowls ;tml have
of riiAKiiK.

CALL AND GET IT.

i* Hi.
time lo huy these
then* has been a tfreat decline
on them in the Western
Markets.

Ladies who have loll Hair at my
ness, are requested to call ami get tin*
about to leave the State.

b

riXTl’llEM

Spool.

Thread

Ceuta Per Spool.

jET^ill :uul '*00 oiii* stock an«l wo will use
best efforts to s:»\»> your money on your
purchases.

our

GEO. W. BURKETT & CO,

Hayfopd Block,

Clmrcli

l

am

I'OII MILE.

Also 1 bate

quantity ot lurniture, fixtures .to., which will be
at great bargains.
There will also be sold a largi lot ol ♦ ap alana,
Hair D\es, Oils and Champoos ol ui> own in.ike.
greatly ieduced prices, and all warranted to give it
isfaetion,
Professor A. I
PlKKCfc,
Kellast, Nov. 11, lS7g.—MwlW

Georges Valley IL

COMMON

Spool

as

sold

I

Cents Per

,iiih

a

Machine Thread!
0

plao ofhusi-

Il lllt roil HLE. 1 \v«>111*1 > .•• further
i»- the I.adies that 1 have a quantity ol hair on haml,
which will be t«ohl exceedingly low alnm-t given
li i-a rare cliai-ee
away, to those who call at once,
to get good bargains.

Street,

ii. Notice.

%
Meeting of the .MemI ers of Hit tiiorce- V 4|.
ley Railroad Corporation will hi held tt the
Town Hal! in Tuioit, on s A IT KI • V \
In
nth instant, at tine o’clock I*. Mtor the i,.ih*win_- pm
poses, to wit
1st. To choose a .Moderator.
2d. To chon.-t a Hoard n| Directors.
:id.
I o si e it they will vote to petition lhe i.egi?
lature to anii'uil their charter, so that lu v can locate Irom some point on the Kno\ \ i.meolu U.ulro id at Warren or H' .ltlohoro, vvhiehevu they may
deem head lor the interest ol said (ieorgts \ alley It.
It. Corporation, and any other business that may
legally come before them.
Per order ot Directors.
K. SMI HI, .It:., Set V.
Nov. 1st, i»:j.

JJ

1 ? E S Tft !

WM.

FRANKLIN

iiul,

SEAVEY,

ATTORNEY AT LA W

HCLrtm.

Belfast, Nov. 1872.

r<

The
xtenmivi wliai in ibis city known as Simp
son’s U hart, with wateh ,nsr-t \v
then on.
I h<
water at the head admit- hips ot the largest el.t--.
I’lie building* are .suitable tor storing Imy, -alt, mo
lasses, lumber, or almost any kind oi produee or
inerehandi^e. It is on.' ot the best bu.-iuess sites m
the fity.
I In- Portland steamers make dailv land
i Hi's a t t III whart.
Also, a lot ot land between .-aid w hart md Cartel
& < ’o’s shipyard, suitable tor a \ard tor b Hiding
settor wliieh ir has been used.
I be above premise- will be let, ither together or
separately, on a long lease, to partie- desiring them.
Apply to W, ||. SIMPSON
liellast, Sept. Id, l.srj.— tfl 1

hand at

CLARKE’S

10 cents.

Produce Wanted!

WELLS,

Main Si

Wharf and Storehouse to Let,

Bleached Cottons!

are

LadiesMERINO BIBBED HOSE
for Id cents.
ALL WOOL PLAID DRESS
GOODS tor Id and oO cents per
yard. Nkver So Low Before.
Please remember to look at our
goods and compare the qualit-v and
price with any you may find in this
or
any other city, if you would consult your own interest.

..

I

WATERPROOFS

far below anyknown for many kinds of

prices
ever

in store to cash custom-

>n»
\\

«

\

Please Give Me a Call. One anil All1

r-

GREAT DECLINE!
and

a

.1

1>

«►

<

e

iml
ml

ll

Mi' liowi n, u.ir tor an u
1Li>■
will t kr .-liar.’'
In* trtminiu:r departm.-i
e
I
,ii 1 SI,!.
,.|
t Mil i..
Ilf! l>OII IT III tin
\
I, imi«' tin I'll
Weii',I s'.'Ml
I,
a it
|,,r,
M'dliuery business in all ir-branelie-. ,t-. ),,

FEATHERS
LOWEST PRICES!
'oustanti\
LOW riiK’ES.
now offer a full assortment of
seasonable goods, selected by
ourselves and bought, for cash, -hu
the

I. :.
n

Hi'
Mi-S

ill "I I'eeeix o|.

alll

LA ROE ST ST( )<! K 1N Til E CI TV.
AND THE

MV

t

\\»>K

»
A

new

>1

oi

75 Cents Per Pair.

Goods!

Dry

Splendid

vl«

i-! -r

FEATHERS AND FLOWERS.

«►

Ii U TTO N
Only

as

HAYFORD BLOCK,

I.:i;

verything new
,'-.i t.iin
.Millinery. A!-. mw SI ,*;
I'lit* assortiiifiit ->1 I.UIMAX
VAS, \\ OKKI .N< 1 l.n-'S. \r.,

FALL & WINTER

Bank of England. Grand Duchess
and Haven, brands of ALPACAS,
FANCY HOODS.
Ilandkerchiels, Collars, 'lies MOll A I"RS
and BRILLIANTINES,
and Neck-Handkerchiefs, Cloves, Two-Button Kids,
Kid Mittens, .te., &c.
for do, GO, dd, 42, .dl, (id. To, so, do
D KIOSK M A KIND. Miss Jackson has selected a!
winter stock ot Dress and Cloak
Trimmings, such and $1.00, the best goods imported.
buttons, Fringes, (.’imps, Tassels, &c. Special
All wool LONG SHAWLS, best
attention given in Dress and Cloak Making in the |
Latest Styles.
tpiality and full size, for only $.h00.
ENGLISH PRINTS dl inches
:kt o v Eli. t i e s
wide for 14 cents.
All linen, large size T<)AVELS for
F. R. JOHNSON & CO., just
opened a line
asortmen! ot Worsteds and VVorsted
Patterns,
Slippers, Ottomas and Toilet Cushions, Bracket and
Towel Racks, Infant's Knit Shirts, Sacks, Socks and
M it tens, Ladies Breakfast Shawls,Nubias, Rigioletts
and Hose, Children’s Leggins, Sacks and Riding
Hoods, Centletneu’s hearts, .lava, Panama, WalUe
and I insel Canvass, Plain and Tinsel Perforated
Paper, Bergman n’s Best Berlin Zephyr Worsteds in
two, tour and eight fold, Shetland YVorsteds,Crochet,
Knitting and YVorsted Needles, and Paper Patterns.
Particular attention given in shading ot Worsteds.

Ii.'

Ami

Black, bronze and other desirable shades. Velvets,
Ribbons, Feathers and Fancy Wings, Jet* and Jet

WORSTED DEPARTMENT.

!

HATS, RIBBONS,

25 Cents Per Pair.

Only

or

Now <i| m'U iiii.'

IIOSE!

anti Solicitor of

RINES’

PatrnlK.

BLOCK, 17 Main St., Bangor, Me

Good

COOKING A

News.

.Hist the day to Tt ur ::ood new > ;
The pulses ol the vvond are still;
T! e.-.ger spring's unfolding hues
X:
drowned in tl'»od> of sun, that Jill
w.
ten air, ami softly hear
i h I* >!<'« p and silence everywhere.
N > ripple runs along that sea
*i "
I;., now grass, hut all
things wear
X h i«-! of calm expectancy:
'Vila; i> coming to Heart and me?

How

w

Tennessee

a

DINNER.

Girl

Created

proved by Jack Barnes that they

a

Sen

sation.

■

1 h idle -binds. that work their wills
':1 »uo.i.i>oi siiadoxv, on the hills;

fin dusky hollows in the trees.
:!■ i u i!h their siinl’t ‘broideries;
Tl.
ate that has net swung, all da\ ;
The dappb d .\ a»'*r‘s drowsy gleam;
Tin- tap of hammers far away.
\nd distant voices, like a dream:
X
-•■om but visions, and a tone
Haunts them of tidings they refuse;
^
all the quiet afternoon,
Heart and I, we sit alone,
Waiting for some good news.
X

Mhor days had life to spare.
Tasks io do, and men to meet,
Trilling w Mies, bits of care,
X hundred ways for ready feet;
Hut this bright day is all so sweet,
* sv\ ect. *tis -ad ill its
content ;
X' it kind nature, as she went
Her happy wav, had paused a space.
Hemeiubered us. and turned her face
X- tow ard sonic protest ot distress;
Waiting t ill we should tind our I'laee
In the wide world's h: ppmess.
Nothing stirs but some vague scent,
A breath of hidden violet—
I In* lonely last of odors gom
Still lingering fro
the morning dews,
A-- it it were the earth's regret
T’or uiher -m il bright days that went.
A bile Heart and I w*- sjt alone.
Wailing Ibr our good news.

<

—

w hat w<>uId you have for vour good
I- -olish I h art. < » foolish Heart
>oiue new fn filom t<- abuse.
smile old trouide to depart ?
nidi 11 Il l'll ot siio\\ v\ iie_
‘lit of
>Miller Idle-. Jo bl in;.’
Xb --ages SO long di 11 it d ;
I1"- old gre. ing at \ oill <ide,
i b< >ld hungvr salistied ?
N
;'•>

!he distant

news.

ill not come;
i!• at ears all songs arc dllllib
"illy Heart. <» silly Heart !
i-boin within jov must begin—
"dial eon Id help the thing thou art?
\ »t billy draw etb from aiar.
1
.\
n <• -in give bul vvbat we are.
I
-tv li<-- tiie crown of Kate,
X
Hi looms tlv shadowy throne;
He may take who can refuse:
Wr uiii'l spt tk tin* word we w ait.
•
till gilt wa* die to own.
t > lie..rl ! Krom Us alone
a to
w

■

■

an -•oiin

»
1

>\

our

best

good

news.

and Monthly.

■

Open

the

Window, Darling.

liit w imlow. darling.
>jn
I 'M- lii* liuv i- dark Mini sad.
n:.!i?• 11 ii. -It :ir. with your golden hair
A ml -milr till iln1 ;l:iv is glad.
<
)].fii tin- window, thniiiui—
«». 'im in my sky of love!
•ii m* down on tin* eyes now lifted, dear,

<

n

■

Likf

devotee's ahoVe.

n the window, darling,
I'ni <h:!l Id time shall •o'em
\" lonjfi
weary harvard, love,
lint m brief. sweet. pacing dream.
«
h"'ii the window, darling.
•M> iewel, my queen of .May !
lii! I h net I ill I el>«* save thee’.
Idle''* i-itre' ami the darksome day.
• >

Golden

Rules

for

Husbands.

I In iv i~ in article alloat in the
papers
(. ililen liiilt— for Wives.” which
■■milled
"itili''
ladies
a
submission
enjoins
quiet
in lin e
husbands' wills ami whims, lint
en' a t hi living
together in harmony is a
■

viay ilillii-ult art; and without eonfuting
th' piisitiuiis m tiie author of the aforesaid rules, we oiler the following as the
ub-tanec ol what a wife likes in a hus-

band

:

her heart’s tirst and most
Tim aet of iniidelity a true
will-eayiml forgive: it rudely breaks the
in s that liouml iu-i- heart to iiis, and that
lie ■■ an never more exist.
The tirst r.iaee in her husband’s alVecimis no true wife ean leant to do without.
W lien she los. s that, she lias lost her husband. she i- a widow, and lias to endure
the pangs ol bereavement intensified by
the presence ol what site no longer posse—e-.
Then is a living mummy in the
linii't- reminding her ol her loss in the

fidelity

id-t

is

ilemand.

j

Memphis Correspondence

of the Louisville Courier
•Journal.

heard o! a young lady the oilier day
up in Middle Tennessee who, as river men
say, has taken another chute. The story
told about her did my soul good, and for
the comfort of other half-starved dyspeptics like myself, whose tardy sustenatiou
is ctl'ceted by means of fried chicken, soggy biscuits, greasy hash and sole-leather
fritters, I'll relate it. For years past, as a
mere matter of form—something handed
down from remote antiquity—the officers
ot the couuty fair held in the neighborhood
where this young lady lived, have been in
the habit of offering a premium to the lady
(unmarried) cooking the best dinner. It
was a dead letter.
Nobody had contested
for the premium within the memory of the
oldest inhabitant. This year, however, the
young lady of whom I am speaking determined to compete lor the prize. Her name
1 wish I could immortalize il—was Kate
danaway. The lair men set up a stove tor
her, stretched a canvas to shield her from
the sun, and about eleven o’clock of the
last day she went to work.
The matter
had been talked about bv every one in the
neighborhood, and curiosity was on tipA crowd collected around the place
too.
where the stove was set up early in the
morning and kept increasing, blit when
| Missot Kate herself, a buxom, handsome
| girl nineteen, daughter ol the ex-.Vayor
j oflhetown, appeared on the ground, and,
j putting on a white apron and rolling up
her sleeves, commenced operations, all
I other attractions were nothing. Kvery
I

j

eager to see so novel a sight,
a tree near 1>\ which soon beeann
black with spectators who had
climbed up to get a better view.
The
branche- were, finally, so burdened that
one

was

i There

was

by one they broke, precipitating those
upon them to the ground, until only one
He sat in a lofty
man was left in the tree.
fork, w ith eves riveted on the scene he.No amount ol persuasion by those
low.
beneath, envious of his better view, could
induce him to come down, even a bribe of
ten dollars failed,
lie said he was hound
to see or die.
Meanwhile the dinner preparations went on apace. The savory smell
of the cooking iood seemed to intoxicate
the crowd, which pressed nearer and
nearer,
it took all the police force oil the
grounds to keep order. The time arrived
for the trotting match announced as the
sport of the day, but the amphitheatre was
one

empty. The judges, (with the exception
of one crabbed old widower), the timers,
all were missing, and so nothing could he
done.
At halt-past two the dinner was
announced ready, and the judges, happy

men, seated themselves at the table —the
crowd regarding them witii ill-disguised
A roast of beef, delicately done,
envy.
was put steaming hot upon the table, then
followed corn-pudding, whose delicate
aroma fell upon the ollaetories of the excited crowd “like breezes of Araby the
blest;” a profusion ot vegetables, cooked
The judges
to perfection followed next.
ate and ate. praising the flavor of the food
and the skill of the cook at every mouthful. lint when, at last, a dessert of piping
hot apple-dumplings made its appearance,
the forbearance ol the crowd was at an
end.
They broke through the ropes into
the ring with one accord, and the dump-

lings disappeared in a trice.
One old fellow, a proprietor of a store
and owner of a big saw mill, proposed to
the young lady on the spot, but lie was
quickly collared and led off the grounds
by two younger aspirants, who made common cause against the aged suitor, saw-

mill and all.
That young lady was the
centre of attraction in her town after the
cooking feat. She received twenty-live
(ill'ors of marriage the first week, and her
lame spread through all the country round.
An old bachelor fellow down in Grundy
County, with a farm so big that it takes
him all day to ride around it, and cattle on
a hundred hills, heard oi her, and made a
pilgrimage all the way to that town to
most painful maimer.
learn the truth.
He got the girl, too,
A woman likes her husband to excel in
although some of the young men ol the
'hue
qualities which distinguish the place sued out a writ ot hnUvas corpus to
masculine from the feminine being, such j iirevent
herlieingcarried out of the county.
-livngtli. courage, fortitude and judg- They were too late.
iiii 111.
She wants her husband to be
This is. I am aware, a rather sad ending
wholly a man. She cannot entirely love for so good a story, but devotion to the
mi"
whom she cannot entirely respect, truth
compels me to give nothing lint tile
believe in, and rely on.
simple, unvarnished reality.
A wile dearly likes to have her husband
She ought to have married that fellow
and I high in the regard of the community who set
up there in the crotch of the tree,
in which they reside.
She likes to be so
long and at such tearful discomfort. He
thought by lierowii sex a fortunate woman wanted her,and he was a poor, bilious dysin having sin'll a husband as she has. She
peptic whom her splendid cooking would
has a taste for the respectable, desires to have soon restored to usefulness and so
ha\e a good looking front door, and to
ciety; but he was poor. All
keep up a good appearance generally.
Some wives, it is said, carry this too tar,
ami some husbands, we know, are danA Mother-in-Law's Fast Ride.
'rei'iiisl\ complaisant is yielding to the
Joe S. is the lortunn.te possessor ol a
trout door ambition ol their wives.
But
a
irood husband will like to gratify his mother-in-law and, what, lie probably
wile in this rc.-pert. so tar .as he can with- thought more of, among bis horses was
one, known as<Quaker.
Mow Quaker was
out sacrificing more important objects.
IViTeet mik "lily a wife expects, or at a oood loader, and could and would jerk
a wagon with two in it in ’ol on the road,
li-asl, has a rigid to expect, from her huslie was pulled in and the
band.
She desires to know the real state and the harder
ol the ease, however it may be concealed more he was yelled at the laslor he mean!
In fact., when a competing horse
It wrings her heart and to go.
from the world.
wound- her pride to discover that her hits- ranged alongside, and a strong pull was
baid has not wholly eonlided in her.
A taken accompanied with yells, he thought
he must do lib level best on trotting, and
in
may profitably consult his wife on
you bet he did it.
almost any project ; il is due toiler that
Not many years ago. when the county
Ic 11<mid do so and she isglad to be COIllair was held \vhere Master Joe then lived,
.lll.-d.
\linvi mii'l ollirr Ilnurs, a will* craves lie had old Quaker hitched up to a l.'ib
ini
her husband appreciation.
Thu pounds threeopiarlcr seated wagon, and
mujin'ily of wives lead lives oi as he was getting in, mother-in-law wishlie informed her that
■,
re and anxious toil.
Willi unimagin- ed to go with him.
ile anguish ami pn'il In their lives, he was going to the town clerk’s otliee at
Their children re- the lower end of the village, (about a
i*■ \ in.me iimlliers.
"Only the event' mile.) and it she was in a hurry to return
'jinte inee->ant care.
mil watelies like a mother's,” says Fanny she would have to drive back alone, and
I eiii, in that elin|iler of "Ruth Hall,” then eramt ed the wagon lor her admitwhich Icpicts with such power and truth tance ; and with head dropping and sloucha mother’s
agonizing anxieties. Anil be- ing gait old Quaker walked along, taking
llies her maternal cares, a wile is the the ill-assorted pair to the clerk’s otliee.
miii en
regent of a household kingdom. Now he it known, Joe dearly loves tun,
She lias to think and plan and work for and will have il as olten as possible,while
everybody. II, in all her labors and cares, iho mother-in-law is a rigid, old fashioned,
she (eels that she has her husband’s sym- sky blue Baptist, undoubtedly very good
pathy and gratitude—if he helps her where but possessed with the idea that to laugh
is to sin.
a.
man can help a woman—if he notices
It so happened that every team at that
In r ellbrts, applauds her skill, and allows
lint to time was going to the lair grounds, or else
for her delieieneies—all is well,
do all this and yet meet with no appre- walking; so Quaker had no chance to
ciating word, or glance or act from him ‘score up,” but just, as they arrived at the
lor whom and for whose she toils and olHce of the town clerk, N. saw Jack
Barnes coming on his way to the fair.
bears, is very bitter.
A wife likes her husband to show her Now Jack’s mare had the reputation ol
all due respect in the presence of others ; being I or 5 seconds luster than old QuakTo turn Quaker around, jump out,
she cannot bear to be reproved or criti- er.
cised by him yvhen others can In ar it. advise mother-in-law to driye flow along
Indeed it is most wrong in a husband ’hits home, was but a minute’s work, then holdWe cannot, ing up his hand to attract Jack’s attention
to put his wife to shame.
help secretly admiring the spirit of that he told him he would pay chicken fixings,
French woman who, when her husband et eel eras, if he would range alongside
had so wronged her, refused ever again Quaker at speed, yell [and spirt the old
horse up the street to the fair ground’s
to utter a word, and tor twenty years livWe ad- entrance. A nod, Jack touches Lady Cuted in the house a dumb woman.
mire her spirit, though not her mode of ler with his whip, sings out “gill” and
manifesting it. Husbands owe the most lays lor Quaker, who hearing the stepper
profound respect to their wives as the grabs at his bit.
Morticr-in-law takes hold of reins in
mothers of their children. No man has the
slightest claim to the character of a gen- front of the buttons; puts feet against
tleman wlio is not more scrupulously po- brace in front, and as the Lady ranges
lite to his wile than to any other woman. alongside, Jack yelling lively, mother-inWe refer here to the essential of polite- law takes the strongest pull, screaming
But he
ness, not its forms; we mean kindness and whoa! to stop her “animile.”
didn’t stop—not much, lie didn’t. The
justice m little things.
A wile likes her husband to he consid- pull was just enough to steady him good ;
erate,
Unexpected kindness and unso- “whoa” he evidently considered to be
She ap- meant for a sell to the other horse, and
licited favors touch the heart.
preciates the softened tread when she is squatted to go his level bust, and just did
dek; slid enjoys the gift from a distance, it, now you bet.
Barnes was actually getting belunil, anil
and everything that proves to her that
tier husband thinks oi her comfort and
wanning up to his work, he commenced
in right good earnest to sing out, “Hi!
good.
Husbands, relied on these tilings. Your Yar! Go er long! What are you about!
And she did gil—nice
wile lias confided her happiness to you. Git, won’t yer?”
You can make her unspeakably wretched, —“both on ’em.” The people they passed,
Ret seeing their speed, and the old lady’s hat
it you are ignoble and short-sighted.
the contest between husband and wite be on the back of her neck, her shawl streamthis—which shall do most for the happi- ing out behind, and the courage with
which she hung on to the lines, clapped
ness of the other.
their hands and encouragingly sung out,
old gal!”—“Gay
The Portland High School girls are “Good old gal!”—“Gay
for old Quaker!” And
heroines of the first grade. They clearly old bird!”—“Bully
as they passed the two hotels, the fast
seeing the heavy expense that too gorentails
the
boys one the piazzas gave them three
upon
paternal
geous dressing
cheers
with a vim—in fact with several
to
dress
resolve
do
voluntarily
purse,
extra vims.
plainly, and to follow the good example
mother-in-law took the first eve!il the class of ’72 in abolishing the Joe’s
train for her Green Mountain home.
observance ot class-day, the purchase of ning
"he should not
class rings, and other similar absurdities. His parting words were,
allow her to drive Quaker again, as he
Young ladies with limited pocket money
hail cautioned her to drive slow, and she
are sometimes unable to pursue a course
and beat one of the fastest
of study in consequence of the serious had gone
dress question, or, when adhering to their horses in the town.”
Joe said next day, with a quiet twinkle
determination to secure an education,
his wife did not give him
have been rendered anything but happy in his eye, that
a “curtain lecture” that night, and when
own dress with
of
their
a
by
comparison
parties put up their little beLs on it, he
that of more favored companions.

went out

Tea
Dr.

Arlidge,

ot the

INDEPENDENT LINE.

CH HOMOS

BOSTON.

Drunkards.

one

HAN1•'< )HJ >"S

CHURCHILL, WATSON & CO„

for their chicken fixings and
et ceteras, and didn’t get back until 6
o’clock next morning.
[Turf, Field &
Farm.

Pittsburg

to

Pottery Inspec-

Equal to the Finest

Straffordshire, lias put forth a very
sensible protest against a very pernicious
tors in

Alter C. l\ 111 AM.

DRY GOODS!

TO WHOLESALE DEALERS.

Size 15x24.

escaped
complete

the Fife, and have

in

A

lOlUH.V

cured

Retail Price, $9.

IMMIISIM

Retail Price, $9.

Gr O O I> B !

iVlorning

Ihe

on

in

VI.

Clyde,

l'ln1 tonihli* lira has »iostroy<Mi

n

nnny

F O XJ PL

WIIOLKSAIjK IIOIISI'IS
'That

wo

think 1 hi

aimounoounnt

Afler It.

may ha

ill

Ifittinili I'Vinah Derangements, .almost
uriably caused by violat ion of t he organic laws,'
prevalent to the A mericau ladies, vield readily to
tl sin valuable medicine the Quaker-Hitters,

'ixV.l M

I

Price,

HEADS! Sulil
by nil Itruggists and llaks in Jli-iliriiif.
Size of each, 8x10.

K*.*i

In all kinds ol

following subjects, from oil-paintings, ami
Kin

m.totiik

lit atI'iec

Yuci

ll«dy Family

Work

km-

in

Retail Price of each, $1.50.
A liberal discount to the trade.
Fit | I’KK I >KA I.KUS,

Soi.n

nv au.

Dodop, Collier & Perkins,
Churchill, Willson

115

iV Co.

Washington St.,
I’UBI.ISIIKKS

Boston.

OK rilK. ABOVK,

WHOLESALE

DEPOT

Chromos,

1, 5 & 7 WINTER ST.

Frames.

UvJtl

1873.

Albums,

Stereoscopes
and

To the Honorable
of Waldo.

Judge ol Probate lor the Count

J. KKYNOLDS,
^JUSAN
and Wilbur S.

Oimrdian of Kdson P.
minor heirs of Chrislate
of
Burnham,
in said County,
topher Reynolds,
deceased,
represent* that said minor
are seized ol certain real estate situate in said Burn
ham and known as the “meadow lotthat it would
be tor the interest of said minors that lie- saint
should be sold and the proceeds put out on interest
tor the benelit of said minors.
Wherefore your petitioner prays your honor to
grant her a license to sell and convey said real estate of said minors, (including the reversion ol tin
widow’s dower thereon.) at public or privat '.ale.
SUSAN J. REYNOLDS.

noRiE & cio..

.'I? Park Ron, S«*n York.
COPY.

*“ Oktain
suhscuihand make collections. Address BOSTON COl/l'lVATOR, Boston, Mass.
kks

At

a Court of Probate held at
b>r the County of Waldo, on
ot November, A. I>. IS?'-.

HORSEPOWERS,

&c„ &c.

■

Reynolds,

Send for Wholesale Price List of

respectfully

Th.' I»» -t Religious anil Secular f amily Newsp.ip{*r,
$:i :i Year with tin* ■)UBILEK YEAR BOOK.

FRAMES!
i'on

—

Manufactured and Sold

by

A. W. (n It A V & SO AS,
Middletown,

Vermont.

Parties that wish to purchase will do well to send
lor circulars and descriptive list which will be forwarded, upon .application, free.

Write and see. Particulars tree.
in si in & <'<».. 11 art lord, Ct.

RAMSON, (Juardian of

A

First-Class

Clirorno, is given to every subscriber to

BOUEVS

LADV’M

llOOIt

for

1KM,

Si ogle Subscriber tor Three Dollars, or in
a (Midi ot Six lor Fourteen Dollars.
Address
I.. A. UODEY,
N. E. cor. Sixth and Chestnut Sts. Philadelphia.
whether

See

a

Advertisement in

Liuly’s

Hook for other Clubs.

W. H. BARTLETT &

CO.,

St„ Boston.

17 Commercial

RECEIVERS OF

■

Apples, Onions, Beans,
Potatoes, <fec.
SEND FOR PRICE

CURRENT.

Needles,
machines, wnl by mail, post-paid, carHully

Needles warpacked, tor 00 cents per dozen.
ranted, and exchanged if not sat is factory. Address NATIONAL N KhlDLK CO., 04 Tremont St.,
lioston. Mass.

Asthma

ASTHMA!

UPHAM’S A

lieves the

most,

$500,000

vio-

liv» minutes, and effects a
lent paroxysms
-^-lenl
naroxvsm.s in live
speedy cure. Address S. ('. L' I’ll AM, ^5 South
Kighth St., Philadelphia, l*a, Sold by all druggists.
■*

OPIUM EATERS

If you wish to be cured of the h:ibit, address T«
K. C'LAltHE, Mt !>., Alt* Vernon, Ohio*
|)»*r day ! Agents wanted ! All
classes of working people, ol'
It her sex, young or old, make more money at work
in
for us
their spare moments, or all the time, than
Address (i.
Particulars free.
at. anything else.
STINSON & CO., Portland, Maine.

$5 to $20

SAVED!

At a Court of Probate lo-ldut Belfast, within and
lor the* County of Waldo, on tin* second Tuesday
of November, A. D. lS/U.

FOR

Cash
Cash
I ( ash
1 Cash
1 Cash
I Cash
1 Cash
l Cash
1 Cash
1 Cash
I Ca<h
TOT \

(lift
Hitt
(lift
(.ift
(iiff
(lift
(lift
(lilt
(lift
(.ill
(lilt

.^n.oooi I < ash
L'O.OOU 1;7 Cash
1.7,ooo! 70 Cash
lo,ooo .*1 Cash
0,000! -7 (’ash
:c> Cash
7,ooo! to Cash
(1,000 .0 Cash
(10 Cash
t,000 100 Cash
:{,00o (ILi Cash

s,ooo{

0,0001

1’ltlCK OK

I,V1N THOMAS, named Fxecufor in a certain
instrument purporting to be the last will and
testament of Ruth W. Thomas, late of Winterport,
in said County ot Waldo, deceased, having present eel
said will lor Probate.
Ordered, Thai the said Alvin give notice to all
persons interested by causing a copy of this order to
be published three weeks successively in the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within
and for said County, on the second I'uesd^- of
December next, at ten ol the clock before noon,
and shew cause, it any they have, why the same
should not be proved, approved and allowed.
ASA THUKUOUOH, Judge.
A true copy. Attest—B. 1*. Fiki.d, Register.

With all their Departments in

Working

&

CO.,

Washington & Avon Sts.,
2w20

BOSTON.

3?

Cider

TJ

33.

ISRAEL

count of Administration

Order.

JORDAN, MARSH

CROSS, Administrator ot the estate
of John Cross, late of Lincolnville, in said County
of Waldo, deceased, having presented his first, acIf.

IE

Vinegar!

Wholesale and Retail at

F. A. FOLLETT’S.

on

said estate for allow-

Ordered, That the said Administrator give notice
to all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively in the
Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast,
within and for said County, on the second Tuesday
of December, next, at ten of the clock before noon,
and shew cause, if any they have, why the same
should not be allowed.
ASA
A true copy.

TilUPLOUGH, Judge.

Attest—B. I’. Field, Register.

HE subscriber hereby gives public notice to all
concerned, that lie has been duly appointed
and taken upon himself the trust ot Administrator
oi the estate of Abigail Clark, late of Frankfort,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, by giving
bond as the law directs; he therefore requests all
persons who are indebted to said deceased’s estate to
make immediate payment, and those who have any
deiuauds thereon,to exhibit the same lor settlement
to him.
JOHN T. ROWE.

CO., lamell. Mil mm.
Practical and Analytical Chemists.
IIEII A

ItV ALL DUlJtJOLSTS

For

KVKItY \VH KltK.

$'J,000 each
1,000 each
000 each
each
700 each
000 each
.700 each
100 each
.100 each
1*00 each
1U0 each
soo

|

Agent.

Ml, DESEHT & MACHIAS,
Fall and Winter

Arrangement—Commencing Friday, October lltli.

< >N K

Tii 11

*

l •]; i<

\y i ;j :k.

«

,.

landings.

For turt her part ieu. .rs impure .( |{os. & star
divant, 17‘.* Coinnu reial St.
I'VUIS s 1TKI>I\ AN 1. (i tn, Agent
Portland, <let. 7. I.s7„\

L I
JNo.

Bulhnch

4

St., Boston,

nouse.)
(Opposite
Two JdillioH
Knowledge for Everybody.
Copies Sold.
Kevere

Medical

1

T O-

BANGOR

THE KAVOKITK STEAM KK

CITY OF RICHMOND!
K I 1111
Cupl. <
Will leave Railroad Wharf. Portland, very M<*nd..
Wednesday and l rid ., K\tiling at lo o'clock, -oi.i
inencing Mm.lay. : ,1 in-t. lor Bangor, louchiug at
Rockland, < imdeu. Lincoiuvill.*, B. !ta-t. Scar-port,
Sandy Point, Rueksport. Winterport an.i llainj.d. n.
Returning will leave Bangor ev-i Mondav, W. o
nesday and Friday mornings at >'< o’clock. touching
at the uhov<‘nann .i landing-,
arriving in Portland
at ‘> o'clock, P. M
For further particular* itnjuir.'
ot Ross & Sturdivant, 17'J Commercial Str.-. t, or
CYKl'S STl KI>1 VAN 1 ijen. Agent.
CY Rl S PA I I IRSON Agent for Belfast
Portland, April 17, W,*.

Nickel

Plating

ONT*

<

EEft*

Silver

P11 a t i i) *

mi

M O H K

I II |\

IH

DITR A Ml, K !

All artielos lo wlii, !i \i k> 1 I'iatiu;.' i~
a|t)>lir-(M<'
In- l.r-i maniur, mid.
plal.il in
litvn-r ii..M
UjilTEII Mli'KKI •
s
M
k
M
\
\\
y«»i:K.
$*rMamila«-tiir
m- r<
1
,iii
selvi-.i ol tin fai iliti. * \vi oili<r.

AUBURN
4 I III It

*1

%

O

M:

H< )TE I

WINTER
This old wi ll known and favorite Hotki.
has been liaised by tin- undersigned, and been renovated, remodeled and tarnished, is now opened J >r
permanent and transient boarders. It will be amply
supplied with all that is necessary tor the comfort
and convenience of its patrons.
Also connected wit
the Hotel are Maniple
ltooni*. situated in Union Block, chambers over
\V. M. Cook’s store, commodious and central, tor
tin* accommodation of Co.wmkki iai. At.i-.Nis.
The undersigno Us old ae«juaintanees and trieuds at
the I vnde House, whtie lie has oltieiated as Clerk
since its opening, will please take notice of his Now
Habitation. He will be happy to meet them.
-Coaches to take passengers to and from tin
A good Id very Stable connected with the
cars.
House.
\VM. K
BICK FOKl).
Thomaston, Nov. 1,1871,
tf.'C
>

Belfast

TZ

F?,

Tliomunlon.

AH K A N (I K M E N T
1

r i--r

•*

*

AN I* AKIKU NOV KM Ml. K lit!.,
I'a«*•“«* »• I rains will l. av. B. )l.t-r lor IWtland
ami all plaeo.s intormodiato oil thi.' road at
A. M.
M i \i«l I rum at
I*. M., •mmivt mg a t M urn ham a it 1,
Mixod Train tor Wut.rv ill. m.l I'
is'ougor I rain m
Bangor ami all Station.- l-.a-t
Trains will In- dm* in Boltast trout Boston, Fort
land, and all Station' int.rnodi.it. at 7 :.o r. M
Mixod t rain from Burnliam .uin..ting with tram
from Bangor at 11 :5.*» A. M.
I lu* N.wv Lino botwo-n Oanv i lit* and rumb.rland
will t lion ho op.-n gi\ ing passongt rs -..r I’ort land a n
opportunity to go ••itln \va\ without ehango .d at
Nov. •.*, I.H7I.
KI N I sup t.
J. M

ON

Bank.

Savings

Special Notice!

NOW IS THE TIME TO DEPOSIT
A

Penny

Saved is a

Penny

Earned."

made on or before the 1st ol any
month, will be placed upon interest every
month, except May and .November) and int« re-t
computed upon the same in dune and December.
Deposits received daily at the Banking ltooni.
from d to Iti A. M., and L' to4 U. M Saturdays from
y to lvi A.M.
JOHN H.QUIMBV, I reas. A S A FA U N C K I Test
Belfast, .July 13, 1870.

Maine

DKI’OSITS

-on

A (.()(>!> 1 1
STORY IIOIJSK
Union St. Terms easy.

Apply to \VM. II. FOliLKK lVIfast.

Call and See
as

an

the

a

Also Trimmings to correspond, which •:r«• bring
iiianulaetur. il to order by iirst class woinimen at as
low prices as the times w ill all'ord.
'ani’n
CU ITINli attended t<» in ill if
|.y nr.
sell. I have also a line assortmenl ot
-.

FURNISHING GOODS
ol all kinds. I’Al’KK COLLARS, 10 cents a ho\,
or
boxes tor
reins, in all sizes and all I he ot her
better grades of Collars.
till
li. U. I.OKI).

American

Lloyd’s

'wishing

Central

R All. K
<>u and alt or M

av

::o, l'.

< > A

I >

and untii turtli.r notio.

REFRIGERATOR CARS
I’or the transportation I Moat In lwo.it I'.nsinN
B\\«.Oit, SK..WIII .. AN, I' \ i: m t n ., r.. \ and into!
points, will h. run.. l.dloW',\i/: i., ,v.
;.
Bangor tor Bo-don, via K. wi-lon, at
A. \\.
Loavo Skowhogau lor l. -slon, via Aiigii'la, at ...no
A M ; Loavo Farmington lor Mo-t on.v i.t Mrti ns wu k
at (i, Hi A. M.. .'vt*ry Monday ami I
Imrs.lay morn in
A. M.. tlo
arriving in Boston at
tollowin.
v o Boston lor tlo
morning. Kotnrnmg, I
p. in'-

.June

A.

BELFAST, ML

Ill V I’ll HI) BLOCK.

»■

N

K

II

-oan extensive practice ol upwards of thircontinues
to secure Patents in the
ty years,
United States; also in Croat Britain, France, and
other foreign countries.
Caveats, Specifications,
Assignments, and all papers for Patents, executed
on reasonable terms, with despatch.
Researches
made to determine the validity and utility oi Patents
of Inventions, and legal and other advice rendered
in all matters touching the same. Copies of the
claims of any patent furnished by remitting one dollar. Assignments recorded in Washington.
No Agency in the United States possesses superior
facility for obtaining Patents or ascertaining the
patent ability of inventions.
All necessity of a journey to Washington to procure a Patent, and the usual great delay
there, are

heresavedinventors.

TRMTI9IOWIALN.
I regard Mr. Eddy ns one of the most capable and
successful practitioners with whom I have had official intercourse.
CHARLES MASON, Commissioner ot Patents.”

collecting.

All

“1 have no hesitation in assuring inventors that
they cannot employ a man more competent and
trustworthy, and more capable of putting their applications in a form to secure from them an early
and favorable consideration at the Patent Office.
EDMUND BURKE.
Late Commissioner of Patents.”
“Mr. R. II. Eddy has madefor me over THIRTY
applications for Patents, having been successful in
almost every case. Such unmistakable proof of great
talent and ability on his part, leads me to recommend
au, inventors to apply to him to procure their
patents, as they may be sure of having the most faith-

PREPARED BY
Ur. J. €. Al RIl A CO., Lowell, !*■»»»..
Practical and Analytical Chemists,
ANI) SOLD ALL ROUND THE WORLD.

lySOeow

10It SMALL, M. I)., Physician ami Surgeon,
Bellas!, Me., Itesidence corner Miller and (’on
gre.ss Sts. Office over Caldwell's Bookstore, Main
Street.
(Formerly in Mitchell's Block.) Prompt
attendance given to night calls.
3wl*tM

ELM

j

I

o <-

Im M.inhinl*
M

«• a in 4« r«i.

All persons shipping Freight 1»\ tin- Fine, are r.
to ha\e Steamer’- receipts in
duplicat.
of Consignee in lull on the margin.
Shippers that are using old Boxes Barrel* ,n!
Bags, are requested to erase all old marks, ,\n\
Boxes, Barrels or Bags that have hut. than on.
mark thereon, will not he ree. i vet I or
shipped.
All Freight must he properly marked
only to th«
I’o*itivel\ no freight remix.d unh-t
Consignee.
conformable f *» tiles a
ihox.
CFO.
WLLI.S, Agent.
BelfastIan. 15,187::.
p»x
inline

ft>

t

t :

a

tvi

DYE HOUSE!
Ingiota.

....

NETTING,

Manufactured

by

4NPSeml lor Price-List,

Baltimore, Md,

(»mos52

tin inn.

Will kindle all kinds of Hardwood, (’harenal.
Coke and Blacksmith’s Coal, without tin us.- of
shavings or any kind of kindlings, thereby making
it far sailer than any other kindlings over used. Costs
ON LY -’■> CENTS and lasts a life time.

F. A. FOLLETT, Agont,
No. 80 Main Street.

munvtMKiis!

attention.
l»y calling .it tin* well-known Music Store mention*
helow, you may inspect your favorite instrument,
plenty anil variety, and procure
i»

h

it

n

m

in request, to lead Polit ical
sions.
Also for sale, one of the
assortment of
BRIAN

and other proces-

largest

and finest

INNTR1MGWTN,

l»y the

best, makers, also the best Violins, Guitars,
Flutes, Fif» s, Concertinas ;—in fact all instruments
in common use, with STRINGS, and all other things
needed to renew and repair instruments, and a full
stock of MUSICAL MER01I AN II>SK.

M COU RT

lyr4.*t

Hair Stale Fa

r.

|\<0.

Proprietor.

This well known -lahii-hnn
with its udni.r.ibU
i*
conducted L> a tirst-cla-* I KFNi It
li^l-.B. living and Cleansing done in
manner it
give I'KBFFt I SA I lSFAt I l» >\.
Ladies’ Dresses, Sacques, Velv.-t, liibhons. \c.
Dyed, Cleansed anil Dressed without ripping or
Lace < 'wrtaius < lean-mi and
taking oil’ trimmings.
done equal to new.
Carpets Cleansed and Color
Ki stored.

facilities,

‘■out's
or Dyod,

(iftrments

JOHN C. HAYNES 4 CO.,
STREET, (opposite the Court House,)
BOSTON.

<

oats,

rants

ami \

<

sts

rieaus<

<»

Brown, Black, Blue-Black or Indigo Blue,
pressed ready for wear, (irut’s <i.-irmonts U<
pairing done at short notice.
Kit} Gloves dyed Black, or *.'!«•
every da\
Also now goods or ho:iv\ cloth' dvod and tinislu d ii

and

the best manner, at \ Kli^ low I’lilCKs.
e\orv
Goods sent
MONDAY.
.i
Vgrnev
H. F. W
.Milliiit r\ and Kanrv GoodStore No. 1? Main Street, Belfast, Me.
lyr.”

C H I N E S E
Fire IBctll!

now

al

EYED Oli ('LE.W'SEb!

WM. E. HOOPER & SONS,

ed
in

li

i«*

quested

MEM!

TWINES &

For ll«‘Ntorin»
ray Hair to it*
Natural Vitality anti Color.

St., opposite Kilby St., Boston

nr

EMILF BARBIER,

Counsellor at Law !

■

KTotice.

F
I»ei

I

Il J O K

S.

#0* Special attention given to
monies collected promptly paid.

Ad va no i n g y ea r s, s i e k
ness, care, disappoint
ment, and hereditary
predisposition,all t urn
the hair gray: either
of them disposes it to
fall oil' prematurely,
and either effect is un*
I sightly and unpleasant.
Mo behold. Dr.AVKK’s
1 consummate skill has
V produced an antidote
L for these deformities,
"which has won gratitude forhimlrom multitudes of women and
men.
11 is Hair Vi<jok sometime* reproduces lost hair; and always
restores to faded and gray hair its natural color, with
the gloss and freshness of youth. The comparatively
few bald and gray heads, that we now see, are those
who have not yet discovered the virtues of Aykr’n
II aik Vigor for renewing. The fresh and youthful
hair we see on older heads is often the product of
his art. If you are disfigured, 01 made old, austere
and ugly, by gray hair, restore its youthful color,
and with it your features to their original softness
and agreeable expression.
As an elegant dressing for beautifying the Hair, it
has no superior.

HI»ip|M‘i«

l»7vi.—tf.'IS

«

Designs,

Special
I'o

Auarilnl First I’mniinu

Hail* ~Vi<>:oT?

OF PATENTS

m.-ntionod ahoy. at I.
I’. M.
III.', liolrigorator
ars ar
litiod up in a li r -1
<•la.su manner, and will!.. Iiilh approoiahd l.\ th.
shippors all or trial. MM I 11 M
d. M. LI N I, Lon : Sup'i
I t .gilt Ag i.
A, IIKl;>K\
i'
Augusta. Mai

tln ir vessels classed in Ameri-

Lloyd’s Register and supplements will please
apply L> him for inspection of their vessels.
II AIM SHORN .t KINK.
liy Order
1'er If. it a uui M A n Surveyor (ieuera 1 lor Malnt'.
can

public.

AYE Xi’SS

Nolice.

(’apt. !•;. li. KARRI MAN ot Uellast,
being appointed surveyor for the Amerin Lloyd's Register, tor the district
'from Rockland to Matthias.
I’arties

families.

In fact, V F.< IE TI N E is the best remedy yet discovered for the above diseases,and is the only reliable HliOOl* IM It IF! Kit yet placed Indore

WOOLION^llOOlKS of all

assortment of

grades, usually found in

■

ful attention bestowed on their cases, and at very
reasonable charges.
.IOUN TAGGART.”
Boston, Jan. 1, 1872.—ly'-'O

KI.M

rapt. tu.KHlNt.

The Cheat ni.oon Purifier

EDDY,

or

W

Will lea\»■ until turt!»• r notice) Utilroad WIihiI.
Port lam!, every KK11 \ 1 K V IN I.M, cuimm-min.
Friday the 1 Itli i n.*-t :.t In o’clock, or on an iv al oi
Kxpre." Trt in tnun ItoM.-u. foi Uoekltuul, « a-tin
1 her Ish*. Sedgu irk, .*■% \\
Ilarhur .Mi. |>.-,r
Millltridgt -loin -port an.I M -tehi ;-| >n.
.■?
I n. .1
Ketuming will .r:,\. Ma.-lua -poll
morning, at a o'dork. touching at I lie tl»ovr in.I

tm

VEfJETlNE is made exclusively from tin- juices
ol carefully selected Inirks, rooiw ami liorli*.
ami so strongly concentrated that it will ell'ert u.dly
eradicate lrom tin- systom every taint ol •*«*<• rofula.
NcrofuloiiN
Humor. Tumor*. <’;nic«*r.
»•: ry*i|M*!u*.
Mult
C'aiicerou*
Humor.
('anker,
lllUMim. fevpliilisic
S-’aiiitui*** .it In* Niomacli, ami all diseases
t hat. arise lrom impui e hlood. Mciatic, I idl.imti*m, ^«*uma(or> and Chronic- Stlinim
ralgiu. €«out and *>jnn.sl Complaint*, can
the
hlood.
Ik*
cured
through
effectually
only
For 1 lc*i*r* and K»iiptiv«* diweaien of the
Hltin. I*ti*tu i‘i.l*iiii|»h*t. Ctlotr Ii4‘*. Moil*.
Mrahliieail and Ikin^noriu, VK(iI\1’1NE has never lailed to eifeet a permanent cure.
For l*ain* in tin* Hack. Ii imle» ComM ealoiei.,
Female
plaint*. llro|is»
■<*»u*r«rrlM«*i». arising (n.m internal ulceration,
and uterine diseases and (ileiieral l»«*l»ili(>,
VF.dETINE acts directly upon tlie causes ol these
It invigorates and strengthens the
complaints.
whole system, acts upon the secret ive organs, allays
inflammation, cures ulceration and regulates the
howels.
lror Catarrh. li> *p«»p*i a. H aliilua I €'».*•
tiveueiN,
ft*alpitation of the Heart.
Headache. I*il«‘*. I%'nrvou*iM»** and (>ieii>
erul prostration oi the \’er»ou* Mywtem. no
medicine has ever given such perfect sat isfact ion as
the V’EGKTLNK. It purities the blood, cleanses all
ol the organs, and possesses a controlling power
over the Nervous system.
The remarkable cures effected !»v V Ft FT IN F
have induced many physicians and aptdhecaries
whom we know to prescribe and use it in their own

AFTER

!

ChBO. Id.

I'.elfast, May 17, ls7'J.

Nervous Diseases,

hi

T1CKKTS.

Inventions, Trade Marks,

No. 76 State

All freight must be accompanied b> ( ill- ol
ladiug
in duplicate.
All lreight bills must be paid on
delivery ot goods.

Manhood, Womanhood, &

V.'.’

AMERICAN AND FOREIGN PATENTS

on

Popular Medical Works
ON

Prepared by H. H. NTRV K!YN. I’.oston Mass.
PriceSold by all Druggists.
.‘Imdleow

H

tll4

For Sale

Whole tickets, $10; halves, $5; quarters $2.50; 11
whole tickets lor $100;
lor $225; 50 lor $5oo; 11;t
(or $ t ,ood; 255 (or $2,500; 57a lor $5,000, No discount on less than $100 worth of tickets at a time.
The drawing will positively and unequivocally
take place December 7.
Agents are peremptorily
required to close sales and make returns November
in
order to give ample time for the final arrangements. Orders for tickets or applications lor
circulars should ho addressed to
<iov. 'I’llOS. K. BUAMLKTTK,
Agent Public Library ol Kentucky,
-ml leow
Louisville, Ivy.

R.

Boston,.$2.50.
Lowell,.i.65.

modiato

L, l.Ooo (HITS, ALL CASH.$f>00,000

a

3XT

$10

Tin* money to j»:iy :i!I those gilts is now upon
deposit, mid set apart lor that purpose, in tile banners’ and 1 trovers’ Bank, as will be soon by the following o« rt ilioato of the cashier:
I’ A KM Klis’ ANI» lUtOVKIts’ BANK,
(
Io»i:is\ ii.lk, K V.. Sept. 20, ]*7'£ S
This is to oertity that there is now on deposit in
this bank over hail a million dollars to the credit ol
tlie Lilt Concert land, $500.000 ol which is held by
this bankas Treasurer ol the Public Library ot Kentucky, to pay oil all gifts to lie awarded at the drawIf. is. VKACII, Cashier.
ing,

At a Probate, Court held at .Belfast, within and
for the County ot Waldo, on tin* second Tuesday
ot November, A. I>. iST-i.

Belfast, within and
the second Tuesday

(lifts
(lifts
(lifts
(lilts
(lifts
(lifts
(lifts
(lifts
Hitts
(lifts
(lifts

u onus,iunit,

rIt Kl* A It I'll.) H V

dm: cuand hii-t, cash..$100,000
DM', (ilJAND (11 FT...
.70.000
I
I

liMriim,

ho most congenial purgat ivo yet perfected. I In ir
effects abundantly show how much they excel all
I hoy are sale and pleasant to take, hut
other Pills.
powerful to cure. 'I hoy purge out. the toul humors
of the blood; they sfimulate the sluggish or di>ordered organ into action, and they impart health
and tone to the whole being. They cure not only
the very day complaints ot every body, but lormidnb.eand dangerous diseases.
Most, eminent clergymen, most skilful physicians, and our best citizens
end certificates ot eiire.s performed and ol great
beinlits they have derived from these Pills. They
are the safest ami best, physic for children, hecau.se
mild as well as effectual, lieing sugar-coated, they
are easy to take; and being purely vegetable, tin y
are entirely harmless.

CONCERT,

ONLY

I nip

are t

\ I the second (Irand (lilt Concert, authorized
1"V. hy special act ot the Legislature, in aid ot the
i’ublie Library ot Kentucky, unavoidably postponed
from September l's to December 7, and which positively and unequivocally occurs in I uiiisville, Ivy.,
Saturday, December 7, 1.S72, without further delay
on any account whatever, the following Cush (lifts
are for distribution by lot. among the ticket holders

S. FLKTCII I'ilt, named Kxecutor in a certain
)% instrument purporting to be the last will ami
testament of Jeremiah Braun late ot .Stockton, in
said County of Waldo, deceased, having presented
said will for Probate.
Ordered, That the said Kiddie-, give notice
to all persons interested by causing a copy ol this
order to be published three weeks successively in
the Republican Journal,printed at. Be.last .that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Bellas!,
within and for said County, on t he second Tuesday
ot December next, at ten ot the clock before noon,
and shew cause, it any they have, why the same
should not be proved, approved and .allowed.
ASA 1 UURI.OLM. il, Judge.
A true copy. Attest— B. P. Fiki.d, Register.
‘M

At a Court of Probate held at
for the County of Waldo, on
of November, A. D. 1872.

Scientific and

(s“:n Belfast,

i\ «‘P.css, •) ann-

Neuralgia, ;i> :i Dinner Pill, ami
Purify in*_r I In1 Blood.

SOLD

YSANDER PUTNAM Sc KKZIA

OPE

mors :11111 > iII

BANFTO PAY ALL GIFTS.
DRAWING IN SIGHT.

HURLEY,
of Pel fast, in
I' Obligeesof ot .James White, late M.
HOPEFUL! said
Waldo, deceased, having presented
County
SOLICITOR
said deceased’s
petition that the Administrator

NOW

'osl

ami Skin I »isItilionsiuss,
rnx’s,
Livnr
('oinplainl.
*
I)ropsy, Tettpr, 'I’ll-

IN

§100,000

Upon the loregoing petition, Ordered, That the
petitioner give notiec to all persons interested by
causing a copy ol said petition, with this order then
on, to be published three weeks successively in the
Republican Journal, a paper printed at Belfast, that
they may appear at a 1’robate Court, to be held at
the Probate Office in Bcllast alore-aid, on tin* second
Tuesday of Dec. next, at ten o’clock in t lie forenoon,
and shew cause, it any they have, why the same
should not be granted.
ASA III l! It LOW, Judge.
A true copy, Attest : —15. 1\ Kiki.i*, Register.

estate may be authorized to convey to them certain
real estate situate in Linncus and Ludlow, County
of Aroostook, agreeably to the contract of said deceased.
Ordered, That the said Petitioners give notice to all
persons interested by causing a copy of this order to
be published three weeks successively in the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within
and lor said County, on the second Tuesday ot
December next, at ten of the clock before noon, and
shew cause, if any they have, why the prayer of said
petitioners should not be granted.
ASA TIIURLOUOII, Judge.
A true copy. Attest—B. P. Field, Register.

\d. 10 Main SI,

Main Ml..

I ions,

llr. .1.

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and tor
the County ol' Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
November, A. D. 1872.

GRATEFUL !

GIFT

A FOIL

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, witliin and for
the County ol Waldo, on the second Tuesday ot
November, A. D. 187~.

Sewing Machine
For :il!

I

LIBRARY

M

Ihunih

^lMieumatism,

THK KENTUCKY

oiler of three hundred dollars has
been made by one Reuben Abbott, of said Knox,
lor said minor’s interest, which offer It is for the
interest of all concerned immediately to accept: the
proceeds thereof to be put out on interest tor tin
benelit of said minor.
Wherefore your petitioner prays your honor to
grant him a license to sell and convey said real estate
ol said minor, (including the reversion of the widow’s dower thereon,) to said Abbott lor said sum.
J. D. RAMso.N,

advantageous

t‘

I'. »1.

Monday.

everv

TO

at Law!

GE( >KG MS

The limit*1 -il*iumI gives notice tlull lie
i- running tin soli I*. M. BONNKY
between Belfast anti Carver’s Harbor,
carrying freight ami passengers. The
schooner,when in port, may be found at
11araden’s whart.
Capt. Burgess will !..■ at the store of WOODS,
MAIHKWS & MAK Kit, where t hose having any
kind of ( mi n K\ l’lannri: may lind him ready to
take it at fair prices.
1 IIOMAS lUltfJKSS.
tiH
Belfast, Oct. 4, is?-.',

Abbott,
Knox,
respectfully represents
that said minor is seized and possessed ot certain
real estate situate in said Knox, being an undivided
fourth part ot the Homestead of said deceased ; that

“OUR DARLING/*

a

l>yspri»sia, luli,motion, 1 >\
Kniil StoniMfli, I’.rysi|m*I:is,1 1 t*;i11:«<• lit*. I’ilts

A.

Fare to

JOHNSON,

Attorney

ciKiNc
<

•

an

l*nr|»o««‘« of

a

Mary
minor heir of Sumner Abbott, late of
Jl).
in said County, deceased,

WoKTH inoton,

fr'or all ila«*

ir-.Junl

Judge ol Probate for the County

ucsday,

Cathartic Pills

i

be

To the Honorable
of Waldo:

W4.VTEU.—Wc guarantee e in
ployment lor all, either sex, at $<> a day, or
a year.
New works by Mrs. 11. 15.
or
more
$g,000
Stowe and others.
Superb premiums given away.
made
and
easily at work lor ns.
Money
rapidly

ii no now

•FAST ASLEEP.”

Belfast, within and
the second Tuesday

copy of said petition, with this order there
published three weeks successively in tin
Republican Journal a paper printed at Belfast, that
they may appear at a Probate Court lobe held at
tin- Probate ( Mice in Belfast aforesaid, on the second
Tuesday of 1 >ec. next, at ten o’clock in the I ore noon,
anil shew cause, it any they have, why the >aim
should not be granted.
ASA Till KROl CD, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
B. P. Kti.i.i*, Register.
on, to

c

•WIDE AWAKE”

Upon the foregoing Petition, Ordered, That the
petitioner give notice to all persons interested by-

causing

Views,

v

I

o’clock

?

Will leave Huston
Thursday and Frbla\ :u

CO., Proprietors,
Providence,

•iuido,
Kaphael,

'later 1 ioloroso—(iuido,
Madonna Madrid- Murillo,
immaculate Conception— Murillo,
Madonna anti Child—Murillo.

GOODS!

E.

A Hook for Every Han.
HIE SCIENCE OF LIFE, OK SELF-PRESERVATION.
Or. H. S. FLINT &
A Medical Treatise on the Cause-ami Cure of Exhausted
Vitality, Sperm at*muhi-ea, Seminal Weakness, ImpoR. I.
TilN'-' Y, PREMATURE DECLINE IN MAN, NERVOUS ANI) PHYSICAL
Debility, Hypochondria, anil all other diseases arising
from the Errors of Youth, or the Indiscretions or Extf#*Sold at wholesale and retail I**' S. A. ll()\N l-.S
cesses of mature years.
v CO., Heltast.
-<>ni4D
This is indeed a book lor every
man.
l'JOth edition, much enlarged, illustrated; bound in
beautiful French cloth. Price only $1.00.
A Hook for l!u»ry Woman,
Entitled SEXCAI. PHYSIOLOGY OF WOMAN, AND
He it DISEASES; or, Woman treated of Physiologically
and Pathologically, in health and disease, from Infancy
to Old Age, with elegant Illustrative Engravings.
360
pages, bound in beautiful French cloth.. Price $2 00.
A Hook for Everyhod.y.
The Institute has just published a new book, treating
exclusively of NERVOUS AND MENTAL DISEASES.
160 pp. cioth. Price $1.00, or all three hooks sent on
receipt of $3, postage paid.
These tire, beyond all comparison, the most extraordinary works on Physiology ever published. There is
nothing whatever that the Married or Single, of Either
Sex, can either require or wish to know, but what is fully
explained, and many matters of the most important and
interesting character are introduced to which no allusion
• veil can be found iu
any other works in our language.
All Hie New Discoveries of the author, whose experience
is such as probably ner-r before fell to the lot of any man,
are given in full, especially those relating
Spermatorrhoea, Impotency, Sterility or Barrenness.
No person
should be without these valuable books. The press
throughout the country, the clertry, and the medical faculty
generally highly extol these extraordinary and useful works.
The most fastidious may read them.
O’Either book sent by mail, postpaid,on receipt of price.
N. 15. The author of the above-named medical works is
the Chief Consulting Physiciau of the PEABODY MEDICAL
INSTITl’TE, in high standing in the Medical Faculty of
this country, who has successfully treated thousands of the
human family afflicted with tin- maladies treated upon in
these books, and gives bis whole attention to his patients
and D> those who may call upon him for adviem The grand
secret of his success is his vast knowledge f the causes -f
these ailments and his speedily removing them from the
constitution.
Dr. W. H PARKER, Member of the Royal College of
Surgeons, London, late M -dical Inspector General, C. S. A
Memb- of the Am. riean Medical Faculty, and
Honorary
S3
.A. "XT JE5 UFL
Assistant Physician of the Institute, may also be consulted
I on all diseases requiring skill and experience, to whom all
i correspondence should be addressed, -r to the PEABODY
MEDICAL INSTITUTE, N
4 Uultinch St Boston, Mass.
Inviolable secrecy and certain relief.
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Tin*
tind in the Duiker Hitters just the
article tin y stand, in ncedot in their declining years.
It quickens the ldood ami cheers the mind, and
] aves ; he passage down I In- plane i nclined.

each mounted, $1 50.

C'aj't. W. II. lloix.
Ho* ton

lor

nt-sdny, rhunday and Stutard,... at

all I in |iu rif «• * ot the Hlood and di^easein nlent to the same always cured, by the (Quaker
Hitters, it taken according to he directions.
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The above are some of Champnev's best ski trims,
ami are brilliant in coloring and true to Nature.
Executed in the |»est m:inu< r.

RotaiI

D E A L E R

Si/P

Capt. .1. i*. Johnson.
Will Icav

-■(

»>n 1 lie s.ico River, N. II.
l-.iki ( Mmenrua :iml Mountain, White Mountains.
Autumn on the Kennebec., Maine.
W heat Harvest, Delaware Kiver.

inlorest to
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Certainf

TIMOTHY IIANSON.
I’. O. address R. t horndike.

G.

It r«*«i tiling-, |*ain in tin I,lings,Side
ai I Chest almost invariably cured
by taking a lew
ht. ties ot the Quaker Hitters.
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CAMBRIDGE K ATAHDIN

One bottle will convince the most

If o licit iii*. ('atarrh,< 'on \ ulsion -, ami It
cured or much reli.-ve.l.

269 WASHINGTON STREET,

NIMPEE

Sensation

Hli«*iiiii;iti*iii. Swelled .loint* and all Scrofula
Atttictioiis removed or great I v ia lie\ ed bv t hi- in
valuable medicine.

Retail Price, $9.

PROBATE NOTICES.

A

Spirits and sinking

!%ervou* If ifticulti<>*. Neuralgia, Sec., speedily relieved.

sami. a in is r.

Size 15x24.

Every

IOR

Burn, Liver Complaint, and
by taking a few bottles.

ft omi* expelled from tlie
system without the
least dilliculty. Patients suffering l'roni this
prevalent disease will see a marked change lor the better
ill their condition alter taking one bottle.
Worm
difficultlies are more prevalent than is generally sup
posed in the young, and they will tind the (Quaker
Hitters a sure remedy,

fr'O it

KKYn

at once,

variably cured.
skeptical,

After (iKKiGS.

ON T1IK 1UHLK, FOR THE HOME CIRCLE.
l,2oo pages, 250 Engravings. The best enterprise of
the year for agents.
family will have it.
Nothing like it now published. Foi circulars address
li. S. tioousi’KKi) & Co., :t7 Park Row, New York.

k.

Heart
cured

I4i«lit«\v. Bladder and Urinary Derangements in-

Size 15x24.

IVanliMl for

MBim:v

THK ItOl'TG.

St., BANGOR.

On account of ill health tin* subscriber now oilers his farm lor sale,
situated in fhorndiko,
containing one hui*lred and
litly acres ot good land under a good state ot cultivation. Said lurm lias a good
orchard, raised two hundred and titty bushels of
grafted fruit the present
season, plenty ot wood and water. The buildings
are very good and convenient.
Said farm will be
sold \ery low it
applied tor soon. Also tor sale, one
yoke oxen, girth ti feet Id inches, two good cows
and two yearling heifers.

Et'iiptioiift, l*imples Blotches,and all impurities oi the blood, bursting through the skin or
otherw ise, cured readily by following the directions
on the bottle,

LITTLE RIVER,STOWE,VT.

Item ^bbcrfiscmcnts.

JUBILEE!

Appetite

Low

SAM K AUTIST

Size 15x24.

Those who stand on
the high places of earth understand not
what necessity, what suffering means.
They know not what it is to a noble soul
to be oldiged. like a worm, to crawl upon
Hit' earth for nourishment, because it has
Life
not the strength to endure famine.
moves around them with so much grace,
splendor and beauty; they drink life’s
sweetest wine and dance to a charming
intoxication. They find nothing within
them which can enable them to understand the real sufferings of the poor; they
love only themselves, and look at mankind
in their narrow circle.

1823.

I tvO m picn« lt>

FOUR TRIPS PER

Farm for Sale.

Extracts ot Roots ami Herbs which almost invariably cure the following complaints :—

$9.

NEW ENGLAND WINTER!

assortment ol

dear to the. vision.

Agr«Mit«

Price,

Retail

a

make

alone

Easy!

Loss ol

We have

trials, to see no result that effort
warrant—nay, perhaps disaster instead.
To stand lirm at such a crisis of existence,
to preserve one’s self-poise and selt-respeet. not to loose or relax effort—this is
greatness; whether the eye of the world
notes it, or it is recorded in the book which
shall

Ain

PHYSICIAN!

at 103 Centre

li. CHAMPNKY.

Alter

without previous effort ; but having struggled and crowded the slow years wit’ll

eternity

G-ould

CLAIRVOYANT

Retail Price, $12.

YOSEMITE VALLEY, CAL.

Of all the lesof Life.
that humanity has to learn, the hardNot to wait with
est is to learn to wait.
folded hands, then claim life’s praises

ot

Tas.

MA«!IETir

published.

Size 22x27.

Boston & Lowell.

SAMUEL WARD & CO., Propr’s, Boston.

Market.

The best Chrome of

ever

lyH

1IY

*e“Kxumines from a distance by a lock of hair.
FEE—ONE 1)01,1 All EACH.
tfi)

Tin: Lessons

light

fruit
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Mrs.
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the
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ROYAL DESSERT!

custom, which rarely receives sufficient
attention either from the medical profession or the general public. He says that
the women of the working classes make
tea a principal article of diet, instead ot
an occasional beverage.
They drink it
several times a day, and the result is a
lamentable amount of sickness. This is
no doubt the case, and, as Dr. Arlidge
remarks, a portion of the reforming zeal
directed against intoxication might be
wisely diverted to the repression of this
very serious evil of tea.-tippling among
the lower classes. Tea, in anything but
moderate quantities, is as distinctly a narcotic poison as is opium or alcohol. It is
capable of running the digestion, ol enfeebling and disordering the heart’s action,
and ot generally shattering the nerves.
And it must be remembered thal not
merely is it a question of narcotic excess,
but the enormous amount of hot water
which tea-bibbers necessarily drink, is
exceedingly prejudicial both to digestion
and nutrition. In short, without pretending to place this evil on a par as to general effect with those caused by alcoholic
drinks, one may well insist that our teetotal reformers have overlooked, and even
to no small extent encouraged a form ot
animal indulgence which is as distinctly
sensual, extravagant and pernicious as
any beer drinking or gin swilling in the
world.
[Boston Medical and Surgical
.Journal.
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THE GREAT CAUSE

Human
Just /‘ublislml in

;\ bftiire

on

a

Misery.

Sealed Envelope,
Cents.

I'rice

Sir

the \;iture, Tnaitiucnt ami I'adical

Cure ot Seminal Weakness, or Spermatorrhoea, in
duced by Sell Abuse, Involuntary Kmissions, Impo
teuey, Nervous Debility, and Impediments to
Marriage generally; Consumption, Epilepsy, and
Fits; Mental and Physical Incapacity, etc.
By
UOBKIiT J. CU LV I. ItW El l., M. IK. Author ol
the “Green Book, etc.
The world-renowned author, in this admirable
Lecture, clearly proves troni his own experience
that the awful consequences ot Selt-Ahuse may be
effectually removed without medicines, and without
dangerous surgical operations, bougies, instruments
rings, or cordials, pointing out a mode of cure ut
once certain and ellectual by which every sufferer,
no matter what bis condition may be, mav eur«
himself cheaply, privately, and radically.
Tills
LKCTUKK WILL PUOVK A BOON TO TIIOI
SANDS AND THOUSANDS.
Sent under seal, in a
envelope, to any ad
dress, on receipt ot six cents, or two postagi
stamps, by addressing the publishers.
Also DU. CULVEB WELL’S “Marriage Guide
price 50 cents.
Address the publishers,

plain
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Bowery,

J. C. KUWE 4% CO..
New York. Post-Office Box 4,580
1 yr41

